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00:00:01 Well Read
George Saunders / Lincoln in the Bardo

Lincoln in the Bardo is an astonishing feat of imagination and a bold step forward from one of the most important and influential writers of his
generation. The long-awaited first novel from George Saunders: a moving and original father-son story featuring none other than Abraham
Lincoln, as well as an unforgettable cast of supporting characters, living and dead, historical and invented.

(CC) N/A #620H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1301H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
George Delancey Quartet

Former Michigan State University Jazz students George DeLancey, bass, and Jon Beshay, sax, bring jazz to life alongside Rick Roe, piano, and
Sean Dobbins, drums. The George DeLancey Quartet featured "The Piano by the Window" and "Melancholy Evening" during this performance
recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015 in Lansing's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #713H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Atlanta - A Music Voyager Special

Through the intersecting worlds of five amazing artists, one experiences a city's creative soul. From music superstar Janelle Monae and
alternative hip-hop group Arrested Development, to the creative culinary genius of the Gun Show restaurant and the colorful lantern parade,
watch as they all come together in a creative collage to tell the story of Atlanta.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Patrick Davis & His Midnight Choir

South Carolina native, Patrick Davis is a singer, songwriter, storyteller & showman who has made a rather impressive musical mark in Nashville
with songs recorded by Jimmy Buffet, Lady Antebellum, Darius Rucker, Jewel, Guy Clark and many more. Since 2016, he has been joined by his
"Midnight Choir", an 11-piece band featuring horns & background singers. In this episode you'll see him sing with sis, play with pops, and
command his audience.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

02:30:00 New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists
New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists features members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, including flutist Elizabeth Rowe;
concertmaster Malcolm Lowe; percussionist Dan Bauch, and members of the bass section and trumpet section working with the fellows. Tension
is involved in preparing for The Festival of Contemporary Music. The fellows blow off steam at a big dance party.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Fighting On Both Fronts: The Story of the 370th
FIGHTING ON BOTH FRONTS: THE STORY OF THE 370TH tells the little-known story of a unit of African American soldiers from Illinois, largely
from Chicago's Bronzeville neighborhood, who fought in combat for the United States under the French during World War I. They fought on two
fronts: the war against the Germans and the war against racism and inequality. During a period when African Americans struggled tirelessly for
basic human and civil rights, these soldiers marched off to war to show their patriotism and loyalty to the United States. But when they returned
from war they realized that, despite their sacrifices, the country still denied them civil rights. The 370th had the distinction of being the only Black
regiment completely staffed with black officers. For its actions during the war, members received 21 Distinguished Service Crosses, one
Distinguished Service Medal and 68 Croix de Guerre.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:30:00 No Going Back: Women and the War
North of the Mason-Dixon line, the Industrial Revolution of the mid-19th century drew increasing numbers of women out of the home and into the
factories. In the agrarian, antebellum South, no such exodus occurred. Many Southerners perceived the forces of modernization - including the
early rumblings of the women's suffrage movement - as a threat to their traditional way of life. However, as Fort Sumter fell in April of 1861, so too
would many firmly held cultural and societal beliefs about "a woman's place." Hardships and hunger forced ill-prepared, isolated and often un-
educated Southern women into the public sphere to demand relief from the government and advocate for policy changes. NO GOING BACK:
WOMEN AND THE WAR explores how the lives of women, and their roles in society, changed during and after the Civil War. Grammy-winning
singer-songwriter Mary Chapin Carpenter narrates. Interviews with well-known historians and academics, reenactments at Civil War-era
landmarks, and dramatic readings from the letters and journals of women, both free and enslaved, illuminate this fascinating chapter in American
history.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Reel South
Gip

Filmed and Directed by: Patrick Sheehan. In 1952, gravedigger by day and bluesman by night Henry 'Gip' Gipson opened a ramshackle backyard
juke joint in Alabama. Once scattered across the rural South, juke joints have become relics of the past. In the Spring of 2013, Gip's Place, the
last juke joint in Alabama, was raided and ordered to shut down. Gip follows the battle to keep the blues alive. Logline: Fans of the blues in
Birmingham protest after an iconic juke joint is ordered to close. In 1952, gravedigger by day and bluesman by night Henry 'Gip' Gipson opened a
ramshackle backyard juke joint in Alabama.Once scattered across the rural South, juke joints have become relics of the past. In the Spring of
2013, Gip's Place, the last juke joint in Alabama, was raided and ordered to shut down. Gip follows the battle to keep the blues alive.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA
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05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #616KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Stolen Watch

Amadeus prepares a composition for the Golden Needle of Salzburg competition. The ambitious Devilius and conniving Monti the Rat want
Devilius' nephew, Mario, to win the prize instead. With the help of a pocket watch and a stolen Mozart melody, they manage to make Amadeus
look like a thief and plagiarist. In a spooky graveyard scene, Amadeus and his friend finally force a confession from Mario. Will it be enough to
clear Amadeus of the charges or will Mario win the Golden Needle of Salzburg? The Music: Aria "Ein Maedchen oder Weibchen" from the opera
"The Magic Flute" K. 620; et al.

(CC) DVI #102(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Electri-Kent!

Kent discovers one of Edison's secret inventions - an exo-bodysuit: a steampunk Ironman device that turns him into a klutzy superhero.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Blaster 1

(CC) N/A #120HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique
Strengthen Your Bones

(CC) DVI #828Z(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Shoulder and Back Strength

Mary Ann guides viewers through a lively workout sharing exercises that help strengthen the shoulders and back.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
On The Go

Arrive on time and in style. Embroidery expert Eileen Roche embroiders colorful and cool watchbands to add style to any outfit. Using versatile
hardware, Carolina Moore creates the ultimate travel bag with roomy pockets for all your take-alongs. Upcycle designer Michelle Paganini has a
tip for re-purposing notions and trims from resale garments.

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Tunics A La Mode

Catch the latest fashion trend with tunics. Knit a long summer top that is perfect for layering with Kristen Mangus. Lena Skvagerson shares great
seaming techniques in the technique corner. From the bottom up, Ellen Gormley crochets an easy-fitting top with wide sleeves and a trendy hood.

(CC) N/A #812H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
Pieces and Parts

Deconstruct the image, then reconstruct it into new art. Textile artist Malka Dubrawsky combines scraps in a new way as she considers shapes
and colors in her quilts. Art quilter Sarah Ann Smith shares her techniques for achieving crisp corners, hanging sleeves and a professional finish
for her art.

(CC) N/A #2007H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7220H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Bordeaux Part 2

In one of the most revered wine growing regions of the world the big name, ultra luxe first growths may dominate the high end market, but we
thought we'd visit the other 97% of Bordeaux, the small family farmer growers during the historic near perfect 2015 harvest in September of that
year. Of course we'll hit a bunch of restaurants, a cooperage to see oak barrels assembled, a bakery and a few markets while we're there in both
these episodes.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Espresso Ribeye & Fried Green Tomatoes

Sometime in life, the most unexpected combination of flavors creates true culinary masterpieces. In this episode Chef Stellino does just that, a
magic rub containing espresso turns a great steak into a work of art. Then Nick teaches us how to create a southern favorite, Fried Green
Tomatoes.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Chef Paul Prudhomme's Always Cooking!
One Pan Wonders

West Coast Egg Foo Young, Fried Green Tomatoes with Cream Gravy, Different French Toast.

(CC) DVI #105(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Taste Bud Temptations

Classic French cuisine didn't include raw fish when Jacques was growing up, but now both he and his wife Gloria indulge their appreciation for
the natural delicacy with his first recipe of tuna tartare with bagel chips and radishes. Tuna makes a second appearance on the show in the
canned version when Jacques combines four simple ingredients to make tuna mascarpone cream, a perfect party appetizer. Jacques then
prepares a Spanish tortilla in a step-by-step demonstration, a piece de resistance for any brunch menu. Jacques' granddaughter Shorey stops by
to help make a strawberry confiture and a velvety caramelized pear custard. The perfect way to end the meal!

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Work Out Naturally

Look to nature for design inspiration. Using quartz points, designer Molly Schaller creates stunning necklaces and other jewelry. To work out, she
makes jewelry from pearls in all shapes, colors and sizes. Artist Jill MacKay cools down with designs in die-cut leather. Katie Hacker discusses
how bead-making can benefit children facing health challenges.

(CC) N/A #2503H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Wear Your Art

Wear your art and express your maker's spirit wherever you go. Embellishment artist Candie Cooper makes bag charms with leather and beads.
Resin artist Susan Lenart Kazmer casts found objects to wear as jewelry or embellishments. Fine artist Andrew Thornton turns a book into a
necklace. Jane Dunnewold is back with more art tips.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Fundraising Can Be Fun

Have a worthy cause? Then host a worthy fundraiser. This episode shows how to organize volunteers, choose the right venue, get the word out,
and keep expenses low. Learn the right way to do the right thing.

(CC) DVI #510H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Outer Limits

Break the creative boundaries and travel to the outer limits. Blast off as Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a bottle rocket. Katie Hacker tracks the
journey on a decorated bulletin board. Franz Spohn makes portraits with candy beads and we'll make a sparkly Easter decoration from blogger
Jen Goode.

(CC) DVI #1807H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Super Foods; Super Recipes

In this episode of Garden Home, P. Allen Smith shows that you don't have to be a superhero to save the day. Super performers in the kitchen,
garden and home are highlighted to help give your life some extra punch.

(CC) DVI #1607H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The 50-Mile Bouquet: Why Local Matters with Flowers, Too (Skagit Valley, Wa)

We've all heard the term "sustainably grown." But have you ever stopped to consider that it can apply to more than food? In fact, the flowers you
put on your dinner table (unless you grew them yourself) are likely loaded with pesticides that were applied when they were growing in foreign
countries thousands of miles away. While the multi-billion-dollar floral industry creates a beautiful product, the growing practices to bring it to
market are anything but. Fortunately, a new and local industry for organic and sustainably grown cut flowers is springing up and gaining
momentum all across America. These farmers care deeply about not only their product but also the methods used to grow them. In this episode,
Joe visits Jello Mold Farm in the beautiful Skagit Valley, WA to see how this small farm operation has created a successful business while caring
for the environment.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15110H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1422H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9045(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1022H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
The Boxcars

(CC) N/A #1220H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2101H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Hidden Passions

We all harbor secrets we're afraid to share with the world, but sometimes, you just have to take a leap of faith: Festus by Shawn Snyder and
Yeah Kowalski! by Evan Roberts. Clean by Gabriel Wilson.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Lady Bird: A Conversation with Greta Gerwig

In our season 8 premiere episode, Academy Award-nominated filmmaker and actress Greta Gerwig talks about her theatrical beginnings, what
she learned working with filmmakers Noah Baumbach, Mike Mills, and others in such films as Frances Ha and 20th Century Women, and taking
the leap to write and direct her own film, the critically acclaimed Lady Bird.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Real Cyborgs

Guest: Dr. Phillip Kennedy. Movies: Justice League, Cyborg City. HBO has the Mother of Dragons, but Science Goes to the Movies has the
Father of Cyborgs. And ours is a real life neuroscientist, Dr. Phillip Kennedy.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1127H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Second Opinion
Reversing Heart Disease

Patient Story: Heart disease is an increasing problem in the U.S. What is the solution? For Dick DuBois, he changed his diet and it made a
significant difference in his overall health. But were the changes enough? Has he cured his heart disease or simply stalled its progression? Myth
or Medicine: Can diet alone reverse heart disease? Second Opinion 5: Five risk factors for heart disease.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1022H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
The Boxcars

(CC) N/A #1220H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2101H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Hidden Passions

We all harbor secrets we're afraid to share with the world, but sometimes, you just have to take a leap of faith: Festus by Shawn Snyder and
Yeah Kowalski! by Evan Roberts. Clean by Gabriel Wilson.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Lady Bird: A Conversation with Greta Gerwig

In our season 8 premiere episode, Academy Award-nominated filmmaker and actress Greta Gerwig talks about her theatrical beginnings, what
she learned working with filmmakers Noah Baumbach, Mike Mills, and others in such films as Frances Ha and 20th Century Women, and taking
the leap to write and direct her own film, the critically acclaimed Lady Bird.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Real Cyborgs

Guest: Dr. Phillip Kennedy. Movies: Justice League, Cyborg City. HBO has the Mother of Dragons, but Science Goes to the Movies has the
Father of Cyborgs. And ours is a real life neuroscientist, Dr. Phillip Kennedy.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1127H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #617KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Brilliant Poppies

Painting poppies is a good way to prepare for the next step, painting roses. Gary creates poppies that are in full bloom with nearby buds waiting
to be set free. A hint of brick on the side frames these pretty poppies. Gray and red undertones complete a brilliant composition.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Birch Forest, Part 1

In Part I, Wilson lays the acrylic under-painting and masks out the trees. This foundation will be followed by oil glazes that will bring this sunny
summer birch forest to life.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
Winslow Homer's Seas at Prouts Neck, Maine

David travels on the rocky shores of Prouts Neck, Maine, where the famously enigmatic Winslow Homer (1836-1910) lived for the last 27 years of
his life and painted some of his most recognizable, theatrical, and iconic seascapes. Battling the wind, David paints an evocative watercolor at the
location of the famed Cannon Rock, and an oil sketch of the rocks and turbulent sea in front of Homer's studio.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique
Improve Posture & Flatten Abs

(CC) DVI #829Z(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Postural Alignment and Shoulder Stability

This program features exercises that help increase postural awareness and stabilize the shoulders.

(CC) N/A #1507H(S)NETA
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10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Arthritis Walking Workout 1

(CC) N/A #301H(S)ACCES

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Neven Maguire prepares delicious MacNean eggs benedict and crispy goat's cheese with beetroot pannacotta in his family restaurant in
Blacklion, Co. Cavan. Later, guest chef Ross Lewis, owner of Dublin's Michelin-starred Chapter One restaurant, demonstrates how to make the
perfect assiette of pork.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Off The Beaten Path In Playa Del Carmen

Rick brings you out of the plush resorts and into the streets of Playa del Carmen, where street vendors and roadside stands serve real-deal
Mexican food. Rick heads to Antojitos Yucateco for cochinita pibil tortas, then to nearby Las Karnitas for tacos of golden, crispy carnitas with
spicy salsa. Then Rick follows the smoke to a little roadside cart, where crowds gather for cecina estilo Yecapixtla, thin-cut seared beef with
grilled onions and nopales. At Le Chique, a modern dining room between Cancun and Puerto Morales, Chef Jonatan Gomez Luna dazzles Rick
with feats of Mexican molecular gastronomy. Back in Chicago, Rick shows how to execute the perfect taco party of your own, complete with slow
cooker carnitas, summer squash and guero chile, and grilled achiote catfish with spicy habanero mayo.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Ragu

The key to a delicious meal is coaxing a lot of flavor from an ingredient, whether it is meat or vegetables. In this episode, Lidia shares two ragu
recipes: lamb and pepper ragu; and a chestnut and mushroom ragu: a heart, flavorful medley of chestnuts and mushrooms that make for a
satisfying vegetarian ragu.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Food Over 50
Red Meat & Cholesterol

This episode introduces good health and nutrition to the meals we eat, and sets the theme for the entire first series with one of the most common
dietary dilemmas in America, the issue of red meat and cholesterol. The savory and taste-temping recipes, including bitter/sweet steak salad and
roast lamb with chimichurri and ratatouille, puts into proportion how much is too much red meat and whether dietary cholesterol is actually the
health threat we were convinced it was decades ago. In this episode, David travels to his seaside getaway in Scotland for a beachside lamb
barbecue - Hebridean-style - before heading back to his studio kitchen near Palm Springs to roast the lamb home-style. The episode wraps up
with the "Second Helpings" segment, featuring resident dietician Elizabeth Kelsey discussing healthy portions for red meat meals, the truth about
dietary cholesterol and the greater concern we should have concerning overall saturated fat in our foods. Next is an upbeat "Earn What You Eat"
golf segment to leave viewers with the important message that physical activity is just as important to a healthy lifestyle as fresh, nutritious and
flavorful food.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Expeditions with Patrick Mcmillan
Frogs - Spring's Symphony In Peril

How many youngsters become fascinated with nature by playing in mud puddles catching tadpoles and frogs? I did. Today, all around the globe,
these harbingers of spring are disappearing at an alarming rate. Join Patrick in a race across the region, through the seasons, and against time,
to uncover the most secretive, strange, and seldom seen frogs in the Southeast.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Buried Treasure

New England is full of treasures large and small. In this episode, we meet lobsterman and photographer Joel Woods, who captures intimate
portraits of a hidden world-dramatic, gritty, and often-poignant snapshots of life aboard a lobster boat. Next, we set out along the coast of New
Hampshire to celebrate local oysters with star chef Jeremy Sewall. And finally, we uncover the world's only authenticated pirate ship-and reveal
treasures that have never before been seen in public.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Iran's Historic Capitals

Iran's rich history goes back millennia, to the days when Persepolis was home to "the king of kings." In this episode, Rick Steves explores three
historic capitals of Iran: Persepolis, with its splendid monuments; Shiraz, with the tombs of Iran's most beloved poets; and Esfahan, with its
extraordinary mosques and endearing people.

(CC) N/A #514H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
England: The Queen's Swan

Join Richard Wiese in England. He discovers that an unlikely bird, the swan, has played a key role in Britain's long line of proud traditions.
Richard visits the Abbotsbury Swannery, where caring for these magnificent birds is a royal institution. He meets the Queen's Swan Warden and
the Swan Herd and participates in a swan rescue.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Garden Smart
Hardscaping and outdoor furniture have a big impact on how our home and garden look. GardenSMART visits with two experts that are true
artists in their fields. Their input really makes the landscape installation look phenomenal. Be sure to join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #5012H(S)NETA

15:30:00 For Your Home
All About The Surfaces

New spaces take shape as drywall, hardwood floors and vinyl siding transform the interior and exterior of the bungalow while new doors and
windows provide beauty and energy saving advantages. Homeowner, Liz Lowry, works with Ron, the finish carpenter, to recycle two old wooden
doors into headboards for two of her three children's bedrooms.

(CC) N/A #3105H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Jane Golden

Jane Golden is an arts activist and Executive Director of Mural Arts Philadelphia. Golden's affinity for mural-making took her from a small
municipal office to managing an arts organization with international renown; it produces upwards of 100 public works of art each year, and has
served tens of thousands of residents, artists, and visitors to Philadelphia through art education programs, community engagement activities,
employment/training programs, and public mural tours over the last three decades. Host Paula Marantz Cohen delves into Golden's formative
years as a lone muralist on a mission, and the breadth of work and community programming that her organization now brings to the streets of
Philadelphia and the world.

(CC) N/A #604HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Cecile Richards, Planned Parenthood President/Author

Cecile Richards is a national leader for women's rights and social and economic justice. As President of Planned Parenthood Federation of
America and Planned Parenthood Action Fund for more than a decade, Richards has worked to increase affordable access to reproductive health
care. After starting her career as a labor organizer, working with women earning the minimum wage, she went on to start her own grassroots
organizations, and later served as Deputy Chief of Staff to House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. In 2011 and 2012, she was named one of
TIME Magazine's 100 Most Influential People in the World

(CC) N/A #830H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Chairmaker

The century old tradition of building the Windsor Chair is a practical and elegant pursuit - host Eric Gorges and master craftsman Curtis Buchanan
give the viewer a front seat.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3622H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Oversight, Partisanship, and 2018

Guest: John Lawrence. John Lawrence, former Chief of Staff to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, on his book "The Class of '74: Congress After Watergate
and the Roots of Partisanship."

(CC) N/A #3844HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
How to Argue for God?

Is there a supreme being, a creator of all things, a God? Can arguments-reasons, logic, ways of thinking-cut through traditions, norms, feelings?
Believers bear the burden of proof.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)EPS

19:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Feminism at Home and Around The World, in the Age of Trump

Guests: Carrie Lukas, Managing Director, Independent Women's Forum; Jarune Uwujaren, Editor, Daily Progressive; Manal Omar, Associate
Vice President, Center for Middle East and Africa, United States Institute of Peace; Gayatri Spivak, Professor of Humanities, Columbia University.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

20:00:00 Speakeasy
Jack Johnson and G. Love

Singer/songwriter Jack Johnson is joined by G. Love for an intimate conversation at New York City's McKittrick Hotel for this episode of
"Speakeasy." Johnson is primarily recognized for his merging of soft rock and acoustic genres and has reached No. 1 on the Billboard Charts four
albums in a row. He has been nominated for multiple Grammy, ESPN, Billboard, and Brit Awards. G. Love is best known as the front man for the
alternative hip-hop band, G. Love & Special Sauce. The band is known for a unique, laid back blues sound that encompasses classic R&B.
Together they discuss the early days of Jack's career, the new album, and Jack's commitment to environment.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Front and Center
Cheap Trick

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductees, Cheap Trick, best known for timeless classics such as "Surrender" and "I Want You to Want Me" celebrate
their accomplishment with an intimate performance. The band has become a musical institution with more than 5,000 performances, 20 million
records sold, 29 movie soundtracks and 40 gold and platinum recording awards.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Food Hour: The Story of Chocolate

For 4,000 years, people the world over have turned to the delicacy of chocolate for rituals, medicine, romance and sheer pleasure. In this
informative and entertaining documentary, Judith Jones reveals how our love affair with chocolate began in Mesoamerica, present-day Southern
Mexico and Central America, where people living deep in the tropical rainforests discovered the edible properties of Theobroma cacao, referred
to as the food of the gods. With fellow travelers from around the world, Judith discovers the extraordinary popularity behind the pleasure of
chocolate.

(CC) N/A #1627H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Somos Krudas

Having survived under a totalitarian regime, Cuban hip-hop duo Krudas Cubensi refuses to compromise. Lyrically, nothing is off limits as they spit
fiery lines about politics and sexuality with a frankness and openness that is seldom seen. With a persistent Afro-Cuban rhythm, Odaymara
Cuesta and Olivia Prendes use their art as a weapon "to fight against oppression, for justice, for balance, for our rights, to celebrate the life." Now
based out of Austin, Texas, Krudas Cubensi continues their fight for social justice through their incendiary, original hip-hop.

(CC) N/A #603HNETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Keeping it real with Ricky Reed, Danzy Senna, and Donn T.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
How to Argue for God?

Is there a supreme being, a creator of all things, a God? Can arguments-reasons, logic, ways of thinking-cut through traditions, norms, feelings?
Believers bear the burden of proof.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)EPS

00:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Feminism at Home and Around The World, in the Age of Trump

Guests: Carrie Lukas, Managing Director, Independent Women's Forum; Jarune Uwujaren, Editor, Daily Progressive; Manal Omar, Associate
Vice President, Center for Middle East and Africa, United States Institute of Peace; Gayatri Spivak, Professor of Humanities, Columbia University.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

01:00:00 Speakeasy
Jack Johnson and G. Love

Singer/songwriter Jack Johnson is joined by G. Love for an intimate conversation at New York City's McKittrick Hotel for this episode of
"Speakeasy." Johnson is primarily recognized for his merging of soft rock and acoustic genres and has reached No. 1 on the Billboard Charts four
albums in a row. He has been nominated for multiple Grammy, ESPN, Billboard, and Brit Awards. G. Love is best known as the front man for the
alternative hip-hop band, G. Love & Special Sauce. The band is known for a unique, laid back blues sound that encompasses classic R&B.
Together they discuss the early days of Jack's career, the new album, and Jack's commitment to environment.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Cheap Trick

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductees, Cheap Trick, best known for timeless classics such as "Surrender" and "I Want You to Want Me" celebrate
their accomplishment with an intimate performance. The band has become a musical institution with more than 5,000 performances, 20 million
records sold, 29 movie soundtracks and 40 gold and platinum recording awards.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Food Hour: The Story of Chocolate

For 4,000 years, people the world over have turned to the delicacy of chocolate for rituals, medicine, romance and sheer pleasure. In this
informative and entertaining documentary, Judith Jones reveals how our love affair with chocolate began in Mesoamerica, present-day Southern
Mexico and Central America, where people living deep in the tropical rainforests discovered the edible properties of Theobroma cacao, referred
to as the food of the gods. With fellow travelers from around the world, Judith discovers the extraordinary popularity behind the pleasure of
chocolate.

(CC) N/A #1627H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Somos Krudas

Having survived under a totalitarian regime, Cuban hip-hop duo Krudas Cubensi refuses to compromise. Lyrically, nothing is off limits as they spit
fiery lines about politics and sexuality with a frankness and openness that is seldom seen. With a persistent Afro-Cuban rhythm, Odaymara
Cuesta and Olivia Prendes use their art as a weapon "to fight against oppression, for justice, for balance, for our rights, to celebrate the life." Now
based out of Austin, Texas, Krudas Cubensi continues their fight for social justice through their incendiary, original hip-hop.

(CC) N/A #603HNETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Keeping it real with Ricky Reed, Danzy Senna, and Donn T.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #618KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
Cross Creek

Roger and Sarah Bansemer travel through central Florida an visit the small town of Cross Creek where they learn more about the fascinating
historic homestead to bestselling author Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, author of the Yearling. Roger sets up his easel and paints at the homestead.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Painting with Paulson
Farewell to Today Part II

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Lion

For centuries, artists have employed light and shadow for a theatrical effect. The technique, known traditionally as chiaroscuro, refers to a strong
juxtaposition of light and shade to enhance the dramatic aspects of a painting. The technique was pioneered and used to heightened effect by
Leonardo da Vinci, Caravaggio, and Rembrandt. In this portrait of a regal lion, Wyland uses the interplay of shading to establish dramatic and
dominant nature of these beautiful apex hunters. First, Wyland pays singular attention to his light sources and creates the painting from there,
establishing lines, mid tones, then adding strong shadows. The light source is the single most important aspect of chiaroscuro painting. Highlights
that have a bit of color from the light source may be added. If the light source is cool, highlights may include a variety of blue colors. If the source
is warm, yellows, oranges or reds may be added.

(CC) N/A #503HAPTEX
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique
Strength & Flexibility of Hips

(CC) DVI #830Z(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Circulation

This upbeat episode focuses on movements designed to get the blood flowing through the body.

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body (CC) N/A #209(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
The Voice of the Mountain

Sichuan is mountainous. Outside of Chengdu many ethnic minorities reside up in the mountains for centuries. Mountain music is a popular
instrument used to express local culture and record local history. Martin meets up with Mr. Zhang a famous mountain singer and learns about the
life and cuisine of the mountains.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Classic New Orleans

Seafood gumbo, corn maque choux, beignets.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Squash Gnocchi - Gnocchi Di Zucca Gialla

Mary Ann cooks with chef and restaurant owner Daniela Benvenuti in Grutti, Italy. The hard-working all-women cooking staff at Le Noci restaurant
is rare for Italy, as is the Gnocchi with Prunes Daniela and Mary Ann prepare. Mary Ann keeps the gnocchi coming, nella cucina, with Squash
Gnocchi. Bet you can't eat just one.

(CC) N/A #2507H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Linton Street

The LES is on a roll and nowhere is this more obvious than the frenetic food scene on Clinton St. We'll tour Sushi Ko, Seoul Wings, Ivan ramen,
the Black Crescent bar, Azasu Izakaya and Thelma on Clinton.

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
French Riviera

Explore the French Riviera, learning about Picasso in Old Antibes, taking a stroll along Cannes famous promenade, visiting local markets in Nice,
touring a perfume factory in Grasse and discovering a royal fort on St Marguerite Island. Host Darley Newman showcases how to dive into the
French Riviera like a local with its stunning beauty and diversity of history and flavors.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Hidden Gems of Sydney

CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg takes us down under to Australia's most populous city - beyond the Opera House and Bondi Beach - to
show us places that only the locals know about. Plus, a rundown of the world's most traffic-congested cities. And, the World Happiness Report
has a new country on top of that list, and we explain why it was chosen.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Wyoming Big Horn Sheep

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner and photographer Jared Lloyd brave sub-zero temperatures to photograph wildlife of
the Wind River Basin, WY.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)NETA

14:30:00 In The Americas with David Yetman
Mexico's Sierra Pinacate

Situated along the U.S.-Mexico border, the Pinacate Volcanic Range houses a violent history of fire and brimstone. Visible from outer space are
five massive craters, hundreds of cinder cones, and lava flows miles long, all set in a varied desert of epic dryness only a few miles away from a
burgeoning ocean resort town. Peoples, ancient and modern have left their traces.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
In The Shop with Details of Craftsmanship

Key techniques for building a Greene & Greene table are featured in Details of Craftsmanship.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 American Woodshop
Victorian Hall Tree

Recreating turned spindles and finials to build a 1910 heirloom. Turning tips for every skill level.

(CC) N/A #2301H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Splendor

Breathe in the grandeur of a brilliant sunflower setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, helping to move
energy while creating more strength and flexibility in the lower body, using a chair for balance and support.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Hepatitis C

Patient Story: Hepatitis C is a worldwide health problem, and in the U.S. alone, an estimated 3.2 million people are living with chronic Hepatitis C
infection. Our patient Kimberly Bossley watched her mother die of Hepatitis C, the very same disease she has, and is in the fight of her life
against. Myth or Medicine: Can you contract Hepatitis C from a mosquito bite? Second Opinion 5: Five reasons to get tested for Hepatitis C.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Healthy Body Healthy Mind
Parkinson's Disease and Psychosis

It's understandable that most people associate Parkinson's with tremors and other motor symptoms. But for some, the disease gives rise to
something more terrifying, and much more hidden: psychosis. It is estimated that as many as half of the one million Americans with Parkinson's
disease today experience hallucinations, illusions, and delusions over the course of their disease. These symptoms are a signal of disease
progression and are very likely to intensify over time which can frighten patients and caregivers alike. In this edition of Healthy Body Healthy
Mind, we will explore the mysterious occurrence of psychotic behavior for those dealing with Parkinson's disease.

(CC) N/A #3601H(S)EPS

17:30:00 Well Read
Mohsin Hamid / Exit West

From the internationally bestselling author Mohsin Hamid shares his astonishingly timely love story in his new novel Exit West. A book that
brilliantly imagines the forces that transform ordinary people into refugees -- as they're driven from their homes to the uncertain embrace of new
lands.

(CC) N/A #621H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Muybridge

Huell is off to Stanford University to learn about Eadweard Muybridge and his ground breaking photographs of animal locomotion. With the
financial help of wealthy Leland Stanford, a former California Governor and founder of Stanford University, Muybridge used multiple cameras to
capture innovative images of animals in motion. His venture, which would make contributions to art and science, began in 1872 at Stanford's
horse farm in Palo Alto the future site of Stanford University.

(CC) N/A #6006KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Mekong River Adventure - Part 2

Part two of Joseph's Mekong River journey through Cambodia and Vietnam finds him in the Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh where he
embarks on a tuk-tuk tour of the city's highlights. He visits the royal palace with its stupas, pagodas and pavilions and pays homage to the
country's spiritual heritage, as well as its colonial past. In local markets and restaurants where the fare can range from lobsters to tarantulas, he
learns how, with the help of foreign NGOs, the country is recovering from its devastating Khmer Rouge history of war and ruin. Then Joseph
follows the Mekong's flow into Vietnam where the Mekong River Delta spreads its seven arms across Southwest Vietnam. Here in the countryside
towns, river villages and floating markets he experiences post-war Vietnamese life. As Joseph's Mekong River voyage ends he understands that
after centuries of struggle, at the core of Cambodia and Vietnam's resurgence are their resilient people who have overcome the unimaginable
time and time again and are now ready to greet the world with open arms.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Hills / Luckett / Santana

Elite sports training; black acting methods; surviving domestic violence. Talks by Jeremy Hills, Sharrell D. Luckett and Courtney Santana.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Dr Cynthia Lee with Cc

(CC) N/A #149H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
The Art and Sport of Fencing with Peter Westbrook

When Peter Westbrook became the first black man to win an Olympic medal in fencing in the 80s, he vowed to put his win and stature to good
use. After later establishing the Peter Westbrook Foundation, he's done just that. Through his initiative he trains black inner city youth to honor
the sport and use it as a means of expression beyond its physical requirements. His trainees include accomplished black fencers such as
Nzingha Prescod, Keeth and Erin Smart, and Ibtihaj Muhammad who recently won bronze at the 2016 Olympics in Rio. Peter Westbrook joins
Carol Jenkins to discuss the art and sport of fencing and how black athletes dominated several other sports at the Olympics in Rio.

(CC) N/A #134H(S)EPS
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20:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life's host Ernabel Demillo watches the Origami Holiday Tree unfold at the American Museum of Natural History. Then a closer
look at Terracotta Daughters with Reporter Paul Lin. Artist Prune Nourry's exhibition drawing attention to gender selection is traveling the world
and soon will be a documentary. Caring for aging parents is something most adult children worry about, but for Asian Americans cultural
obligations exist that can lead to challenges, as Kyung Yoon reports.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Wonder, unlocks the mysteries of the geological forces that created the amazing landscapes of Rocky Mountain National Park, Great Sand
Dunes National Park and Preserve, Colorado National Monument, Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, and Mesa Verde National Park.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Sons of Halawa

Pilipo Solatorio lives on the island of Molokai. He is the last to hold the cultural traditions, music, and stories of a sacred Hawaiian valley that has
been home to his family for hundreds of years. This program is an intimate portrait of his search for a successor to keep the cultural traditions
alive. Great sacrifices will need to be made, but if a successor does not step up, generations of knowledge will be lost forever.

(CC) DVI #502H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Big Joy: The Adventures of James Broughton
A key player in the artistic renaissance of San Francisco after World War II, James Broughton fathered a child with film critic Pauline Kael, wrote
poetry alongside Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, received an award from Jean Cocteau at Cannes, and went on to push the
boundaries of artistic expression and sexual liberation. While celebrating the impact of Broughton's art, Big Joy: The Adventures of James
Broughton also explores his deeply intertwined creative and personal lives. For a man who joyfully embraced life and preached "follow your own
weird," the repressive McCarthy era brought inner turmoil and even an attempt to "straighten himself out." Ultimately, Broughton's experimental
films and poetry helped free both his own spirit and that of a new generation, and at the young age of 61, he met the love of his life.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Hills / Luckett / Santana

Elite sports training; black acting methods; surviving domestic violence. Talks by Jeremy Hills, Sharrell D. Luckett and Courtney Santana.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Dr Cynthia Lee with Cc

(CC) N/A #149H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
The Art and Sport of Fencing with Peter Westbrook

When Peter Westbrook became the first black man to win an Olympic medal in fencing in the 80s, he vowed to put his win and stature to good
use. After later establishing the Peter Westbrook Foundation, he's done just that. Through his initiative he trains black inner city youth to honor
the sport and use it as a means of expression beyond its physical requirements. His trainees include accomplished black fencers such as
Nzingha Prescod, Keeth and Erin Smart, and Ibtihaj Muhammad who recently won bronze at the 2016 Olympics in Rio. Peter Westbrook joins
Carol Jenkins to discuss the art and sport of fencing and how black athletes dominated several other sports at the Olympics in Rio.

(CC) N/A #134H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life's host Ernabel Demillo watches the Origami Holiday Tree unfold at the American Museum of Natural History. Then a closer
look at Terracotta Daughters with Reporter Paul Lin. Artist Prune Nourry's exhibition drawing attention to gender selection is traveling the world
and soon will be a documentary. Caring for aging parents is something most adult children worry about, but for Asian Americans cultural
obligations exist that can lead to challenges, as Kyung Yoon reports.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)EPS

02:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Wonder, unlocks the mysteries of the geological forces that created the amazing landscapes of Rocky Mountain National Park, Great Sand
Dunes National Park and Preserve, Colorado National Monument, Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, and Mesa Verde National Park.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Sons of Halawa

Pilipo Solatorio lives on the island of Molokai. He is the last to hold the cultural traditions, music, and stories of a sacred Hawaiian valley that has
been home to his family for hundreds of years. This program is an intimate portrait of his search for a successor to keep the cultural traditions
alive. Great sacrifices will need to be made, but if a successor does not step up, generations of knowledge will be lost forever.

(CC) DVI #502H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Big Joy: The Adventures of James Broughton
A key player in the artistic renaissance of San Francisco after World War II, James Broughton fathered a child with film critic Pauline Kael, wrote
poetry alongside Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, received an award from Jean Cocteau at Cannes, and went on to push the
boundaries of artistic expression and sexual liberation. While celebrating the impact of Broughton's art, Big Joy: The Adventures of James
Broughton also explores his deeply intertwined creative and personal lives. For a man who joyfully embraced life and preached "follow your own
weird," the repressive McCarthy era brought inner turmoil and even an attempt to "straighten himself out." Ultimately, Broughton's experimental
films and poetry helped free both his own spirit and that of a new generation, and at the young age of 61, he met the love of his life.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #619KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Pumperl In Trouble

Devilius and Monti the Rat scheme about a devious new plan. Together, they lure Pumperl, Amadeus' sweet little dog, into the hands of a
dogcatcher. They hope he'll be too busy searching for Pumperl to perform at the silver wedding anniversary of his friend Kati's parents. This
would enable Devilius' nephew Mario, who fell madly in love with Kati, to take Amadeus' place (and his music). Unfortunately for them, the bad
guys didn't count on Pumperl's cleverness. The Music: "Piano Trio in G" K. 564; et al. Additional Content: At the beginning of the episode,
Amadeus plays a beautiful melody on the flute for Kati. Monti explains the flute's place in the woodwind family of instruments and shows the many
different types of woodwinds, while viewers see images of a recorder, a transverse flute, a bassoon, an oboe and a clarinet and hear their
sounds.

(CC) DVI #103(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
It Take One to Grow One

JD's ultimate fertilizer is slowly turning him into a plant and it's up to the team to get him back to the lab in time to cure him.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Blaster 2

(CC) N/A #121HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Full Body Workout

In this episode, join Miranda at the Saasil Kantenah Wedding Resort in Riviera Maya, Mexico for a full-body, all-standing workout to strengthen
and stretch your 650 muscles.

(CC) DVI #1101H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Core Strengthening

Mary Ann shares exercises that help build core strength which plays an important role in balance and back strength.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Take It with You

Add function and style to what you carry and what you wear. Designer and author Kay Whitt shares ideas for strong and stylish handles for any
purse or tote. Upcycle designer Michelle Paganini refashions a shirt, then adds color and high style with a cool double collar. Joanne Banko has a
tip for making welt pockets.

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Wildlife Buddies

Get a little wild. Knit a cute koala with a baby on her back. Lena Skvagerson knits all the pieces and adds fuzzy tufts to the ears. Melissa
Leapman shows how to read and follow a chart. Then, Meredith Crawford crochets a loveable elephant with a colorful collar.

(CC) N/A #813H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
Handmade Gifts

Gifts made by hand celebrate love and friendship. Teacher and author Pepper Cory creates useful gifts in the Japanese tradition of zakka. Mixed
media artist Teresa Shippy embellishes and sews a colorful journal cover for a favorite writer or artist. Textile artist Cathie Hoover creates a
needle cushion any quilter will use and treasure.

(CC) N/A #2008H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7221H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Mediterranean Sweets

Test cook Dan Souza makes Bridget the ultimate olive oil cake. Then, tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia to a tasting of premium extra
virgin olive oil. Gadget critic Lisa McManus reveals her favorite (and least favorite) gadgets, and Julia and Bridget uncover the secrets to making
foolproof Bbaklava at home.

(CC) N/A #1814H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table
Valladolid - A Day to Explore

Pati shows us her favorite way to explore a city...without a plan, just following her nose. Today, she is in Valladolid, a city known to most as a
stopover between Cancun and Merida, but this city has so much to explore, you will need a few days. Known for their smoked meats, try the local
specialties lomitos de Valladolid and longaniza de Valladolid, explore the stunning churches, beautiful underground cenotes, and wander in and
out of the local artisan's shops.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Ham Sessions

Ham is a hog's leap to immortality, and you can use classic ham curing and smoking techniques for foods that go well beyond traditional pork leg.
In this show, learn how to make ham in a hurry (the secret? use a boneless pork loin) and give the ham treatment to spareribs and turkey legs.
The fire and smoke continue with eye-popping bacon sundaes for dessert. Ham in a hurry; Honey ham ribs; Bacon sundaes; Turkey ham.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Home by the Sea

George shares his expert tips while preparing seafood chowder, his spin on the classic shrimp salad, and his signature apple berry rhubarb pie.
Then, George goes surf casting in Montauk, and shares the beauty of the East End waters for picturesque fishing. He concludes the episode with
a pit-stop at a traditional clam bar. Recipes: - Rock Shrimp Salad - Seafood Chowder - Apple Strawberry Rhubarb Pie.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Get In Shape with Leather

Shape up with leather. Mixed media artist Candie Cooper transforms leather into contemporary jewelry designs with paint, tassels and found
objects. Then, she works out by painting leather cuffs and adding druzy beads. She cools down with super-simple designs to make and wear
anytime - anywhere.

(CC) N/A #2504H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Kid Friendly

Inspire a young maker with kid-friendly art projects. Folk artist Mystele Kirkeeng paints a portrait of a cup inspired by various designs. Studio artist
Cynthia Thornton paints and assembles charming paper dolls. Jewelry expert Candie Cooper tops things off with a beautiful beaded crown. Jane
Dunnewold shares another art tip.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
What to Do with a Windfall

Congratulations - you have a windfall! Now what? Take a look at some investment alternatives and how to evaluate them based on time, risk, and
rate of return. Meet several young entrepreneurs who were faced with a financial opportunity and see where they decided to invest their money.

(CC) DVI #511H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Write It Down

When creative ideas pop up, write them down. Make a colorful pocket journal with Jenny Barnett-Rohrs. Candie Cooper shares creative tips for
handwriting and Franz Spohn writes with clay. Katie Hacker decorates for fall with a shining pumpkin luminary from blogger Carissa Bonham.

(CC) DVI #1808H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Leaders in the Field

Join P. Allen Smith as he learns a thing or two from gardeners, chefs and designers who are leading the pack in their field and are anything but
traditional.

(CC) DVI #1608H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Dominica: Island Ingenuity In Sustainability (Island of Dominica, The Caribbean)

It's been said that necessity is the mother of invention. And when your resources are limited, you quickly learn to make the most of them, while
protecting what you have. That's the way of life on one tiny Caribbean island. Commonly known as "The Nature Island," Dominica has
unquestionably earned the nickname. Over two-thirds of the island is made up of protected rainforests. On the remaining third, sustainable
agriculture and eco-tourism help the nation thrive, while serving as a role model for others. In this episode, Joe travels to the beautiful shores and
jungles of Dominica to discover what we can all learn from this small country whose population appreciates what they have and takes nothing for
granted.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15111H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Poisonous Spray

"Poisonous Spray?" - The lead story this week focuses on the banana plantations of Nicaragua. Grace Gonzales explores the dangers of a
pesticide called "Nema-gon" used by fruit companies for decades, now being blamed for a variety of illnesses. Next: "Game Changer." Americas
Now profiles Mexican rapper Antonio Sanchez. Sanchez is an entertainer with a difference. He uses rap music to keep indigenous languages
alive. Finally: In a video essay, we go to Sao Sebastiao do Vatumo in Brazil's rain forest where a unique tower monitors the changes in the forest
which may be caused by global warming.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9046(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3622H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Kate
Black Violin

The gifted duo skillfully and daringly combines classical with hip-hop - and tantalizes fans of both genres. Think Bach's Brandenburg Concerto
meets Biggie. Wil B and Kev Marcus play pieces by Aaron Copeland, J. S. Bach, Imagine Dragons and their own powerful compositions. In their
interview, Wil and Kev speak about their mission to break stereotypes.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuringtony Monaco & The Fareed

This encore presentation includes Fareed Haque on guitar, Tony Monaco on organ and featuring drummer Randy Gelispie. Together this trio
takes a unique twist on jazz with songs including "Flood in Franklin Park" and "Alio E Olio." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015 in Lansing's
historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

21:30:00 Backstage Pass
Best of Blues

Best of Blues will feature the top soulful blues performances from 2015. Recorded live at Michigan BluesFest 2015 and in studio, Best of Blues
will give you something to groove with featuring Chris Canas, Good Cookies, Donald Kinsey with the Dewaynes, Thornetta Davis, and Toronzo
Cannon.

(CC) N/A #720H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Himalaya Connection
Shot in Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Mongolia, Nepal and Pakistan, the film explores the dramatic and far-reaching effects of the Indian and
Asian tectonic plates crashing below the Himalayas and their impact on the region's geology, climate and people. It also reveals how the Indian-
Asian plate collision created notable geologic superlatives: Earth's highest mountain range-the Himalayas-and some of Earth's largest rivers,
such as the Brahmaputra, Ganges, and Indus, which flow from the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau to sustain 45 percent of all the people in
the world. Yet these rich benefits to humanity are coupled with great risks in the form of major earthquakes, frequent flooding, landslides, and
erosion. THE HIMALAYA CONNECTION explores how the devastating Nepal earthquake of 2015 spurred intensified efforts by scientists to better
understand earthquake processes and to successfully push for stronger defensive measures throughout the region. A sense of urgency in the
scientists' research builds to the climax of the film, when a group of seismologists and geologists working in Bangladesh and northeastern India
discover a gigantic earthquake fault, previously unknown, which is actively building up strain across a landscape that is home to 140 million
people.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 When I'm 65
Narrated by David Brancaccio of American Public Media's Marketplace, WHEN I'M 65 challenges longstanding myths about retirement and living
longer, and explores changing attitudes toward work, debt, housing and the financial realities of the 21st century. The program looks at how
aspirations and financial planning for retirement have changed. This multi-generational approach examines how Baby Boomers, Generation X
and Millennials are facing and planning for retirement, based on the work of and interviews with Teresa Ghilarducci, a retirement security expert
from The New School, and Knight Kiplinger, editor-in-chief of Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine. Using real-life stories, case studies,
engaging animation and lively expert interviews, WHEN I'M 65 presents a thorough examination of the issues, generational influences, and
human behavior while providing useful information, potential solutions, and "can do" action plans for meeting retirement goals.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Poisonous Spray

"Poisonous Spray?" - The lead story this week focuses on the banana plantations of Nicaragua. Grace Gonzales explores the dangers of a
pesticide called "Nema-gon" used by fruit companies for decades, now being blamed for a variety of illnesses. Next: "Game Changer." Americas
Now profiles Mexican rapper Antonio Sanchez. Sanchez is an entertainer with a difference. He uses rap music to keep indigenous languages
alive. Finally: In a video essay, we go to Sao Sebastiao do Vatumo in Brazil's rain forest where a unique tower monitors the changes in the forest
which may be caused by global warming.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

00:30:00 The Open Mind
Oversight, Partisanship, and 2018

Guest: John Lawrence. John Lawrence, former Chief of Staff to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, on his book "The Class of '74: Congress After Watergate
and the Roots of Partisanship."

(CC) N/A #3844HNETA

01:00:00 The Kate
Black Violin

The gifted duo skillfully and daringly combines classical with hip-hop - and tantalizes fans of both genres. Think Bach's Brandenburg Concerto
meets Biggie. Wil B and Kev Marcus play pieces by Aaron Copeland, J. S. Bach, Imagine Dragons and their own powerful compositions. In their
interview, Wil and Kev speak about their mission to break stereotypes.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuringtony Monaco & The Fareed

This encore presentation includes Fareed Haque on guitar, Tony Monaco on organ and featuring drummer Randy Gelispie. Together this trio
takes a unique twist on jazz with songs including "Flood in Franklin Park" and "Alio E Olio." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015 in Lansing's
historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

02:30:00 Backstage Pass
Best of Blues

Best of Blues will feature the top soulful blues performances from 2015. Recorded live at Michigan BluesFest 2015 and in studio, Best of Blues
will give you something to groove with featuring Chris Canas, Good Cookies, Donald Kinsey with the Dewaynes, Thornetta Davis, and Toronzo
Cannon.

(CC) N/A #720H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Himalaya Connection
Shot in Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Mongolia, Nepal and Pakistan, the film explores the dramatic and far-reaching effects of the Indian and
Asian tectonic plates crashing below the Himalayas and their impact on the region's geology, climate and people. It also reveals how the Indian-
Asian plate collision created notable geologic superlatives: Earth's highest mountain range-the Himalayas-and some of Earth's largest rivers,
such as the Brahmaputra, Ganges, and Indus, which flow from the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau to sustain 45 percent of all the people in
the world. Yet these rich benefits to humanity are coupled with great risks in the form of major earthquakes, frequent flooding, landslides, and
erosion. THE HIMALAYA CONNECTION explores how the devastating Nepal earthquake of 2015 spurred intensified efforts by scientists to better
understand earthquake processes and to successfully push for stronger defensive measures throughout the region. A sense of urgency in the
scientists' research builds to the climax of the film, when a group of seismologists and geologists working in Bangladesh and northeastern India
discover a gigantic earthquake fault, previously unknown, which is actively building up strain across a landscape that is home to 140 million
people.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 When I'm 65
Narrated by David Brancaccio of American Public Media's Marketplace, WHEN I'M 65 challenges longstanding myths about retirement and living
longer, and explores changing attitudes toward work, debt, housing and the financial realities of the 21st century. The program looks at how
aspirations and financial planning for retirement have changed. This multi-generational approach examines how Baby Boomers, Generation X
and Millennials are facing and planning for retirement, based on the work of and interviews with Teresa Ghilarducci, a retirement security expert
from The New School, and Knight Kiplinger, editor-in-chief of Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine. Using real-life stories, case studies,
engaging animation and lively expert interviews, WHEN I'M 65 presents a thorough examination of the issues, generational influences, and
human behavior while providing useful information, potential solutions, and "can do" action plans for meeting retirement goals.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #620KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Kidnappers

Devilius hires two evil crooks to kidnap Amadeus and his best friend Kajetan so he can finally discover the secret behind Amadeus' music. The
two boys, not easily taken by surprise, outwit the naive crooks and save themselves on a raft - until they encounter dangerous rapids. The Music:
"Horn Concerto No. 4" K. 495; Piano Sonata "Rondo alla Turca" K. 331; "Serenade in G" ("A Little Serenade") K. 525; et al. Additional Content:
Monti goes on a sightseeing tour through Mozart's hometown of Salzburg, where many landmarks remain from Mozart's day.

(CC) DVI #104(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Headache Prevention

(CC) N/A #122HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Posture Workout

This standing and barre posture workout, filmed in Riviera Maya, Mexico will improve your posture and give you tons of energy.

(CC) DVI #1102H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Hip Mobility

Maintaining flexibility in the hips is an important strategy to ensure healthy aging. Mary Ann spends time during this workout focusing on this area
of functional fitness.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Tropical Destinations

Create breezy garments that are your go-to wearables for tropical destinations. Designer Angela Wolf sews a perfect t-shirt to wear alone or
under a jacket. Pattern designer and fabric expert Linda Lee shares tips for sewing on sheer fabrics inspired by a beautiful silk chiffon jacket or
cover up. Michelle Paganini has more upcycling tips.

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Versatile Shawls

We are pleased to have new host Deborah Norville join us and this week it's all about shawls. Once upon a time shawls were mostly for warmth,
but today they are very much a fashion item. Joining Deborah are Kristin Nicholas, who shows us how to knit up the lovely lace Rafael Shawl,
and Ellen Gormley demonstrating the unique Star Zag Shawl. Ellen also joins us in the "Stitch of the Week" corner, giving tips and tricks on how
to crochet the Solomon's Knot.

(CC) DVI #701H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
Print It!

Celebrate your creativity by printing your own fabric. Printmaker Martha Wolfe paints and prints on silk with or without the power of the sun.
Textile artist Lisa Walton designs her own stamps. After stamping onto fabric, she paints and quilts a wall hanging.

(CC) N/A #2009H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7222H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Nigella: at My Table
Nigella shares ideas for feasts throughout the day. Nigella's savory take on French toast is an ideal choice for weekend brunch or a comforting
and quick supper. With friends to entertain, Nigella rustles up an informal Mediterranean dish for dinner, juicy spiced lamb kofta with garlic sauce.
For pudding her guests are treated to a delicately tasting rose and pepper Pavlova with strawberries, inspired by her grandfather's penchant for
strawberries with a grinding of pepper. There's also an aromatic golden egg curry and a delicious white chocolate.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Fish Markets/Gaspergou - Baton Rouge, La

In this episode, John visits the famous Tony's Seafood Market in Baton Rouge and learns the secrets behind their success. John picks up a
beautiful gaspergou and travels to New Orleans with his friend Leah Chase and creates a gorgeous backed gasperou like Leah's mother used to
make on special occasions. Then Leah teaches John how to make her famous turtle stew. Later John is joined by outdoorsman and seafood
wrangler extraordinaire, Rick Phillips and cooks a fricassee of gaspergou. Then later, both make a rice and tomato-stuffed carp. After a hard day
of cooking, John and Rick share a bayou Bloody Mary with friends.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
Pittsburgh: from Frontier to Fortune

Chef Walter Staib highlights the cuisine and history of Pittsburgh and one of its grandest landmarks: The William Penn Hotel. Marvel at the
transformation of Pittsburgh from the French and Indian War to the opulence of the industrialists who dined on Chateubriand.

(CC) N/A #712H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
Japan Fried Chicken

Milk Street Cook Catherine Smart demonstrates a simpler and tastier way to crisp fried chicken as she shows host Christopher Kimball how to
make Japanese fried chicken (karaage). Milk Street Cook Rayna Jhaveri shows how Japanese potato salad banishes the bland with its creamy,
semi-mashed potatoes contrasted with crisp, piquant ingredients. Milk Street Cook Erika Bruce shows Chris how to make sweet-and-spicy ginger
green beans.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Wired Routines

Wire up your jewelry-making routine. Designer Wyatt White coaches you as he uses braided wire to make a trendy bangle bracelet. In the
workout, he adds energy and interest to a stylish cuff with beads. He winds down with a cool tool for weaving colorful wire bracelets.

(CC) N/A #2505H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Express Yourself/Personal Style

Pump up your personal style statement. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer draws and cuts custom screens for silkscreen printing. Painter Mystele
Kirkeeng uses supplies at hand to paint a charming folk art house. Studio artist Andrew Thornton gives fabric a work out and creates and artful
book. Jane Dunnewold joins Julie with another artsy idea.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Businesses Going Green

Going green is worthwhile and good for the bottom line. Explore the profitable side of going green, and learn how to distinguish between what's
hype, and what's hip. Meet two college grads who learned how to make a profit from the coffee grounds up.

(CC) DVI #512H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
On The Road and Around The Word

Travel can really shake up your creativity. Inspired by their travels, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs and Katie Hacker capture cityscapes. Candie Cooper
makes a necklace or bookmark with beads from around the world. Franz Spohn sketches vacation memories and Katie makes colorful candy
ornaments from blogger Angie Holden.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Facts of Life

Life at Moss Mountain Farm is like any other working farm, has its ups and downs. Let P. Allen Smith take you through the trials, tribulations and
immense rewards on a day at the farm.

(CC) DVI #1609H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Beyond Organic Gardening: The Principles of Permaculture (Raleigh, Nc and

While organic gardening is a great way to work in harmony with nature as we learn to garden and farm without chemicals, permaculture is all that
and more. In fact, permaculture is becoming one of the hottest trending terms for those seeking to take their gardening and farming practices to
the next earth-friendly level. In this episode, we meet Dr. Will Hooker, who teaches permaculture at North Carolina State University and
demonstrates the practices in his own home garden. Then we head to Georgia to visit a community that is incorporating permaculture into their
daily farming and gardening practices. This episode offers great take-away information to show some of the simple steps of permaculture while
showing that you can still have function and beauty in such a garden.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15112H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
We follow a California cattle rancher as he leads his last cattle drive before handing the family ranch over to the next generation. As the family
faces an uncertain future, so does their small town of Likely, California.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9047(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1423H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Liz Brasher

Signed to the venerable indie record label, Fat Possum Records, Liz Brasher is a rising talent with an old soul who infuses lyrical references to
Biblical images and reverence to traditional soul-roots music. In this episode, Brasher displays her considerable vocal talents on several songs
including "Wade in the Water" and "Hand to the Plough."

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Willie Sugarcapps

There is a very strange chemistry between the five distinct musicians that inspires a repertoire of songs demanding to be documented. Birthed
from the swamps of the Frog Pond, Willie Sugarcapps consists of Grayson Capps, Will Kimbrough, Corky Hughes, Sugarcane Jane and Anthony
Crawford. Together they create impeccable songs imbued by relaxed preformances, angelic harmonies and country zen sentiment. Band
members often take turns singing lead as they switch up between fiddle, banjo, mandolin, lap steel, bass and even ukulele.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA
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21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Weight Band

The musical legacy of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame rock roots group The Band is carried on by The Weight Band with original The Band member
Jim Weider and Band close friends Brian Mitchell of the Levon Helm Band and keyboardist Marty Grebb, along with Albert Rogers, and Michael
Bram of the Jason Mraz band. With exceptional musicianship, The Weight Band performs songs that keep alive the music that defined an era,
playing The Band's biggest hits including "Up on Cripple Creek," "Rag Mama Rag," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" and their namesake
song "The Weight." They premiere the gutsy "Never Too Old" a Band demo that they have finished and recorded.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 2017 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
World Dancesport Grandslam Series Latin Final In Shanghai, Chn

What sets the GrandSlam Latin Final in Shanghai, China, apart from the rest of the top-tier competitions on the DanceSport calendar are three
factors. It is the most strictly invitational competition there is, with entry reserved to the 12 top couples in the GrandSlam ranking, and is also the
shortest and most compact competition for the dancers. Finally, for virtually all the participating couples it is the last competition of the year, and
the fight is for the highest prize money awarded in the Series. The defending GrandSlam Champions did not make it to Shanghai. Gabriele
Goffredo and Anna Matus of Moldova, notified WDSF and the organizers of their decision to withdraw from this year's final. With the defenders
out of the competition, who will step up to take the lead in the Latin final?

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Standing On Sacred Ground
Fire & Ice

From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous customs protect biodiversity on sacred lands under pressure from religious conflicts and climate change. In the
Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists confirm the benefits of traditional stewardship even as elders witness the decline of spiritual practices that
have long protected trees, meadows and mountains. Tensions with evangelical Christians over a sacred meadow erupt into a riot. In the Peruvian
Andes, the Q'eros, on a pilgrimage to a revered glacier, are driven from their ritual site by intolerant Catholics. Q'eros potato farmers face a more
ominous foe: global warming is melting glaciers, their water source. Andes farmers, scientists and visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt indigenous
agriculture to the changing climate.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
We follow a California cattle rancher as he leads his last cattle drive before handing the family ranch over to the next generation. As the family
faces an uncertain future, so does their small town of Likely, California.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Cecile Richards, Planned Parenthood President/Author

Cecile Richards is a national leader for women's rights and social and economic justice. As President of Planned Parenthood Federation of
America and Planned Parenthood Action Fund for more than a decade, Richards has worked to increase affordable access to reproductive health
care. After starting her career as a labor organizer, working with women earning the minimum wage, she went on to start her own grassroots
organizations, and later served as Deputy Chief of Staff to House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. In 2011 and 2012, she was named one of
TIME Magazine's 100 Most Influential People in the World

(CC) N/A #830H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Liz Brasher

Signed to the venerable indie record label, Fat Possum Records, Liz Brasher is a rising talent with an old soul who infuses lyrical references to
Biblical images and reverence to traditional soul-roots music. In this episode, Brasher displays her considerable vocal talents on several songs
including "Wade in the Water" and "Hand to the Plough."

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Willie Sugarcapps

There is a very strange chemistry between the five distinct musicians that inspires a repertoire of songs demanding to be documented. Birthed
from the swamps of the Frog Pond, Willie Sugarcapps consists of Grayson Capps, Will Kimbrough, Corky Hughes, Sugarcane Jane and Anthony
Crawford. Together they create impeccable songs imbued by relaxed preformances, angelic harmonies and country zen sentiment. Band
members often take turns singing lead as they switch up between fiddle, banjo, mandolin, lap steel, bass and even ukulele.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Weight Band

The musical legacy of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame rock roots group The Band is carried on by The Weight Band with original The Band member
Jim Weider and Band close friends Brian Mitchell of the Levon Helm Band and keyboardist Marty Grebb, along with Albert Rogers, and Michael
Bram of the Jason Mraz band. With exceptional musicianship, The Weight Band performs songs that keep alive the music that defined an era,
playing The Band's biggest hits including "Up on Cripple Creek," "Rag Mama Rag," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" and their namesake
song "The Weight." They premiere the gutsy "Never Too Old" a Band demo that they have finished and recorded.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 2017 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
World Dancesport Grandslam Series Latin Final In Shanghai, Chn

What sets the GrandSlam Latin Final in Shanghai, China, apart from the rest of the top-tier competitions on the DanceSport calendar are three
factors. It is the most strictly invitational competition there is, with entry reserved to the 12 top couples in the GrandSlam ranking, and is also the
shortest and most compact competition for the dancers. Finally, for virtually all the participating couples it is the last competition of the year, and
the fight is for the highest prize money awarded in the Series. The defending GrandSlam Champions did not make it to Shanghai. Gabriele
Goffredo and Anna Matus of Moldova, notified WDSF and the organizers of their decision to withdraw from this year's final. With the defenders
out of the competition, who will step up to take the lead in the Latin final?

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Standing On Sacred Ground
Fire & Ice

From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous customs protect biodiversity on sacred lands under pressure from religious conflicts and climate change. In the
Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists confirm the benefits of traditional stewardship even as elders witness the decline of spiritual practices that
have long protected trees, meadows and mountains. Tensions with evangelical Christians over a sacred meadow erupt into a riot. In the Peruvian
Andes, the Q'eros, on a pilgrimage to a revered glacier, are driven from their ritual site by intolerant Catholics. Q'eros potato farmers face a more
ominous foe: global warming is melting glaciers, their water source. Andes farmers, scientists and visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt indigenous
agriculture to the changing climate.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #621KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Birdseller

Amadeus wants to buy a new canary from the bird seller to cheer up his heartbroken sister, Nannerl. Meanwhile, Devilius thinks a magnificent
golden eagle will turn him into a genius composer. He steals the eagle while staging an incident that results in all of the birds escaping.
Authorities wrongly blame Amadeus and his friend for the incident and throw them into the dungeon of the Bishop's palace. Can they prove their
innocence before the eagle makes Devilius' dreams a reality? The Music: "Salzburg Symphony No. 1" K. 138; Papageno's Aria "Der
Vogelfaenger bin ich ja" from "The Magic Flute" K. 620; "Symphony No. 25 in G Minor" ("Small Symphony in G Minor") K. 183; et al. Additional
Content: In this episode, Amadeus' flute-playing' saves him and his friends from the dungeon. Kajetan carved the flute out of a piece of wood he
carried in his pens. Monti easily carves a flute out of wood and other materials and shows viewers how it works.

(CC) DVI #105(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Interval Training

(CC) N/A #123HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Weight Loss

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Zentropia Spa for a standing and floor workout to tone your full body and
promote weight loss.

(CC) DVI #1103H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Music and Novelty

Mary Ann's love of combining novelty music and exercise is obvious by the way she matches her movements to this engaging staccato melody.
Gretchen introduces a seated brain.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Travel In Style

Be prepared for temperature changes indoors and out. Couture designer Angela Wolf sews a fashion-forward circle sweater with trendy peek-a-
boo shoulders. Embroidery expert Eileen Roche captures travel memories in colorful embroidered patches using the most advanced embroidery
technology. Sewing educator Joanne Banko has a tip for making an elegant evening bag to pack and take anywhere.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Slip Into Slippers

Everybody's got feet, and when it gets cold, those feet get chilly! Today Lena Skvagerson shows Deborah Norville how to stitch up the Walk of
Fame textured unisex slippers with a wrap around cuff and Rohn Strong shows us how to crochet the Fireside Slippers, which are moccasin style
slippers for both men and women. Lena's in the stitch corner with the Knit Blackberry Stitch.

(CC) DVI #702H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
Go Big Or Go Home

Enlarge a design to express its importance. Quilt artist Cathy Wiggins creates whole cloth quilts with leather. Susan Carlson tells how she made a
large and ferocious collage in the life-size image of a 20-foot crocodile. Mixed media artist Jane Davila creates printing blocks and shares tips for
planning motif repeats.

(CC) N/A #1801H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7223H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Bolognese

It's a world famous technique but made with milk, it is famous only in the Italian region of Emilia Romagna. In this episode, Lidia shares a show
stopping meal that consists of bolognese with milk: a traditional beef and pork ragu prepared in the style of bologna; dandelion greens with
almond vinaigrette and ricotta salata: a vibrant salad of bitter dandelion greens tossed with a sweet honey almond vinaigrette and salty ricotta
salata; pomegranate sorbet: a refreshing sorbet of pomegranate juice and dark rum.

(CC) N/A #424H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Annabel Langbein: The Free Range Cook
Lunch on the Grill

Annabel Langbein cooks a Middle Eastern-inspired al fresco lunch for the grape pickers at Mt. Maude vineyard in New Zealand's Central Otago.
On the menu are home-made Turkish bread, a spicy steak salad and her famous orange lightning cake. Recipes from this episode: Turkish
bread, Turkish bride soup, spicy beef with harvest vegetables. garlic dressing, nutty cumin dukkah, corn and pearl couscous salad, orange
lightning cake and vin d'orange.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Mathew Peters

It's all about Team USA for the Bocuse d'Or competition this week as Ming gives a toast to Per Se's Executive Sous Chef, Mathew Peters, for
winning the 2017 gold medal. Matt cooks a new version of his winning chicken and crayfish, and Ming complements it with a surf-and-turf dark
chicken and shrimp stir fry with snap peas and 3-2-1 Sauce.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Pork and Pierogi

Host Julia Collin Davison shows host Bridget Lancaster how to prepare a show-stopping special occasion cider-braised pork roast. Tasting expert
Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a sauerkraut tasting. Test cook Bryan Roof uncovers the secrets to a Pittsburg regional specialty, potato-
cheddar pierogi.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Mix Up Your Daily Schedule

Get out of the design rut and mix things up. Artist Anne Potter transforms recycled tea tins into fashionable earrings. Then, she gives tips on
hosting a jewelry party so you can work out design ideas with friends. Cool down as clay sculptor Syndee Holt creates colorful seascapes on
polymer clay pendants.

(CC) N/A #2506H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Inspired By Fashion

Today, art becomes fashion. Mixed media artist Rae Missigman makes a wearable art journal for her artful ideas. Today's hottest jewelry trend is
crafted into a bangle bracelet by Jen Cushman. Artist Candie Cooper affirms her art statement by embellishing boots. Jane Dunnewold has
another idea about the maker's movement.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
All in the Family

Does your family talk marketing over meatloaf? Do you know someone who tracks revenue at the family reunion? Family-run businesses come in
all shapes and sizes whether you're a mom-and-pop shop or the Ford Motor Corporation. Learn how families work, grow, and fight their way to
profits.

(CC) DVI #513H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Creatures

With some paper and a little creativity, we'll make a silly, slithery creature. Candie Cooper recreates impressionist art and Katie Hacker makes
glittery slime. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes creepy eyeballs and silly spiders for Halloween fun from blogger Morena Hockley.

(CC) DVI #1810H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Handcrafted

Southern hospitality and the arts come together like biscuits and gravy in Natchez, the oldest city on the Mississippi River. Join P. Allen Smith as
he explores the cuisine and culture of a city where the river is wide and the history is deep.

(CC) DVI #1610H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Know Your Farmer: Supporting Community Agriculture (Pennington, Nj; Bedford

The next best thing to growing your own fresh produce is to have someone local do it for you. That's the basis of community supported agriculture
co-ops, known as CSAs. Their popularity with consumers has swept the country. For those that don't have the time, space, or desire to grow their
own food, it's the perfect partnership between farmer and consumer. In this episode, the team visits the oldest and largest certified organic CSA
program in New Jersey. They also visit a small community co-op in New York that's put a surprising spin on the traditional CSA. Viewers will learn
how CSAs work, how to find one in their area, and how to harvest the benefits of being a part of this "growing" community.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15113H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Global Health: Preventing Pandemic

For decades, the U.S. has been a leader in promoting global health. But foreign assistance has fallen out of favor in some circles in Washington,
they argue the U.S. should help America first. Is the golden age of global health coming to an end, or just getting started?

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9048(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #522H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Doomtree

Hip-hop collective Doomtree performs live at the Varsity Theater in Minneapolis as part of an annual week-long series of concerts dubbed the
"Blowout". The band talks about their humble beginnings, challenges of life on the road, and their unexpected successes. Songs performed:
Team the Best Team, Gray Duck, Fresh New Trash, Bangarang.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX
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20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists appearing in this episode: Kate Klim, Shaun Booker and Sean Carney, Matty Monk, and hosted by songwriter Eric Gnezda. Artist Bio: Kate
Klim arrived in Columbus, Ohio, by way of Boston and Nashville, where she was an active member of the local music scenes and no stranger to
the stages of Club Passim and Nashville's famous venue for songwriters The Bluebird Cafe. Winner of the 2010 Kerrville New Folk competition,
Kate was also a finalist in the Mountain Stage Newsong Contest, Telluride Troubadour Competition, and Falcon Ridge Folk fest. She has worked
with Shawn Colvin, Richard Shindell, and Lucy Kaplinsky. Her third and latest CD is 100 Million Years, from which she performs the title track,
and "Can't Help Where the Wind Blows." Artist Bio: Shaun Booker and Sean Carney are a Columbus, Ohio-based blues duo that tours the world.
Shaun, a native of the South, has deep family roots in the civil rights movement, which contribute to her passionate, defiant vocals. Her guitar
playing partner, Sean, a descendent of jazz horn players, has won the Albert King Best Guitarist award and took first place at the 2007
International Blues Challenge in Memphis. They perform "Sunset Key West." Artist Bio: Matty Monk was born and bred in a cornfield town in
northern Ohio, and has been expressing himself through music since ever since. He blends an eclectic mix of blues, country, and jazz. Matty is a
soul singer by heart and a writer, having released four albums with his band The Lovebones. He is starting to make his solo gig the main
attraction and released his second album in 2016. He sings "Holiday."

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Lady Antebellum

The multi-platinum trio performs at the historic United Palace in Washington Heights. Surrounded by the rococo detail of the vaudeville theater-
turned-church and cultural center, Charles Kelley, Hillary Scott, and Dave Haywood keep fans on their feet for their songs that covers both their
catalog of smash singles ("Need You Now," "Love Don't Live Here Anymore") and songs from their upcoming album, HEART BREAK, even
adding a horn section for their funky new single "You Look Good."

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Omaha Beach: Honor and Sacrifice
On D-Day, a roughly 7,000-yard stretch of beach in Normandy, France given the code name "Omaha" proved to be the Allies' biggest obstacle to
the success of Operation Overlord. The assignment to take Omaha Beach, establish a beachhead, and move inland into France was given to two
American divisions - the already battle-hardened 1st Infantry Division (The Big Red One) and the untested 29th Infantry Division (The Blue and
the Gray), who had yet to see any combat in World War II. American Naval Combat Demolition Units also hit the beach that day, writing their own
individual stories of horror and heroism. Seven decades after the "Boys of Omaha Beach" landed, many veterans are returning to this part of the
Normandy coast for the last time. Other soldiers who were there on D-Day have also come back for the first time since that historic day, looking
for closure as they enter the final years of their lives. OMAHA BEACH: HONOR AND SACRIFICE shows the very personal stories of several
veterans as they return to Omaha Beach and documents the celebration in Normandy that continues to this day as a result of their acts of
courage and determination on June 6, 1944.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 D-Day: The Price of Freedom
D-DAY: THE PRICE OF FREEDOM pays tribute to the courageous men who began the liberation of France more than 60 years ago. Throughout
this moving documentary, former paratroopers, gunners, landing craft operators and others representing the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy share their
harrowing tales of survival. Five veterans - some of whom were returning to Normandy for the first time since 1944 - make an emotional journey
to the American Cemetery overlooking Omaha Beach, the final resting place of 9,000 of their fallen comrades. There, each speaks candidly about
the unimaginable horror, despair and fear of the day. D-DAY: THE PRICE OF FREEDOM also explores why these aging men remain heroes to
the French people. During their visit, young and old alike honor their liberators with toasts, ceremonies and other tokens of gratitude.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Global Health: Preventing Pandemic

For decades, the U.S. has been a leader in promoting global health. But foreign assistance has fallen out of favor in some circles in Washington,
they argue the U.S. should help America first. Is the golden age of global health coming to an end, or just getting started?

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

00:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #522H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Doomtree

Hip-hop collective Doomtree performs live at the Varsity Theater in Minneapolis as part of an annual week-long series of concerts dubbed the
"Blowout". The band talks about their humble beginnings, challenges of life on the road, and their unexpected successes. Songs performed:
Team the Best Team, Gray Duck, Fresh New Trash, Bangarang.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists appearing in this episode: Kate Klim, Shaun Booker and Sean Carney, Matty Monk, and hosted by songwriter Eric Gnezda. Artist Bio: Kate
Klim arrived in Columbus, Ohio, by way of Boston and Nashville, where she was an active member of the local music scenes and no stranger to
the stages of Club Passim and Nashville's famous venue for songwriters The Bluebird Cafe. Winner of the 2010 Kerrville New Folk competition,
Kate was also a finalist in the Mountain Stage Newsong Contest, Telluride Troubadour Competition, and Falcon Ridge Folk fest. She has worked
with Shawn Colvin, Richard Shindell, and Lucy Kaplinsky. Her third and latest CD is 100 Million Years, from which she performs the title track,
and "Can't Help Where the Wind Blows." Artist Bio: Shaun Booker and Sean Carney are a Columbus, Ohio-based blues duo that tours the world.
Shaun, a native of the South, has deep family roots in the civil rights movement, which contribute to her passionate, defiant vocals. Her guitar
playing partner, Sean, a descendent of jazz horn players, has won the Albert King Best Guitarist award and took first place at the 2007
International Blues Challenge in Memphis. They perform "Sunset Key West." Artist Bio: Matty Monk was born and bred in a cornfield town in
northern Ohio, and has been expressing himself through music since ever since. He blends an eclectic mix of blues, country, and jazz. Matty is a
soul singer by heart and a writer, having released four albums with his band The Lovebones. He is starting to make his solo gig the main
attraction and released his second album in 2016. He sings "Holiday."

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Lady Antebellum

The multi-platinum trio performs at the historic United Palace in Washington Heights. Surrounded by the rococo detail of the vaudeville theater-
turned-church and cultural center, Charles Kelley, Hillary Scott, and Dave Haywood keep fans on their feet for their songs that covers both their
catalog of smash singles ("Need You Now," "Love Don't Live Here Anymore") and songs from their upcoming album, HEART BREAK, even
adding a horn section for their funky new single "You Look Good."

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Omaha Beach: Honor and Sacrifice
On D-Day, a roughly 7,000-yard stretch of beach in Normandy, France given the code name "Omaha" proved to be the Allies' biggest obstacle to
the success of Operation Overlord. The assignment to take Omaha Beach, establish a beachhead, and move inland into France was given to two
American divisions - the already battle-hardened 1st Infantry Division (The Big Red One) and the untested 29th Infantry Division (The Blue and
the Gray), who had yet to see any combat in World War II. American Naval Combat Demolition Units also hit the beach that day, writing their own
individual stories of horror and heroism. Seven decades after the "Boys of Omaha Beach" landed, many veterans are returning to this part of the
Normandy coast for the last time. Other soldiers who were there on D-Day have also come back for the first time since that historic day, looking
for closure as they enter the final years of their lives. OMAHA BEACH: HONOR AND SACRIFICE shows the very personal stories of several
veterans as they return to Omaha Beach and documents the celebration in Normandy that continues to this day as a result of their acts of
courage and determination on June 6, 1944.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 D-Day: The Price of Freedom
D-DAY: THE PRICE OF FREEDOM pays tribute to the courageous men who began the liberation of France more than 60 years ago. Throughout
this moving documentary, former paratroopers, gunners, landing craft operators and others representing the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy share their
harrowing tales of survival. Five veterans - some of whom were returning to Normandy for the first time since 1944 - make an emotional journey
to the American Cemetery overlooking Omaha Beach, the final resting place of 9,000 of their fallen comrades. There, each speaks candidly about
the unimaginable horror, despair and fear of the day. D-DAY: THE PRICE OF FREEDOM also explores why these aging men remain heroes to
the French people. During their visit, young and old alike honor their liberators with toasts, ceremonies and other tokens of gratitude.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #622KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Mixed Up Violins

A bishop asks the Mozart family, now on a concert tour, to take a valuable violin to Munich as a present for the prince-elector. As always, Devilius
wants to get the Mozarts into trouble, so he replaces the valuable violin with a worthless old fiddle. He hopes to make it look like the Mozarts sold
the valuable violin in order to make money. Then, Devilius will simply hand over the real violin and receive generous praise. In the end, Amadeus'
musical genius takes center stage and thwarts Devilius' plans. The Music: "Violin Concerto in G" K. 216; "Divertimento in F" K. 138; "Violin
Concerto in B" K. 207; et al. Additional Content: Monti explains violins' place among the string instruments or "strings." Then, he demonstrates the
different sizes of a viola, a violin, a cello and a contrabass (double bass) and viewers hear the sounds they make.

(CC) DVI #106(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #116H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Couples Workout with the Ball

(CC) N/A #124HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Full Body Flexibility

Join Miranda Esmonde-White for this full-body flexibility workout in a peaceful garden to stretch all of your muscles and help you move
comfortably in every direction.

(CC) DVI #1104H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Imagining Resistance

Mary Ann demonstrates three different ways to push up from a chair and uses imaginary resistance to strengthen muscles. Gretchen combines a
standing balance routine with vestibular work.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Go Everywhere

Create and capture memories as you look and feel your best. Children's fashion designer Carla Macklin uses colorful bias trim to finish off
sleeves, necklines and open shoulders on a girl's dress. Author and educator Rebecca Kemp Brent sews a unique embellished box with a lid to
stash photos, treasures and souvenirs.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Vested Interest

Today we are feeling funky! Deborah Norville is joined by Robyn Chachula and Kristin Nicholas who are here with two Boho inspired long vests.
First up is Robyn with a crochet fringed vest, the Boho Vest, and then Kristin will go over how to knit the Ashbury Vest, featuring a garter stitch
stripe and fair isle. Then we'll take a trip to the stitch corner where Ellen will show how to do the Crochet Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #703H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
Accessorize

Artful accessories make a bold fashion statement. Long-arm quilter Renae Haddadin makes her statement with a trendy quilted bag. Surface
designer Melissa Averinos works in 3-D to create a charming yo-yo brooch and other accessories.

(CC) N/A #1802H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7224H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Breakfast Favorites

Host Laura Theodore prepares breakfast recipes, beginning with a quick and refreshing "Raspberry-Banana Green Dream Smoothie." If baked
treats are more like your style, then "Apple Muffins with Pumpkin Seeds" are sure to please. Want to change your morning fare up a bit? Try
delectable "Rocky Mountain Toast." An old time favorite, "Awesome Oatmeal," is cooked up jazzy style, adding classic flavor to this breakfast line
up.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Fruit and Meat

They say opposites attract. There's something sensational about the sweetness of fruit with the savory taste of meat. Grilled pork tenderloin is a
fantastic summer meal with a dressing of watermelon and cucumber. And Sara's son Sam joins her to make a family favorite, chicken with lemon
and capers. It's easy and delicious. And on Ask Sara, Sara answers viewer questions on cutting herbs quickly and storing vanilla beans. Recipes:
Grilled pork with watermelon cucumber salsa Chicken with lemon and capers.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Crab

What is the most over-the-top thing that you have ever tasted? For her, it's king crab straight from the source. She visits Tracy's Crab Shack in
Juneau, Alaska. With her student Lauren, they'll make risotto Rosa with king crab with citrus gastrique, and a rhubarb crostata. Join them as they
make a truly one-of-a-kind meal.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Captain Haddock

Andreas visits the wind-blown peninsula of Stad in Western Norway, where boats set sail to catch haddock. Andreas makes haddock "envelopes"
stuffed with carrots, saffron, cabbage and prosciutto, and then a brightly colored salad with smoked haddock. After a trip to Scotland to meet the
official fish-and-chips champions, he prepares a smoked version of the dish.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Enamel Training

Add new materials to your training routine. Teacher and designer Steven James warms up by forming wire into words and coating them with
enamel. In the work out, he adds water and salt to traditional enameling techniques for fabulous results. Mixed media artist Susan Lenart ices
things down by adding foil and glitter to resin to create druzy designs.

(CC) N/A #2507H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Mother's Day

Katie shares a few of her Mother's Day secrets. Recipes include: orzo salad, marinated chicken, Clementine drink. Projects: stylish fabric
necklace, growing your own vegetable garden.

(CC) DVI #401(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Who Wants to Be A Millionaire?

Most people say 'yes' even though their actions say 'no'. Don't be one of those people! Biz Kid$ will show you how you can develop your MDM
(Million Dollar Mindset), maximize saving strategies, and get the best return on your investments so you can take advantage of the power of
compound interest. You won't get rich overnight but eventually you'll be making millions.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Music

Music inspires creativity and adds to the fun. To keep the beat, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a drum. Katie Hacker makes a jingly bell bracelet and
Franz Spohn illustrates great musical works. Jenny has a wonderful gift idea for a sports fan from blogger Morena Hockley.

(CC) DVI #1811H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Farm School

In this episode of Garden Home, P. Allen Smith explores how modern farmers are teaching the next generation the principles of sustainable
farming.

(CC) DVI #1611H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Beyond Veggies: Adding Fruit to Your Food Garden (St. Louis, Mo)

The natural first step to growing food is usually a small vegetable plot or garden. For many, the desire to expand their palate often finds them
considering fruit trees or shrubs. Yet all too often, they stop short of taking that step for various reasons, including the belief that growing fruit will
take too much room or require more work and extra care to battle pests and diseases. Yet with the right information and plant choices, growing
fruit in a backyard of any size can be a successful and enjoyable experience, without all the work or chemicals you thought you might need. In
this episode, Joe visits Stark Brothers Nurseries, the oldest fruit nursery in America, to learn expert tips that can be used to successfully grow fruit
in your own backyard orchard.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15114H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1450H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9049(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1302H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
George Delancey Quartet - Encore

Back for an encore, George DeLancey Quartet featuring George DeLancey, bass; Jon Beshay, sax; Rick Roe, Piano; and Sean Dobbins, drums,
continue the jazz jam with "Just One of Things" and "All The Things You Are." This performance was recorded live at the Lansing JazzFest 2015
in Lansing's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #714H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Antigua and Barbuda

The beautiful Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda tell a story of hospitality and culture, with music and journalist Mirissa Neff as the guide.
She follows the trail across the islands to find the heartbeat of the country through its rhythms, and along the way she sample some of the
amazing cuisine, experiences the vibrant countryside and the stunning oceans all around. From the sounds of calypso to the carnival
celebrations, the pulse of Antigua and Barbuda is calling.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Drivin N Cryin

Georgia Rock n' Roll Hall of Famers, Drivin N Cryin, celebrate 32 years together. Their hit 'Straight To Hell' is given new life on Darius Rucker's
latest release as a collaboration with Luke Bryan, Jason Aldean, and Charles Kelley. In this episode, these rockers deliver all the goods and keep
the audience on their feet.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

21:30:00 New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists
New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists combined orchestras from the TMCO and the BSO perform Tchaikovsky's 1812 overture
as the fellows prepare to leave Tanglewood. They discuss their accomplishments over the summer along with their future plans and the final
performances of the group.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Cuba's Secret Side
Under The Radar

Knowing that the Cuban government severely restricts all foreign journalists, Karin Muller took a huge risk - she set out to film a documentary on
a simple tourist visa. Free of government minders, she hitchhiked around Cuba for three months - sleeping in private homes, working with
farmers and fishermen, and participating in festivals and religious ceremonies. She was arrested over a dozen times, but in the end she
discovered a side of Cuba that few foreigners get to see. Like Hector - Havana's pizza guy - who lives on the third floor and uses a basket and
pulley system to deliver pizza. Or the wonderful way Cubans have of turning a tedious wait in line into a social event, and the unexpected joy of
Havana's waterfront. Cubans joke that the Revolution produced three successes and three failures. The successes were health care, education,
and social equality. The failures were breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In the rural sugar town of La Vega, Muller discovered the secret to Cuba's
good health. Dr. Angelina walks house to house, visiting every one of La Vega's two thousand inhabitants - even if they're healthy - at least twice
a year. Angelina knows everything about her patients, from how many pillows they sleep with to whether they're getting along with their spouses.
She is happy with her life and work, despite going home each night to a tiny, dilapidated apartment without running water and having to work two
days to earn enough to buy her family a can of spam. Education is another Cuban success - 97% literacy and free universities - but it's not all
good news. Books and newspapers are censored, so a nation that has learned to love the written word has no choice but to read the party line.
The monthly food distribution provides all Cuban citizens with staples like sugar, rice, and beans. The government also pays retired Cubans a
pension, though it's rarely enough to make ends meet. The elderly often augment their meager incomes selling newspapers or collecting cans on
the street. When Castro took over Cuba, most wealthy Cubans fled. The government divided their mansions among the poor. Fifty years later
tenants still pay virtually no rent, but the marble floors and vaulted ceilings are now human warrens where thousands of Cubans live with
crumbling roofs and no running water. Lurking in the basement of one building is a sea of human feces, roiling with maggots. The plumbing rotted
out years ago. The Cuban government is not entirely to blame. Cuba was in fact doing quite well until 1989, when the Soviet Union fell apart.
Without Soviet subsidies, the Cuban economy ground to a halt. Castro declared a "Special Period" and ordered farmers to go back to plowing
their fields by hand. In desperation, the government began allowing people to go into business for themselves. And Cubans have their own way
of dealing with adversity - through music and sports. Kids play baseball with homemade balls and bats on every street corner and in every park.
And even in the worst of times, the Cuban government still underwrites a free concert now and then. But you can't live on entertainment. Castro
urgently needed hard currency. He knew that over 60% of Cubans get money from overseas friends and family - he just had to find a way to get
his hands on some of it. So he printed a whole new currency and opened up a bunch of luxury stores filled with American sneakers, designer
sunglasses, and refrigerators. In the process, Cuba once again became a two-tiered society - those who have and those who don't - exactly what
he launched a revolution to end. Cubans are nothing if not ingenious. Despite having almost no money, they still manage to keep things going -
like their 60-year-old American cars. For those who can't afford a set of foreign wheels, there's always Cuba's public transportation system. It's
cheap, but breakdowns were so common that the government came up with an entirely new way to move people around - the camel bus. It's a
converted flatbed truck and can carry up to 300 passengers. When that wasn't enough, Castro made hitchhiking an official form of transportation.
Despite all of its efforts, Cuba was still in a downwards spiral. Reluctantly, Castro opened the country up to tourism with a string of new hotels and
resorts, but made sure that foreigners had as little contact with the locals as possible. Nowadays you can go hang out on a tourist beach, sit by
the pool, or take a horse-cart ride through old Havana. But if you do, you'll miss the most interesting part of Cuba - the Cubans themselves. They
are the focus of Hour 2 of Cuba's Secret Side.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
New Day Dawns (Ancient Times - 3rd Century)

Explore the earliest days of the Maritime Silk Road and the production of its namesake trade good, silk. Discover China's ancient maritime roots
paddling a dragon boat in Hong Kong. Explore the basis for Chinese civilization from its writing system to its most important philosopher including
visiting China's oldest Maritime Silk Road port.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)KNME

23:30:00 Yellowstone In Four Seasons
Yellowstone National Park has four seasons that can change at any time. Summer is for eating, Fall is for mating, Winter is for surviving and
Spring is for re-birth. Mother Nature has worked millions of years to sculpt this grand treasure, and her finest work is on display for us all to
appreciate and enjoy. Yellowstone's splendor lies in it's solitude, it's grandness, it's complexity and it's simplicity. And for thousands of years this
real life drama has performed the same 4 act play over and over again...Yellowstone in Four Seasons.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Well Read
Mohsin Hamid / Exit West

From the internationally bestselling author Mohsin Hamid shares his astonishingly timely love story in his new novel Exit West. A book that
brilliantly imagines the forces that transform ordinary people into refugees -- as they're driven from their homes to the uncertain embrace of new
lands.

(CC) N/A #621H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1302H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
George Delancey Quartet - Encore

Back for an encore, George DeLancey Quartet featuring George DeLancey, bass; Jon Beshay, sax; Rick Roe, Piano; and Sean Dobbins, drums,
continue the jazz jam with "Just One of Things" and "All The Things You Are." This performance was recorded live at the Lansing JazzFest 2015
in Lansing's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #714H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Antigua and Barbuda

The beautiful Caribbean islands of Antigua and Barbuda tell a story of hospitality and culture, with music and journalist Mirissa Neff as the guide.
She follows the trail across the islands to find the heartbeat of the country through its rhythms, and along the way she sample some of the
amazing cuisine, experiences the vibrant countryside and the stunning oceans all around. From the sounds of calypso to the carnival
celebrations, the pulse of Antigua and Barbuda is calling.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Drivin N Cryin

Georgia Rock n' Roll Hall of Famers, Drivin N Cryin, celebrate 32 years together. Their hit 'Straight To Hell' is given new life on Darius Rucker's
latest release as a collaboration with Luke Bryan, Jason Aldean, and Charles Kelley. In this episode, these rockers deliver all the goods and keep
the audience on their feet.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

02:30:00 New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists
New Tanglewood Tales: Backstage with Rising Artists combined orchestras from the TMCO and the BSO perform Tchaikovsky's 1812 overture
as the fellows prepare to leave Tanglewood. They discuss their accomplishments over the summer along with their future plans and the final
performances of the group.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX
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03:00:00 Cuba's Secret Side
Under The Radar

Knowing that the Cuban government severely restricts all foreign journalists, Karin Muller took a huge risk - she set out to film a documentary on
a simple tourist visa. Free of government minders, she hitchhiked around Cuba for three months - sleeping in private homes, working with
farmers and fishermen, and participating in festivals and religious ceremonies. She was arrested over a dozen times, but in the end she
discovered a side of Cuba that few foreigners get to see. Like Hector - Havana's pizza guy - who lives on the third floor and uses a basket and
pulley system to deliver pizza. Or the wonderful way Cubans have of turning a tedious wait in line into a social event, and the unexpected joy of
Havana's waterfront. Cubans joke that the Revolution produced three successes and three failures. The successes were health care, education,
and social equality. The failures were breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In the rural sugar town of La Vega, Muller discovered the secret to Cuba's
good health. Dr. Angelina walks house to house, visiting every one of La Vega's two thousand inhabitants - even if they're healthy - at least twice
a year. Angelina knows everything about her patients, from how many pillows they sleep with to whether they're getting along with their spouses.
She is happy with her life and work, despite going home each night to a tiny, dilapidated apartment without running water and having to work two
days to earn enough to buy her family a can of spam. Education is another Cuban success - 97% literacy and free universities - but it's not all
good news. Books and newspapers are censored, so a nation that has learned to love the written word has no choice but to read the party line.
The monthly food distribution provides all Cuban citizens with staples like sugar, rice, and beans. The government also pays retired Cubans a
pension, though it's rarely enough to make ends meet. The elderly often augment their meager incomes selling newspapers or collecting cans on
the street. When Castro took over Cuba, most wealthy Cubans fled. The government divided their mansions among the poor. Fifty years later
tenants still pay virtually no rent, but the marble floors and vaulted ceilings are now human warrens where thousands of Cubans live with
crumbling roofs and no running water. Lurking in the basement of one building is a sea of human feces, roiling with maggots. The plumbing rotted
out years ago. The Cuban government is not entirely to blame. Cuba was in fact doing quite well until 1989, when the Soviet Union fell apart.
Without Soviet subsidies, the Cuban economy ground to a halt. Castro declared a "Special Period" and ordered farmers to go back to plowing
their fields by hand. In desperation, the government began allowing people to go into business for themselves. And Cubans have their own way
of dealing with adversity - through music and sports. Kids play baseball with homemade balls and bats on every street corner and in every park.
And even in the worst of times, the Cuban government still underwrites a free concert now and then. But you can't live on entertainment. Castro
urgently needed hard currency. He knew that over 60% of Cubans get money from overseas friends and family - he just had to find a way to get
his hands on some of it. So he printed a whole new currency and opened up a bunch of luxury stores filled with American sneakers, designer
sunglasses, and refrigerators. In the process, Cuba once again became a two-tiered society - those who have and those who don't - exactly what
he launched a revolution to end. Cubans are nothing if not ingenious. Despite having almost no money, they still manage to keep things going -
like their 60-year-old American cars. For those who can't afford a set of foreign wheels, there's always Cuba's public transportation system. It's
cheap, but breakdowns were so common that the government came up with an entirely new way to move people around - the camel bus. It's a
converted flatbed truck and can carry up to 300 passengers. When that wasn't enough, Castro made hitchhiking an official form of transportation.
Despite all of its efforts, Cuba was still in a downwards spiral. Reluctantly, Castro opened the country up to tourism with a string of new hotels and
resorts, but made sure that foreigners had as little contact with the locals as possible. Nowadays you can go hang out on a tourist beach, sit by
the pool, or take a horse-cart ride through old Havana. But if you do, you'll miss the most interesting part of Cuba - the Cubans themselves. They
are the focus of Hour 2 of Cuba's Secret Side.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
New Day Dawns (Ancient Times - 3rd Century)

Explore the earliest days of the Maritime Silk Road and the production of its namesake trade good, silk. Discover China's ancient maritime roots
paddling a dragon boat in Hong Kong. Explore the basis for Chinese civilization from its writing system to its most important philosopher including
visiting China's oldest Maritime Silk Road port.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)KNME

04:30:00 Yellowstone In Four Seasons
Yellowstone National Park has four seasons that can change at any time. Summer is for eating, Fall is for mating, Winter is for surviving and
Spring is for re-birth. Mother Nature has worked millions of years to sculpt this grand treasure, and her finest work is on display for us all to
appreciate and enjoy. Yellowstone's splendor lies in it's solitude, it's grandness, it's complexity and it's simplicity. And for thousands of years this
real life drama has performed the same 4 act play over and over again...Yellowstone in Four Seasons.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #623KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Rumors

Devilius maliciously spreads the rumor that all of Amadeus' compositions were written by his father, Leopold Mozart. As a result, the Bishop
organizes a competition in which Amadeus must compete against Devilius. An herbalist mixes a special ink for Devilius that makes Amadeus'
composition disappear. Can Amadeus uncover Devilius' terrible plot before time runs out? The Music: "Serenade in G" ("A Little Serenade") K.
525; Aria of the "Koenigin der Nacht" from "The Magic Flute" K. 620; "Clarinet Concerto in A" K. 622; et al. Additional Content: Monti shows a
collection of backgrounds and scenes from the series that correspond to actual places in Salzburg, Mozart's hometown. Monti uses these scenes
on the Web site to create an historic city video, set to the series' theme music.

(CC) DVI #107(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #117H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Couples Workout

(CC) N/A #125HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Waist Toning

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the chapel terrace for an all-barre, waist toning workout aimed at
strengthening your abs and slenderizing your core.

(CC) DVI #1105H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
A Treat for Your Feet

In this episode Mary Ann is paying special attention for feet, shoulders and hip range of motion using a towel and band.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
High Adventure

Explore places beyond the ordinary wearing all the right gear. Designer Angela Wolf makes great-fitting leggings that take you around town or to
the gym. Designer and blogger Alex Woodbury shares techniques for making an active-wear jacket using high-tech neoprene fabric. Angela Wolf
has a tip for making leggings from any pants pattern.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Mosaic Stitch Scarves

Everybody loves scarves and this week Host Deborah Norville joins Lena Skvagerson who will show you how to knit the Slip That Stich Scarf and
magically make two colors appear in the same row without carrying the yarn. Ellen will show us her interpretation of a crochet mosaic scarf with
the Nascha Crochet Scarf and then back to Lena in the stitch corner with her very own Knit Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #704H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
What Color Is Your Garden?

Bright colors create excitement and make an impression that lingers. Improvisational quilter Victoria Findlay Wolfe creates dynamic floral designs
as she shows how to piece Y-Seams. Fiber artist Lea McComas evaluates and chooses colors based on value.

(CC) N/A #1803H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7225H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Koreatown

We'll spend the day with the co-authors of the excellent Koreatown cookbook Deuki Hong and Mott Rodbard first at Deuki's BBQ restaurant, Kang
Ho Dong Baekeong, then we'll shop for ingredients at H Town on 32nd and head to back to his tiny apartment nearby to cook a few recipes from
their book.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Breakfast Favorites

French Toast with Butter Braised Strawberries in a Cassis Sugar; Matzo Brei; Breakfast Burrito with Ham, Eggs & Parmesan Crust; Kir Royal.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Chef Paul Prudhomme's Always Cooking!
Cut It Out

Panned Veal with Czarina Sauce, Saucy Sausalito Stir Fry, Bronzed Fish with Jalapeno Tartar Sauce.

(CC) DVI #106(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Global Gastronomy

Jacques brings together culinary treasures from exotic cuisines around the world. He starts in Asia with Japanese-inspired broiled salmon with
miso glaze followed by a colorful feast of chirashi sushi. This smorgasbord of seafood is followed by authentic, vibrant South American flavors in
an easy-to-follow recipe of grilled chicken tenders with chimichurri. Jacques then takes our taste buds across the Atlantic to Europe for a spirited
ending of sabayon with Madeira and grapes.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Tool Workout

Add power to your design with new tool techniques. Host and designer Katie Hacker shows how she uses her favorite tools to make cold
connections. Teacher Kate Richbourg gives her metalworking skills a work out with saws, shears and hammers. Then, she cools off with the right
tools and techniques for professionally finishing metalwork jewelry.

(CC) N/A #2508H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Books

Katie turns bestseller novels into bestseller recipes and projects. In the kitchen: "Grapes of Wrath" salad, "Spam I Am" green eggs and ham and a
delectable "Like Water for Chocolate" chocolate box cake. Projects: stamped books, and how to maintain a beautiful flower garden.

(CC) DVI #402(S)APTEX
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Is College Worth It?

The average college student will graduate with over $35,000 in debt, and some with thousands more. Faced with such a heavy burden some kids
are opting not to go to college. This episode looks at college from a return-on-investment perspective. Which degrees pay for themselves and
which don't? When does it make sense NOT to go to college? And how to get creative to achieve your college dreams without ending up with a
lifetime of payments.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Me!

Let's turn toward ourselves for creative ideas. When she makes a lighted mirror, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes you a star. Katie Hacker makes
personal paper dolls and Franz Spohn draws a 3D self-portrait. Jenny celebrates Thanksgiving with Pilgrim-style table decorations.

(CC) DVI #1812H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Living Poultry Museum

Heritage poultry has seen a decline in population numbers, but P. Allen Smith goes in depth to find out how we can save these breeds from
extinction.

(CC) DVI #1612H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Edible Schoolyard: A Class Without Walls and a Love to Learn (Berkeley, Ca)

In all the years of producing episodes for Growing a Greener World, one theme observed that always holds true: place a student in a learning
environment that includes growing plants or gardening, and you can't pull them away. They love everything about it... just don't tell them they're
getting every aspect of the core curriculum including math, science, language arts, social studies, nutrition, and more. In this episode, the team
showcases the original and world-renowned Edible Schoolyard in Berkeley, Calif. Co-founded by famous chef and school neighbor Alice Waters,
the Edible Schoolyard is a world-caliber outdoor classroom where teachers from around the globe come to impart lessons that last a lifetime and
extend well beyond both the classroom and the garden.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15115H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1423H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9050(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1023H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Terry Baucom & The Dukes of Drive / Dave Adkins Band

(CC) N/A #1221H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2102H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Border Crossings

Two short films follow families as they travel great distances, both physically and emotionally, to find a new home: We are the Immigrants by
Catalina Matamoros Puerto and Sweet, Sweet Country by Dehanza Rogers.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Keenen Ivory Wayans

Entertainment trailblazer writer/director/producer Keenen Ivory Wayans achieved national prominence when he created the culturally
groundbreaking, Emmy award-winning, black-oriented comedy satire In Living Color. In this episode, Wayans talks about his circular path to
Hollywood and how In Living Color paved the way for so many artists and subsequent projects.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Life In Space

Guest: Mike Massimino. Movie: Passengers. Astronaut Mike Massimino joins us to talk about Passengers and his memoir Spaceman.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk
Tony Predictions

(CC) N/A #1128H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Second Opinion
Hepatitis C

Patient Story: Hepatitis C is a worldwide health problem, and in the U.S. alone, an estimated 3.2 million people are living with chronic Hepatitis C
infection. Our patient Kimberly Bossley watched her mother die of Hepatitis C, the very same disease she has, and is in the fight of her life
against. Myth or Medicine: Can you contract Hepatitis C from a mosquito bite? Second Opinion 5: Five reasons to get tested for Hepatitis C.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1023H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Terry Baucom & The Dukes of Drive / Dave Adkins Band

(CC) N/A #1221H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2102H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Border Crossings

Two short films follow families as they travel great distances, both physically and emotionally, to find a new home: We are the Immigrants by
Catalina Matamoros Puerto and Sweet, Sweet Country by Dehanza Rogers.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Keenen Ivory Wayans

Entertainment trailblazer writer/director/producer Keenen Ivory Wayans achieved national prominence when he created the culturally
groundbreaking, Emmy award-winning, black-oriented comedy satire In Living Color. In this episode, Wayans talks about his circular path to
Hollywood and how In Living Color paved the way for so many artists and subsequent projects.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Life In Space

Guest: Mike Massimino. Movie: Passengers. Astronaut Mike Massimino joins us to talk about Passengers and his memoir Spaceman.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk
Tony Predictions

(CC) N/A #1128H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #624KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Morning Cardinal

This episode features a beautiful male cardinal bird as it greets the dawn. Blue soft background colors suggest the start of a new day. Gary
explains how black and sienna work together to make the bird's characteristic brown color which is typical on the back of this type of bird.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Birch Forest, Part 2

In Part 2, Wilson follows the acrylic under-painting with oil glazes, enriching the colors and bringing this sunny summer birch forest to life. You can
almost hear the crickets!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
The Tide Pools at Winslow Homer Prouts Neck, Maine

David visits another location on the rocky shores of Prouts Neck, Maine, where the famously enigmatic Winslow Homer (1836-1910) lived for the
final 27 years of his life and painted some of his most recognizable, theatrical, and iconic seascapes. David explores the calm tide pools swirling
around the rocky shores and discusses Homer's techniques and palette as he paints an oil painting of the shores of Maine from the rocks.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Knee Strengthening

Join Miranda Esmonde-White outside this majestic Chapel at the Colonial resort for a standing and barre workout to strengthen your knees and
prevent knee pain.

(CC) DVI #1106H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Somatosensory and Lymphatic Systems

Mary Ann uses a large ball to stimulate the sensory and lymphatic systems, accompanied by jazzy, New Orleans style music. Gretchen's new
cross and open pattern for a brain.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)NETA
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10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Arthritis Walking Workout 2

(CC) N/A #302H(S)ACCES

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Neven travels to London for a masterclass in baking the perfect tarte tatin from Clare Smyth, head chef at the three Michelin-starred Gordon
Ramsey Restaurant. Back in his MacNean House restaurant, Neven demonstrates a delicious deconstructed prawn cocktail and pizza bread, and
also prepares beef satay with pickled cucumber.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Ceviches Gone Wild

The fertile waters of the Caribbean Sea provide exquisitely fresh fish, a bounty perhaps best translated on the plate through ceviche. Or
sometimes you don't even need a plate, like when Rick and chef Juan Pablo Loza make a ceviche of freshly caught lobster on a boat in the Sian
Ka'an nature reserve. At Catch, the Thompson Hotel's swanky rooftop restaurant in Playa del Carmen, chef Pedro Abascal teaches how to make
a Peruvian-inspired mandarin, carrot, habanero and ginger ceviche with leche de tigre broth. Then, it's off to nearby Axiote with chef Xavier Perez
Stone, who shows Rick how to make outrageously good coconut-shrimp ceviche. A delightful ferry ride brings Rick to picturesque Isla Mujeres,
where young chef Diego Lopez builds an absolute stunner of a dish, a ceviche of pargo with an herby green "mojito" broth. At Rick's new Chicago
restaurant, Lena Brava, he makes a deceptively simple aguachile in a cocktail shaker and teaches how to make a "Bloody Maria" coctel,
complete with a spicy salt rim.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Italian American Favorites

Italian American food: Is it Italian, American or a piece of Americana with Italian roots? Today Lidia pays homage to the cooking of Italian
American immigrants. Recipes include: caesar salad; a luscious baked eggplant stuffed with meat and vegetables; and finally stuffed mushrooms,
a true crowd pleaser.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Food Over 50
The Salt Show: Sodium Vs. Hypertension

The episode begins with a hot location intro... literally! The July temperature was 117 as host David Jackson stands atop 60 million tons of
reflectively white sodium chloride at Bristol Dry Lake in the Mojave Desert. Emphasizing the importance of reducing salt in our cooking and
eliminating 'hidden' sodium from our diets overall, "The Salt Show" consists of two exemplary, in-kitchen recipes, no salt chicken chili verde and
low sodium orange sesame chicken. David also visits Uig Lodge & Smokehouse in the Outer Hebrides in Scotland to learn all about the pros and
cons of salt-cured smoked salmon. Dr. Philip Shaver, founder of Desert Cardiology at Eisenhower Medical Center is interviewed on why a low
sodium diet helps combat hypertension and improves heart health, while resident dietician Elizabeth Kelse illustrates where, how and why - from
a food perspective - we should shed sodium from our meals. Finally, David swaps his chef's knife for hiking boots during the "Earn What You Eat"
segment in order to trek the arid Kelso Sand Dunes in the Mojave Desert and illustrate the importance of maintaining an active lifestyle as we
age.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Expeditions with Patrick Mcmillan
The Clemson Forest - A Backyard Bounty of Life

How important is your suburban woodland or even your backyard to the ecology of the continent and the globe? The Clemson Experimental
Forest is over 17,000 acres of woodland and pastoral agricultural land surrounded by a suburban and agricultural landscape in the piedmont of
South Carolina. It doesn't boast lofty summits, towering waterfalls or rushing rivers but it does contain a world-class diversity of plants and
animals that is difficult to surpass in the highly modified piedmont landscape.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Celebrating Tradition

New England is a region steeped in tradition. In this episode of Weekends with Yankee, we board the massive schooner J&E Riggin for a
windjammer cruise along the beautiful Maine coast. Then we travel down to Boston for the Head of the Charles, the largest two-day rowing event
in the world. Lastly, up north in Vermont, we find the Shelburne Museum, one of the country's most unique museums, home to a land-bound
lighthouse, a steamboat docked in a grassy meadow, period gardens, and four centuries of art and Americana.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Croatia: Adriatic Delights

A fascinating land with a hard-fought history in a complex corner of Europe, Croatia is emerging as one of Europe's top destinations. Sampling
the very best of Croatia, we start by exploring the fabled Dalmatian Coast from dramatic Dubrovnik to crusty Adriatic island ports. Heading inland,
we hike through Plitvice Lakes National Park and enjoy the thriving capital city Zagreb. Our Croatian finale: the Istrian Peninsula and its
enchanting port town of Rovinj.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Cyprus: Cleopatra's Secret Island

Richard Wiese travels to the Mediterranean island nation of Cyprus steeped in ancient tales of love and intrigue. He joins world-famous
archeologist Dr. Joan Connelly, who is digging for clues to confirm the existence of a sacred temple built by Cleopatra to honor her love child with
Julius Caesar. Richard visits the organic farm and restaurant of one of Cyprus' most celebrated chefs, and learns about the famous "tatsia"
dance.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Garden Smart
The landscape installation is complete, but now, how do we care for these outstanding plants? How do we keep it all looking good? Questions we
gardeners face every year. GardenSMART visits experts who share their ideas about plant care and maintenance. Join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #5013H(S)NETA

15:30:00 For Your Home
Electrifying Details

Renovating an old house always requires updating the electrical, plumbing and heating and cooling systems as well as replacing old bathroom
fixtures, cabinets, countertops and finishing details. Discover what's involved in selecting and installing all the new mechanicals and architectural
details.

(CC) N/A #3106H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Bernard-Henri Levy

French philosopher, author, and public intellectual Bernard-Henri Levy is so famous in certain circles that many identify him by his iconic initials
alone: BHL. Having written and spoken extensively on social, political, and intellectual matters since the 1960s, he is credited as one of the
founders of the Nouveaux Philosophes-or New Philosophers. Host Paula Marantz Cohen explores some of Levy's early activism, writing,
controversy, and cultural appeal, as well as his distinct brand of philosophy as it informs matters in both France and the United States today. In
this interview, Levy specifically discusses two of his books, The Genius of Judaism and American Vertigo: Traveling American in the Footsteps of
Tocqueville.

(CC) N/A #605HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Lee Ann Womack, Musician

Lee Ann Womack is a country music singer and songwriter who came to fame in 2000 with her single I Hope You Dance. Womack has won five
Academy of Country Music Awards, six Country Music Association Awards, and one Grammy Award and has over six million album sales. Her
latest album, titled The Lonely, The Lonesome & The Gone, is a hybrid of country, soul, gospel and blues.

(CC) N/A #831H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Weave Master

Weaver Jaunita Hofstrom wanted to have a place just for weavers to gather and pursue their love of weaving. She bought a little church around
the corner from her house and started living that dream. Host Eric Gorges explores the ins and outs and up and overs of this traditional craft.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3623H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Tech Troublemakers

Guest: Leslie Berlin. Leslie Berlin, project historian for the Silicon Valley Archives at Stanford University, on her book "Troublemakers: Silicon
Valley's Coming of Age."

(CC) N/A #3845HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Does God Know Everything?

Western religions claim that God is all-knowing. Then the trouble starts. What does it mean to know everything? Is God's knowledge of the future
truth? Are 'possibilities' truth? Can God know infinities of truths? Does omniscience test a theistic God?

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)EPS

19:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Civil Discourse and the State of American Democracy: What Went Wrong and How

Guests: Tom Daschle, Former United States Senate Majority Leader (D-SD); Greta van Susteren, Host, "For the Record", MSNBC; (The only
person ever to host programming on MSNBC, CNN and Fox News.); Dr. Carolyn Lukensmeyer, Executive Director, National Institute for Civil
Discourse.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

20:00:00 Speakeasy
Nick Lowe and Jim Nelson

Nick Lowe has become a noted figure in UK pub rock, power pop, and new wave best known for his songs "Cruel to Be Kind" and "I Love the
Sound of Breaking Glass." He is a singer-songwriter, musician, and producer and has worked with the likes of Elvis Costello, Graham Parker, and
Johnny Cash. Covers of Lowe's songs "(What's So Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love, and Understanding" (Elvis Costello), "I Knew the Bride (When She
Used to Rock 'n' Roll)" (Dave Edmunds), and "The Beast in Me" (Johnny Cash) went on to become hits. Lowe is joined by Jim Nelson, the editor
for GQ magazine, for an intimate conversation filmed at the Montclair Film Festival for this episode of Speakeasy.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Front and Center
Southside Johnny

The Godfather of "the New Jersey Sound," Southside Johnny performs in front of an audience of his biggest fans. Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes have become a staple in the New Jersey music scene having released twelve studio albums since 1976 and featuring a rotating
group of members such as Bruce Springsteen, Jon Bon Jovi, and Steve Van Zandt.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway, USA

Globe Trekker Megan McCormick takes to the road to explore the industrial heartland of America. This atmospheric and evocative road trip goes
through some of America's most underrated regions and beautiful country sides. Megan goes through the cities of Pittsburgh, Detroit and Flint,
Michigan, along the famous Highway 61 before we skirt the shores of the Great Lakes. In Ohio, she visits Cleveland, Toledo and Akron, the
former Rubber Capital of the World. This episode looks at what remains of the industries that made America great, and how the Rust Belt is
transforming itself, and looking to the future in the 21st Century.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
People's Choice

After creating Red vs. Blue, the longest running webseries in the world, Rooster Teeth is ready to tackle their first feature-length film, Lazer Team.
Engaging with their now-vast community has always been a priority for this dedicated team of creators, and that paid major dividends while
crowdfunding for Lazer Team - to the tune of nearly $2.5 million. With the support of their loving fanbase, Rooster Teeth is poised to debut on the
big screen in a big way.

(CC) N/A #605HNETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Making lemonade with Do Lab, Cheryl Boyce Taylor, and Julien Baker.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
Does God Know Everything?

Western religions claim that God is all-knowing. Then the trouble starts. What does it mean to know everything? Is God's knowledge of the future
truth? Are 'possibilities' truth? Can God know infinities of truths? Does omniscience test a theistic God?

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)EPS

00:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Civil Discourse and the State of American Democracy: What Went Wrong and How

Guests: Tom Daschle, Former United States Senate Majority Leader (D-SD); Greta van Susteren, Host, "For the Record", MSNBC; (The only
person ever to host programming on MSNBC, CNN and Fox News.); Dr. Carolyn Lukensmeyer, Executive Director, National Institute for Civil
Discourse.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

01:00:00 Speakeasy
Nick Lowe and Jim Nelson

Nick Lowe has become a noted figure in UK pub rock, power pop, and new wave best known for his songs "Cruel to Be Kind" and "I Love the
Sound of Breaking Glass." He is a singer-songwriter, musician, and producer and has worked with the likes of Elvis Costello, Graham Parker, and
Johnny Cash. Covers of Lowe's songs "(What's So Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love, and Understanding" (Elvis Costello), "I Knew the Bride (When She
Used to Rock 'n' Roll)" (Dave Edmunds), and "The Beast in Me" (Johnny Cash) went on to become hits. Lowe is joined by Jim Nelson, the editor
for GQ magazine, for an intimate conversation filmed at the Montclair Film Festival for this episode of Speakeasy.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Southside Johnny

The Godfather of "the New Jersey Sound," Southside Johnny performs in front of an audience of his biggest fans. Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes have become a staple in the New Jersey music scene having released twelve studio albums since 1976 and featuring a rotating
group of members such as Bruce Springsteen, Jon Bon Jovi, and Steve Van Zandt.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway, USA

Globe Trekker Megan McCormick takes to the road to explore the industrial heartland of America. This atmospheric and evocative road trip goes
through some of America's most underrated regions and beautiful country sides. Megan goes through the cities of Pittsburgh, Detroit and Flint,
Michigan, along the famous Highway 61 before we skirt the shores of the Great Lakes. In Ohio, she visits Cleveland, Toledo and Akron, the
former Rubber Capital of the World. This episode looks at what remains of the industries that made America great, and how the Rust Belt is
transforming itself, and looking to the future in the 21st Century.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
People's Choice

After creating Red vs. Blue, the longest running webseries in the world, Rooster Teeth is ready to tackle their first feature-length film, Lazer Team.
Engaging with their now-vast community has always been a priority for this dedicated team of creators, and that paid major dividends while
crowdfunding for Lazer Team - to the tune of nearly $2.5 million. With the support of their loving fanbase, Rooster Teeth is poised to debut on the
big screen in a big way.

(CC) N/A #605HNETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Making lemonade with Do Lab, Cheryl Boyce Taylor, and Julien Baker.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #625KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
The Saddle

Roger and Sarah Bansemer visit old friends on the Kinship Creek Ranch, high in the of beautiful and picture perfect mountains of Pagosa
Springs, Colorado. Roger paints a saddle in acrylics as Sarah rides horseback on the ranch.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Painting with Paulson
The Unveiling Part I

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Sunset Landscape

Unity, balance and movement are the basis of a carefully composed painting. A range of artistic decisions proceeds first from the identification of
a focal point. Then, the artist may employ a range of contrasts between light and dark to find a rhythm that supplies a unique energy to the
artwork. Used effectively, elements of composition provide a structure that leads the viewer's eye in a particular way for a variety of different
effects. "Starry Night" by Vincent van Gogh is an excellent example of extraordinary composition. The parts of the composition may feel as if they
belong together. Or they may be purposely disjointed. A symmetrical arrangement may add a sense of calm. Whereas an asymmetrical
arrangement may create a sense of unease. By adjusting the arrangement of the objects, the artist can create a sense of motion or still life.
Patterns establish an underlying structure of basic lines and shapes. Proportion is the way in which things fit together, big and small, nearby and
distant. Each of these components may be used in varying degrees to create the intended effect.

(CC) N/A #504HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Mobility

Today on Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White for an all-standing workout at the Saasil Kantenah Wedding resort that will improve the
mobility of your spine and keep you standing tall all-day long.

(CC) DVI #1107H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Neglected Areas of Body

This episode begins slow and easy with great music to accompany exercises for posture using a towel and band, a large ball for balance, in
addition to exercises for hips, carpal tunnel and the pelvic floor.

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body (CC) N/A #210(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
That Which Sustains Life

The origin of Chengdu can be credited to Dujiangyan, a set of levies that diverted the Min River over 2,000 years ago. Martin visits this UNESCO
historical site and saw first hand how the water had created the fertile farmland which eventually gave rise to the city of Chengdu. He enjoys the
abundance of fruits and vegetables by visiting local farms and orchards.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Jazz Brunch

Grillades and grits, pain perdu, bananas foster.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Ciaramicola

Mary Ann visits ceramic artist Franco Mari in Deruta, Italy, the birthplace of Umbrian pottery. His inspired, colorful creations inspire her to go nella
cucina to create Ciaramicola, a fantasy-like, Easter Sunday bread slathered with Alchermes-laced meringue, covered with colored sprinkles and
browned in the oven. Served on a Franco Mari platter, it's a vision of heaven on earth.

(CC) N/A #2508H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Ny Ice Cream

For lovers of ice cream there has never been a better time. In one action packed day Mike tours Victory Garden frozen yogurt, The Big Gay Ice
Cream Truck, Dave's, Morgenstern's, A.B. Biagi Gelato, Gelato Ti Amo and Melt Bakery Ice Cream sandwiches.

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Santa Fe Adventures

Explore Santa Fe outdoor adventures and lesser known cultural attractions by hiking at Bandelier National Monument, visiting a James Beard
Award-winning restaurant serving traditional New Mexican food, mountain biking in the Santa Fe National Forest, observing Chimayo weavers
and making a stop along the old Camino Real. Meet traditional artists and locals who share living history and reveal special ties to New Mexico's
past to gain a deeper understanding of daily life and active adventure in Santa Fe.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Hidden Gems of Oahu

CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg travels to Hawaii's most visited island, where he hits the water with a Hawaiian legend, shops like a
local, and experiences the island's traditional art forms. Plus, airlines are getting more and more competitive, and innovative, when it comes to
trying to win over business class passengers. We reveal some of the carriers' latest bells and whistles. And, airfare and hotels are the obvious
line items budgeting for a vacation - - we give some pointers to figure out how much your trip will really cost.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Waterfalls After Dark

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner and photographer Kevin Adams take waterfall photography to a new level... shooting
at night.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 In The Americas with David Yetman
Costa Rica: Laboratory of the Biosphere

Researchers at Biosphere II in Arizona have re-created tropical rainforest in a closed environment to study the effects of climate change.
Scientists compare that artificial environment with a tropical rainforest reserve in Costa Rica, a living laboratory where scientists record the effects
of global warming on the forest and its dwellers.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Tips, Tricks & Techniques

Every segment provides the tips and tricks you need to know to build better projects, from handy assembly hints to using the right techniques.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

15:30:00 American Woodshop
Mega Bowls

Wood works! So does this wooden vessel with natural accents.

(CC) N/A #2302H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
River Waterfall

Allow the dramatic river falls to inspire your yoga practice as we enjoy a warrior series designed to build strength and flexibility in the lower body
while creating more ease in the neck, shoulders and upper back using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Addiction to Pain Medications

Patient Story: What usually starts innocently enough as taking pain medication appropriately prescribed by a doctor, can turn into a deadly
addiction for some. Jennifer Matesa shares her story of the darkest days of her addiction to her recovery. Myth or Medicine: Do pain medications
lead to addiction? Second Opinion 5: Five signs of opioid pain medication abuse.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Healthy Body Healthy Mind
Insights Into The Workings of Multiple Myeloma

Multiple myeloma is a blood cancer that develops in the plasma cells of the bone marrow. Through complex processes healthy plasma cells
transform into malignant myeloma cells. These cancer cells don't mature and then die like normal cells, but accumulate. As that happens in the
bone marrow, myeloma cells crowd out healthy white blood cells and red blood cells, and can produce a tumor called a plasmacytoma. If
someone has more than one plasmacytoma, they have multiple myeloma. While not considered a hereditary disease, science has discovered
that genetic factors may influence its development. Often, multiple myeloma is not detected until it progresses into advanced stages with such
symptoms as bone pain, anemia, fatigue, and weight loss. In this edition of Healthy Body Healthy Mind, we'll learn about how multiple myeloma
develops and how it is diagnosed and treated. Though this can be a frightening disease, mortality rates have fallen in recent years as treatments
have become more effective.

(CC) N/A #3602H(S)EPS

17:30:00 Well Read
Laurie Frankel / This Is How It Always Is

Laurie Frankel discusses This Is How It Always Is - a novel about revelations, transformations, fairy tales, and family. And it's about the ways this
is how it always is: Change is always hard and miraculous and hard again, parenting is always a leap into the unknown with crossed fingers and
full hearts, children grow but not always according to plan. And families with secrets don't get to keep them forever.

(CC) N/A #622H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Skunk Train

Following the the coastal "Redwood Route" as it has since 1885, the Skunk Train takes Huell on an inspiring ride through ageless redwoods and
over spectacular mountains. It began as a logging train taking valuable lumber to the Mendocino Coast, and now provides passengers a glimpse
of history and scenic beauty.

(CC) N/A #6007KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Taiwan Matsu Festival & Islands

Joseph returns to Taiwan to follow in the path of Taiwan's Matsu Pilgrimage, said to be the largest religious procession in the world, and to
explore the islands named in the deity's honor. Blessed with magical powers, Matsu, Taiwan's superstar deity teaches creating balance in our
lives and the lesson is illustrated in the nine-day Matsu Pilgrimage, which melds an exuberant worldly celebration with a mindful spiritual journey.
It is literally an explosive event that encompasses the many sides of the Taiwanese nature. Complementing the festival is Joseph's visit to the
Matsu Islands, 100 miles from Taiwan while only 6 from China, revealing the resolute and determined survival instincts of the Taiwanese. Since
the first Fujian fishermen came to the Matsu Islands in the 14th century, the archipelago has been a refuge. On his travels, Joseph discovers that
for centuries, the islanders have weathered natural and political storms through their connections with each other and the sea. Today after
decades of living in the shadow of war, they are ready to celebrate their historic, cultural and natural treasures.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)APTEX
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19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Blakes / Adair / Staples

A Hip Hop educator talks about student agency under teacher mentorship; An early childhood educator on raising anti-racist kids; An educational
anthropologist talks about deeper self-love and self-care. Talks by Bavu Blakes, Jennifer Adair and Jeanine Staples.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Nashville Honeymoon

(CC) N/A #150H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Spiritual Black America with Jacqui Lewis

Carol Jenkins sits down with the Reverend Jacqui Lewis, Senior Minister of Middle Collegiate Church in lower Manhattan. They discuss the
importance of diversity, multi-culturalism, love and the arts in the world of faith and ministry.

(CC) N/A #135H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
Did you know the first Chinese immigrants arrived in the US at the same time as the first Irish? It's part of the Chinese American experience
chronicled and explored by host Ernabel Demillo at the New York Historical Society's exhibit "Chinese American Exclusion/Inclusion." Got the
winter blues? Try therapeutic massage treatments as an alternative cure for winter illnesses, as Minnie Roh reports. For the first time, we're
seeing more Asian Americans in positions of power in New York government thanks to Mayor Bill de Blasio's cabinet appointments. Reporter
Paul Lin caught up with two of the commissioners.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Water focuses on the distinct ways that water forms the landscapes, and the unique life it helps to create and sustain life in Rocky Mountain
National Park, Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve, Colorado National Monument, Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, and
Mesa Verde National Park.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Waiting for John

If you had never heard of an airplane or a refrigerator, would you think it was a miracle when one arrived? When the American military landed on
a remote island in the South Pacific during World War II, the islanders were amazed by America's fantastic cargo. The John Frum Movement was
born: a unique religion now considered the last surviving "Cargo Cult". The program explores the history and last vestiges of this extraordinary
religion, and in the process asks, where do our prophets come from? And what makes people believe?

(CC) DVI #503H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Visioneer - The Peter Diamandis Story
Peter Diamandis dreamed of outer space his whole life. But since the days of his childhood, when the Apollo program was at its height, America's
excitement for the exploration of space has waned, even if Peter's obsession never did. So Peter set out to find a way to kick-start the next
evolution of spaceflight, inspiring people all over the world to look to the stars again. Visioneer tells the story of Peter's vision to create the "X
Prize," a $10 million contest meant to encourage the creation of new space vehicles and a whole new space industry. Through hard work,
passion, and a never-say-die attitude, Peter and his colleagues managed to overcome hurdle after hurdle to create the Ansari X Prize and help
usher in a new era of private space flight.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Blakes / Adair / Staples

A Hip Hop educator talks about student agency under teacher mentorship; An early childhood educator on raising anti-racist kids; An educational
anthropologist talks about deeper self-love and self-care. Talks by Bavu Blakes, Jennifer Adair and Jeanine Staples.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Nashville Honeymoon

(CC) N/A #150H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
Spiritual Black America with Jacqui Lewis

Carol Jenkins sits down with the Reverend Jacqui Lewis, Senior Minister of Middle Collegiate Church in lower Manhattan. They discuss the
importance of diversity, multi-culturalism, love and the arts in the world of faith and ministry.

(CC) N/A #135H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Did you know the first Chinese immigrants arrived in the US at the same time as the first Irish? It's part of the Chinese American experience
chronicled and explored by host Ernabel Demillo at the New York Historical Society's exhibit "Chinese American Exclusion/Inclusion." Got the
winter blues? Try therapeutic massage treatments as an alternative cure for winter illnesses, as Minnie Roh reports. For the first time, we're
seeing more Asian Americans in positions of power in New York government thanks to Mayor Bill de Blasio's cabinet appointments. Reporter
Paul Lin caught up with two of the commissioners.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)EPS

02:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Water focuses on the distinct ways that water forms the landscapes, and the unique life it helps to create and sustain life in Rocky Mountain
National Park, Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve, Colorado National Monument, Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, and
Mesa Verde National Park.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Waiting for John

If you had never heard of an airplane or a refrigerator, would you think it was a miracle when one arrived? When the American military landed on
a remote island in the South Pacific during World War II, the islanders were amazed by America's fantastic cargo. The John Frum Movement was
born: a unique religion now considered the last surviving "Cargo Cult". The program explores the history and last vestiges of this extraordinary
religion, and in the process asks, where do our prophets come from? And what makes people believe?

(CC) DVI #503H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Visioneer - The Peter Diamandis Story
Peter Diamandis dreamed of outer space his whole life. But since the days of his childhood, when the Apollo program was at its height, America's
excitement for the exploration of space has waned, even if Peter's obsession never did. So Peter set out to find a way to kick-start the next
evolution of spaceflight, inspiring people all over the world to look to the stars again. Visioneer tells the story of Peter's vision to create the "X
Prize," a $10 million contest meant to encourage the creation of new space vehicles and a whole new space industry. Through hard work,
passion, and a never-say-die attitude, Peter and his colleagues managed to overcome hurdle after hurdle to create the Ansari X Prize and help
usher in a new era of private space flight.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #626KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Bet

The Bishop would like to give Countess Kussmaul, a patron and great lover of Mozart's music, one of Amadeus' compositions as a birthday gift.
Devilius bets the Bishop that Amadeus cannot deliver a piece in such a short time. Confident of Mozart's talent as a composer, the Bishop wagers
half of his royal household. In an attempt to win the wager, Devilius and Monti the Rat devise a villainous plan. Will Mozart finish his composition
on time or will the Bishop make Devilius a wealthy man? The Music: "Violin Sonata in F" K. 376; "Horn Concerto in E Flat Major" K. 417; "Minuet"
K. 94; et al. Additional Content: In this episode, Amadeus attempts to write a new composition before nightfall. How do composers compose?
Monti shows the moment when Amadeus turns his musical idea into the principal theme of his composition. On the basis of this simple musical
piece for three instruments (piano, violin and cello), Monti explains how a composition is built, the notes of each instrument and the single
melody. Finally, viewers see and hear the complete composition played by Amadeus, Nannerl and their father Leopold.

(CC) DVI #108(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #118H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Energy

(CC) N/A #101HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Back Pain Relief

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beaches in Mexico. This workout focuses on your back and core, helping
to relieve and prevent back pain.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Diabetes and Peripheral Neuropathy

A large and small ball is used as a way to facilitate exercises to improve conditions such as diabetes and peripheral neuropathy.

(CC) N/A #1606H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Coast to Coast

From coast to coast, today's designers have you covered. Blogger and sewing educator Joanne Banko embellishes a western-inspired shirt with
embroidery and decorative stitches. An old subway map becomes a versatile tote in the hands of sewing expert Rebecca Kemp Brent. Angela
Wolf shares a tip for sewing with tweed fabric.

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Artsy Afghans

Host Deborah Norville believes nothing says you're special like a handmade afghan, it's like a perpetual hug from the person who stitched it. Ellen
is first up with the Geometric Crochet Afghan, which features a lace border, and then Kristin shows how to stich up the Windowpane Afghan,
which is knit in the round, then cutting it to make it flat! In the stitch corner Ellen teaches how to Crochet a Cable.

(CC) DVI #705H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Quilting Arts
The Embellished Stitch

In the hands of the artist, the simple stitch creates bold designs. Long arm quilter Nancy Wick combines fabrics and fibers with a straight stitch to
make wearable textiles. Art quilter Laura Wasilowski turns a simple sketch into colorful, textured embroidery. Susan Brubaker Knapp shows how
to create even machine stitches.

(CC) N/A #1804H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7226H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Weeknight Japanese Suppers

Hosts Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster uncover the secrets to a Japanese favorite: crispy pan-fried chicken cutlets. In the Equipment
Corner, expert Adam Ried reveals his top for santoku knives, science expert Dan Souza demystifies the science of radiant heat, and then test
cook Keith Dresser makes Bridget perfect miso-marinated salmon.

(CC) N/A #1815H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table
Isla Mujeres Inspired

Isla Mujeres is a beautiful, peaceful paradise just across the Bahia de Mujeres (Bay of Women) from Cancun Mexico. Known for beautiful white
sand beaches, crystal clear turquoise waters and the friendliest locals in the Mexican Caribbean, Isla Mujeres has become a haven for people
from all over the world. Pati takes a day to explore this gorgeous island and try the local delicacy, tikin xic, fish marinated in a thick red sauce
diluted with the juice of sour oranges and spices and wrapped in banana leaves for cooking.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Rise and Smoke: Breakfast Hits The Smoker

Wake up and smell the coffee? We'd rather smell the wood smoke. The truth is, some of the world's best breakfast dishes-from bacon to hash-
depend on the irresistible flavor of wood smoke. Today, we give you a reason-to-get-up: Project Smoke breakfast, complete with a smoky mile-
high pancake, candied bacon, pastrami hash, and a beer can breakfast burger sandwich. Mile-high pancake; Candied bacon; Beer can breakfast
burgers; Pork pastrami hash.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Good Eating

George visits Mecox Bay Dairy, a producer of 360-degree farming. Then, he stops at a Hamptons' micro brew for inspiration on keeping it local.
Back in his indoor and outdoor kitchens, he prepeares farm-inspired dishes, including white bean casserole, bacon-wrapped meatloaf with
mushroom gravy, honey grilled squash and grilled stuffed potatoes. Recipes: - White Bean Casserole - Grilled Meatloaf - Mushroom Gravy -
Double Baked Potatoes - Honey Grilled Acorn Squash.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Bodybuilding with Resin

Bulk up your jewelry design skills. Designer Susan Lenart warms up and works out by adding tints, glitter, graphics and bits of nature to layers of
resin. She adds feathers, leather, threads and wires to create organic jewelry designs. Ana Piliguian cools downs by polishing resin elements to
create high-gloss finishes.

(CC) N/A #2509H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Dressing Up The Ordinary

Shortcuts can turn ordinary items into something quite extraordinary. Recipes: mushroom soup, an open-face veggie sandwich and delicious
dressed-up matzo. Projects: customized scissors tote bag, a unique tomato garden.

(CC) DVI #403(S)APTEX
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
My First Credit Card

Your first credit card -- manage it right and it could lead to a world of possibilities. Get it wrong and it will mean years of regret. Biz Kid$
demystifies the process of getting a credit card, how to use it correctly, and explains terms like credit score and APR. Hear from kids who used
credit to their advantage, and a few who wished they had.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Make Believe

Anything can happen in the world of make-believe. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs turns into a scary monster with a fun headband. Katie Hacker makes a
fantasy tent and then whips up a never-ending cherry pie. Jenny shows how to create a show with puppets you make yourself from blogger Mom
Carolina Moore.

(CC) DVI #1813H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Deck The Halls

Tis the season to be jolly as Christmas comes to the farm and P. Allen Smith gets some decorating help from flower expert, J. Schwanke.

(CC) DVI #1613H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Saving Seeds for Future Generations: Seed Savers Exchange (Decorah, Ia)

Few people realize that less than 10% of all seed varieties commonly grown in 1900 are still with us today. They're extinct-gone forever, because
no one took the time to preserve them for future generations. That risk is even greater today thanks to the genetic manipulation of a relatively few
remaining seed varieties, combined with the massive buying up of smaller seed companies by overseas giants. The mission of protecting,
preserving, and sharing today's precious seed and heirloom varieties has never been more important. Thankfully, one company established to do
just that is alive and well, and since 1975 has been thriving in their efforts to preserve horticultural diversity. Seed Savers Exchange has an active
international membership of over 13,000 who are helping with the cause. In this episode, Joe makes a trip to Iowa to their scenic 890-acre
Heritage Farm to learn more about their process as well as the risks and challenges of safeguarding today's precious seed varieties for future
generations.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15116H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Mexico - Single Mothers

Mexico - Single Mothers (Gerry Hadden) - In Mexico, women continue to struggle against a macho culture that leaves them not only unequal...
but often victims of violence. In recent decades...the northern city of Ciudad Juarez has captured worldwide attention for the disappearances of
thousands of women. But victims and activists say... the problem is everywhere. 66 percent of Mexican women 15 years of age and older, have
been the victim of abuse. That's according to a 20-13 study by the National Commission for Prevention and Eradication of Violence Against
Women. Not even the vacation paradise of the Yucatan peninsula has been immune. Colombia Cinema in the Barrios - (Toby Muse) - Tourism
continues to grow...in the colonial, historic port city of Cartagena. It is known for its walled city center and fortresses...which UNESCO named a
world heritage site more than 30 years ago. But Colombia's 5th largest city is also wracked by divisions; economic, social and racial. A program
hopes to bring cultural events enjoyed by the wealthy... to the city's poorest slums. They're setting up cinema screenings in Cartagena's deprived
neighborhoods.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9051(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3623H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Kate
Jarrod Spector and Kelli Barrett

The Broadway stars share a love story in song. Jarrod Spector (Jersey Boys, Beautiful) and his wife Kelli Barrett (Wicked, Doctor Zhivago) make
audiences fall in love with them as they relay how they fell in love, with songs including the Eddy Arnold hit "You Don't Know Me," Billy Joel's "Tell
Her About It," and Peter Gabriel's "In Your Eyes."

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Backstage Pass
Elliot Street Lunatic

Indie rock from Michigan's capital city, featuring selections from the CD, "Ghost Town Lullabies."

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Lost Bird Project
THE LOST BIRD PROJECT charts sculptor Todd McGrain's efforts to memorialize five birds - the Great Auk, Carolina Parakeet, Labrador Duck,
Passenger Pigeon and Heath Hen - driven to extinction in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The captivating nature documentary follows
McGrain and his brother-in-law, Andy, as they embark on a road trip in search of the last-known locations of the birds and seek permission to
install McGrain's six-foot-tall bronze sculptures on those sites. Travelling from the tropical swamps of Florida to the rocky coasts of Newfoundland
to the shores of Martha's Vineyard, the men spend more than two years scouting locations, talking to park rangers, speaking at town meetings
and battling bureaucracy in their effort to gather support for the project. An elegy to the five birds, THE LOST BIRD PROJECT is a thoughtful and
sometimes humorous look at the artist and his mission.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Violins of Hope: Strings of the Holocaust
For Jews during the Holocaust, there wasn't much reprieve from the despair and horror surrounding them, but music-particularly that of violins,
which hold an important role in Jewish culture-offered temporary solace and a glimmer of humanity. Violinists in concentration camps were
sometimes treated better and even spared their lives because of their ability to play this important instrument. Narrated by Adrien Brody ("The
Pianist" and "The Grand Budapest Hotel"), VIOLINS OF HOPE: STRINGS OF THE HOLOCAUST follows the journey of Israeli violinmaker
Amnon Weinstein in his efforts to restore violins recovered from the Holocaust, and captures the lessons and highlights the music the instruments
now bring to others. These special artifacts from the Holocaust, which Weinstein has dubbed the "Violins of Hope," include instruments that were
played by Jewish prisoners in concentration camps and others that belonged to the Klezmer musical culture. The program chronicles the journey
of the instruments from Weinstein's small workshop in Tel Aviv, Israel, where he has worked for two decades to repair the violins to Cleveland,
where they were brought in 2015. During this U.S. visit, the violins were on display for the community as part of a traveling exhibit, used as
teaching tools in classrooms, and played by music students and orchestras.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Mexico - Single Mothers

Mexico - Single Mothers (Gerry Hadden) - In Mexico, women continue to struggle against a macho culture that leaves them not only unequal...
but often victims of violence. In recent decades...the northern city of Ciudad Juarez has captured worldwide attention for the disappearances of
thousands of women. But victims and activists say... the problem is everywhere. 66 percent of Mexican women 15 years of age and older, have
been the victim of abuse. That's according to a 20-13 study by the National Commission for Prevention and Eradication of Violence Against
Women. Not even the vacation paradise of the Yucatan peninsula has been immune. Colombia Cinema in the Barrios - (Toby Muse) - Tourism
continues to grow...in the colonial, historic port city of Cartagena. It is known for its walled city center and fortresses...which UNESCO named a
world heritage site more than 30 years ago. But Colombia's 5th largest city is also wracked by divisions; economic, social and racial. A program
hopes to bring cultural events enjoyed by the wealthy... to the city's poorest slums. They're setting up cinema screenings in Cartagena's deprived
neighborhoods.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

00:30:00 The Open Mind
Tech Troublemakers

Guest: Leslie Berlin. Leslie Berlin, project historian for the Silicon Valley Archives at Stanford University, on her book "Troublemakers: Silicon
Valley's Coming of Age."

(CC) N/A #3845HNETA

01:00:00 The Kate
Jarrod Spector and Kelli Barrett

The Broadway stars share a love story in song. Jarrod Spector (Jersey Boys, Beautiful) and his wife Kelli Barrett (Wicked, Doctor Zhivago) make
audiences fall in love with them as they relay how they fell in love, with songs including the Eddy Arnold hit "You Don't Know Me," Billy Joel's "Tell
Her About It," and Peter Gabriel's "In Your Eyes."

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Backstage Pass
Elliot Street Lunatic

Indie rock from Michigan's capital city, featuring selections from the CD, "Ghost Town Lullabies."

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Lost Bird Project
THE LOST BIRD PROJECT charts sculptor Todd McGrain's efforts to memorialize five birds - the Great Auk, Carolina Parakeet, Labrador Duck,
Passenger Pigeon and Heath Hen - driven to extinction in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The captivating nature documentary follows
McGrain and his brother-in-law, Andy, as they embark on a road trip in search of the last-known locations of the birds and seek permission to
install McGrain's six-foot-tall bronze sculptures on those sites. Travelling from the tropical swamps of Florida to the rocky coasts of Newfoundland
to the shores of Martha's Vineyard, the men spend more than two years scouting locations, talking to park rangers, speaking at town meetings
and battling bureaucracy in their effort to gather support for the project. An elegy to the five birds, THE LOST BIRD PROJECT is a thoughtful and
sometimes humorous look at the artist and his mission.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Violins of Hope: Strings of the Holocaust
For Jews during the Holocaust, there wasn't much reprieve from the despair and horror surrounding them, but music-particularly that of violins,
which hold an important role in Jewish culture-offered temporary solace and a glimmer of humanity. Violinists in concentration camps were
sometimes treated better and even spared their lives because of their ability to play this important instrument. Narrated by Adrien Brody ("The
Pianist" and "The Grand Budapest Hotel"), VIOLINS OF HOPE: STRINGS OF THE HOLOCAUST follows the journey of Israeli violinmaker
Amnon Weinstein in his efforts to restore violins recovered from the Holocaust, and captures the lessons and highlights the music the instruments
now bring to others. These special artifacts from the Holocaust, which Weinstein has dubbed the "Violins of Hope," include instruments that were
played by Jewish prisoners in concentration camps and others that belonged to the Klezmer musical culture. The program chronicles the journey
of the instruments from Weinstein's small workshop in Tel Aviv, Israel, where he has worked for two decades to repair the violins to Cleveland,
where they were brought in 2015. During this U.S. visit, the violins were on display for the community as part of a traveling exhibit, used as
teaching tools in classrooms, and played by music students and orchestras.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #627KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Mysterious Drink

The Bishop wants to hold a music competition between the cities of Linz and Salzburg. To prevent another brilliant success by Amadeus, Devilius
obtains a strong sleeping potion, which should knock out Amadeus at the appropriate time. Devilius will then appear as the "black violinist" and
claim victory for himself. To make matters worse, Amadeus' father, Leopold, took Amadeus' violin to a pawnbroker because he desperately needs
money. Can Amadeus shine without his violin? Will the sleeping potion work? Or, will Devilius once again leave the concert hall as the loser? The
Music: "Divertimento in B Major" K. 137; "Violin Sonata in A" K. 305; "12 Variations for Violin and Piano in G" K. 359; et al. Additional Content:
This episode describes the different violins of the world-renowned violin maker Stradivari, including an old and expensive Stradivarius, and
explains how instruments differ from each other by listening to diverse violins.

(CC) DVI #109(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #119H(S)APTEX
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Bone Builder (Osteoporosis)

(CC) N/A #102HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Hip and Leg Flexibility

Join Miranda Esmonde-White for a great lower body workout that combines standing and barre work to increase your flexibility and put a bounce
in your step.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Full Body Workout

Mary Ann uses a towel to assist with neck alignment and a band for strengthening shoulders and upper back. There is a focus on core and a
special tip to help balance.

(CC) N/A #1607H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Pack and Go

Be ready to go - anywhere, anytime. Sewing blogger and busy Mom Caroline Critchfield stays packed and ready with a handy bag made with
clear vinyl and colorful fabric. Award-winning quilter Carolina Moore takes along paper-piecing projects so she can keep stitching wherever she
goes. Alex Woodbury shares a charity sewing project.

(CC) N/A #1310H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Dolly Long Legs

Lena Skvagerson and Robyn Chachula are going to show how to knit and crochet versions of our Dolly Long Legs...which we have named
"Deborah Dolls" in honor of new host Deborah Norville. These are sure to be the special doll that gets dragged everywhere. Ellen is in the stitch
corner showing how to crochet the Fishbone Stitch.

(CC) DVI #706H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Diagonally Set Log Cabin Quilts

Alongside host Sara Gallegos, Marianne Fons shares two quilts, Town Square and Concentric Circles. Both feature a diagonally set log cabin
design, but the difference between the two could not be more dramatic.

(CC) N/A #3001H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7227H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Nigella: at My Table
Nigella cooks more warming, comforting and inspirational recipes. Perfect for winding down at the end of a long day, there's a cozy supper of
chicken with red grapes and Marsala, followed by a deeply divine sunken chocolate amaretto cake, with crumbled amaretti cream dolloped
alongside. For a dish that's as simple to make as it is rewarding to eat, there's Nigella's mussels with pasta, and just as delicious is her autumnal
radicchio, chestnut and blue cheese salad. Her egg tortilla pie with a crisp crust, soft yoked eggs, salty ham and melted cheese is a pleasure to
behold.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Saltwater Fishing - Gulf of Mexico

In this episode, John encounters the endless varieties of fish offered up in the Gulf of Mexico... from fishing along the coast for speckled trout,
mango and redfish to fishing the deep water for red snapper, amberjack and tuna... the Gulf of Mexico has it all. John hooks up with champion
fisherman Tommy Vidrine for some expert advice. Then John and the Mayor of Grand Isle, Davis Camardelle, grill beautiful tuna steaks with a
tangy garlic sauce. And back at the dock at White Oaks, John cooks with Captain Sammy Faulk from Cameron Parish to make homemade tuna
fish that has been marinated in olive oil. The duo makes a mouth-watering cippino using fresh seafood and toast the end of the day with the
infamous drink the tidal wave.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
From Bordeaux to Jefferson's Cellars

Chef Walter Staib travels to Bordeaux: a region in southwest France that inspired America's First Gourmand, Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson took
his chef to be trained in France and, upon his return to America, filled his cellars with French wine. The specialties of this distinct region are
prepared by Bordeaux's renowned, Chef Frederick alongside Chef Staib.

(CC) N/A #713H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
Homecooking, Chinese Style

Host Christopher Kimball visits world traveler and cookbook author Fuchsia Dunlop in London to learn about the Chinese approach to cooking.
He learns how to get perfectly cooked chicken every time by focusing on the meat, not the skin. Back at Milk Street, those techniques get put into
action as Milk Street Cook Catherine Smart shows Chris how to make Chinese white-cooked chicken with ginger-soy dressing. Next, Chris
demonstrates why an Asian cleaver just may have the edge over the ubiquitous western chef's knife. The show ends with a little sizzle on set as
Milk Street Cook Matthew Card shows how to make hot oil-flashed chard with ginger, scallions and chili at home.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Leather Workout

Give your leather designs a real workout. Jewelry designer Katie Hacker warms up by creating a choker necklace with beads and leather cord.
Jewelry-maker Jill MacKay cuts leather shapes and adds stamps, paint and beads. Then, she cools down by adding metallic effects to leather
motifs.

(CC) N/A #2510H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Circus Party

Katie and the Workshop crew put on a show. In the kitchen, they make goodies that look like they come straight from the circus stands: puff dogs,
popcorn squares and a piled-high round cake. Katie wows the crowds with an animal train and popcorn box centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #404(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Money Really Does Grow On Trees

Opportunities to make money are all around you. From products to services, offline to online, and the basics to the bizarre -- this episode
explores ways to bring in the bucks if you're too young to get a job. We show you how to make money even if all you have is a good attitude. Kids
will walk away with some inspiration, if they're willing to exert the perspiration.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Artist

Artists look at the world from fresh perspectives. Host Jenny Barnett-Rohrs draws the geometric patterns she sees looking at the world from high
above. Franz Spohn has ideas for all the things artists can do besides creating works for a museum. Candie Cooper introduces us to the art form
of Yamamoto to create a collage and Jenny makes a 3-D color wheel.

(CC) DVI #1901H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Best of Travel

Join P. Allen Smith as he takes a trip down memory lane and revisits his favorite travel segments from seasons past.

(CC) DVI #1614H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Community Gardens: Growing So Much More Than Plants

Having an opportunity to participate in a community garden builds a sense of community like nothing else. It provides opportunities for exercise,
education, therapy, relaxation and social interaction, along with preserving green space and conserving resources. By looking at several prime
examples of community gardens in action, this episode demonstrates how the benefits of a neighborhood garden can reach far beyond the
garden gates, bringing people closer to the earth and to each other. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses kale fresh from the garden to create a
ribollita, also known as a Tuscan vegetable and bread soup.

(CC) N/A #711H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15117H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
A program helps farmers with disabilities keep working their land. Folks visit a unique farm museum in New York City. Hmong immigrants find
new agricultural opportunities in the U.S. Farm families preserve their community's historic churches.

(CC) N/A #1211H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9052(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1424H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Run River North

Run River North is a Los Angeles-based, indie folk-rock band who have toured across the US and back, landing live performance slots on Jimmy
Kimmel Live and KCET's "Artbound." In this episode of Sun Studio Sessions, the band performs several of its driving and reflective modern folk
songs including "Pretender" and "Salt Pond."

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Steeldrivers

Only Nashville could give birth to such a band: a group of seasoned veterans. The SteelDrivers have been nominated for three Grammys and
IBMA awards. Bringing together country, soul and other contemporary influences to create an unapologetic hybrid that is as old as the hills but as
fresh as the morning dew. This is new music with the old feel.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA
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21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Snarky Puppy

Bassist and composer Michael League's improvisational pop musician collective defies categorization but never disappoints an audience, as eight
of its members bring an evening of music exploration and massive jams to Infinity Hall Live. From fan favorites like "Shofukan" to "Grown Folks"
from their latest Grammy-winning album Culcha Vulcha, the performance provides viewers with an immersive experience enhanced by handheld
cameras on the stage capturing the woo hoo-worthy solos of this self-described "pop band without vocals."

(CC) N/A #603H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 2017 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
World Dancesport Grandslam Series Standard Final In Shanghai, Chn

Last year's GrandSlam Standard Final will forever be remembered as the last duel between the eternal opponents Simone Segatori and Annette
Sudol of Germany and Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kukikova of Russia, where the former ended up on top. The German team has announced its
decision to go professional, however, and will not be participating in the final this year. Now, the door is open for new couples to spring to the top
of the dancing world, and it could be a variety of talented teams. To consider the pre-event favorites and dominators Dmitry Zharkov and Olga
Kukikova as shoo-in winners today would be justifiable, if it were not for the mishaps that saw a great dancer tumble last year. Will a dark horse
take home the championship, or will the runner-ups step into the limelight?

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Standing On Sacred Ground
Islands of Sanctuary

Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal Australians resist threats to their sacred places in a growing international movement to defend human rights and
protect the environment. In Australia's Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and resist the destructive effects
of a mining boom. In Hawai'i, indigenous ecological and spiritual practices are used to restore the sacred island of Kaho'olawe after 50 years of
military use as a bombing range.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
A program helps farmers with disabilities keep working their land. Folks visit a unique farm museum in New York City. Hmong immigrants find
new agricultural opportunities in the U.S. Farm families preserve their community's historic churches.

(CC) N/A #1211H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Lee Ann Womack, Musician

Lee Ann Womack is a country music singer and songwriter who came to fame in 2000 with her single I Hope You Dance. Womack has won five
Academy of Country Music Awards, six Country Music Association Awards, and one Grammy Award and has over six million album sales. Her
latest album, titled The Lonely, The Lonesome & The Gone, is a hybrid of country, soul, gospel and blues.

(CC) N/A #831H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Run River North

Run River North is a Los Angeles-based, indie folk-rock band who have toured across the US and back, landing live performance slots on Jimmy
Kimmel Live and KCET's "Artbound." In this episode of Sun Studio Sessions, the band performs several of its driving and reflective modern folk
songs including "Pretender" and "Salt Pond."

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Steeldrivers

Only Nashville could give birth to such a band: a group of seasoned veterans. The SteelDrivers have been nominated for three Grammys and
IBMA awards. Bringing together country, soul and other contemporary influences to create an unapologetic hybrid that is as old as the hills but as
fresh as the morning dew. This is new music with the old feel.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Snarky Puppy

Bassist and composer Michael League's improvisational pop musician collective defies categorization but never disappoints an audience, as eight
of its members bring an evening of music exploration and massive jams to Infinity Hall Live. From fan favorites like "Shofukan" to "Grown Folks"
from their latest Grammy-winning album Culcha Vulcha, the performance provides viewers with an immersive experience enhanced by handheld
cameras on the stage capturing the woo hoo-worthy solos of this self-described "pop band without vocals."

(CC) N/A #603H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 2017 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
World Dancesport Grandslam Series Standard Final In Shanghai, Chn

Last year's GrandSlam Standard Final will forever be remembered as the last duel between the eternal opponents Simone Segatori and Annette
Sudol of Germany and Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kukikova of Russia, where the former ended up on top. The German team has announced its
decision to go professional, however, and will not be participating in the final this year. Now, the door is open for new couples to spring to the top
of the dancing world, and it could be a variety of talented teams. To consider the pre-event favorites and dominators Dmitry Zharkov and Olga
Kukikova as shoo-in winners today would be justifiable, if it were not for the mishaps that saw a great dancer tumble last year. Will a dark horse
take home the championship, or will the runner-ups step into the limelight?

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Standing On Sacred Ground
Islands of Sanctuary

Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal Australians resist threats to their sacred places in a growing international movement to defend human rights and
protect the environment. In Australia's Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and resist the destructive effects
of a mining boom. In Hawai'i, indigenous ecological and spiritual practices are used to restore the sacred island of Kaho'olawe after 50 years of
military use as a bombing range.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #628KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Wrong Boat

On their way to Vienna, Amadeus and his sister Nannerl follow a troupe of actors and accidentally board the wrong ship. While their parents sail
on the Danube towards Vienna, the two children enjoy their time aboard the pleasure boat. They cap off the performance of the acting troupe with
their own musical accompaniment. Along the way, they help bring peace between an angry father and his daughter and future son-in-law. But will
the Mozart siblings ever catch up with their parents' ship? The Music: "Sonata in C Major" K. 545; "Flute Quartet in D" K. 285; "Concerto for Two
Violins and Orchestra in C" K. 190; et al. Additional Content: The Mozart family travels to Vienna in this episode. When they arrive in Passau at
the river Donau, they board a ship instead of a coach. The trip from Salzburg to Vienna took several days, as traveling during that time was much
more difficult and time-consuming. Monti shows how people traveled in the past.

(CC) DVI #110(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #120H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Burning 1

(CC) N/A #103HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Mobility

Today, we're outside the tranquil Zentropia spa doing an all-standing, mobility workout to give you range of motion in all of your activities.

(CC) DVI #1110H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Brain and Balance

This episode includes unusual exercises for brain stimulation and help with balance.

(CC) N/A #1608H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
When The Wind Blows

When the wind blows and the rain falls, stay warm and dry. Sewing educator Joanne Banko uses cozy polar fleece to sew a fashionable ruana
with embroidered details, inspired by those worn in the mountains of South America. Designer and blogger Alex Woodbury shows how to sew
and finish specially-coated fabric to make a super-cute raincoat to keep you dry and on-trend.

(CC) N/A #1311H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Downton Abbey-Inspired Gloves

This week designer Rohn Strong joins Deborah Norville with not one but two pairs of fingerless gloves...one knit and one crochet. The knit Unger
Mitts feature a cable and the Riviera Crochet Mitts has an elegant filet cuff, both of which would be suitable for a dinner party at Downton Abbey!
In the stitch corner Ellen is demonstrating a Crochet Motif.

(CC) DVI #707H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Orange You Sweet?

Quilt designer Gina Gempesaw shares an entrancing original quilt block. Gina and host Sara Gallegos simplify the block using a series of
techniques from the quilter's toolbox. They set the block in a lovely table runner, which is a wonderful way to test out and showcase new blocks.

(CC) N/A #3002H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7228H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Italian Cakes

The oven is on today in Lidia's Kitchen, and she is sharing some of her best cakes. There is a gianduia cake - a Piedmontese tradition and a
dream for hazelnut and chocolate lovers; a delicious and moist chocolate and zucchini Cake; and finally a nutty walnut and espresso Cake.

(CC) N/A #425H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Annabel Langbein: The Free Range Cook
A Decadent Dinner

Annabel Langbein helicopters deep into the Southern Alps high country of New Zealand to cook a hearty lunch for the deer musterers. Returning
to her lakeside Wanaka cabin, she cooks a simple but indulgent dinner of venison tataki, duck confit and a sublime flourless chocolate cake.
Recipes from this episode: Moroccan tomato sauce, Moroccan eggs, cowboy hash, venison tataki, duck confit, fragrant lentils, crispy parsnip
peels, flourless chocolate cake, raspberry coulis.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Ken Oringer

Chef Ken Oringer, owner of restaurants all over Boston and beyond, including Uni, Toro, Coppa, and Little Donkey, joins Ming in the kitchen to
cook up a crowd favorite: fried chicken. Ken prepares an out-of-this-world fried chicken sandwich with a kimchi brine, while Ming makes a fried
chicken bahn mi. It's fried chicken two ways this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Spicy and Sour for Supper

Bridget Lancaster shows Julia Collin Davison how to make a classic Latin version of arroz con pollo. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his
choice for the best dry measuring cups on the market. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a tasting of store-bought whipped
topping. Test cook Christie Morrison shows Bridget how to make the best sour orange pie.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Get Connected to Fitness

Connect your designs in new ways. Warm up as host Katie Hacker designs with colorful stones. She adds beads and metal spacers to enhance
the stone elements in necklaces. Author Lisa Crone works out with memory wire to create a sparkling necklace. Then, she cools down by making
matching earrings.

(CC) N/A #2511H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Garden Party

With fairy-tale charm, Katie creates a party in the garden with flavorful recipes like pasta pea parsley salad, poached salmon with dill and a
refreshing watermelon drink. Projects: party blower invites and driftwood bird nest centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #405(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Can Money Buy Happiness?

Yes, if you're the one giving it away. Hear heart-warming stories of how kids identified a need in their community and used an entrepreneurial
mindset to solve it. Be inspired by their ingenuity, and find out how you can do the same to make a difference by becoming a social entrepreneur.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Old Is New

Give a new twist to traditional art forms. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a trinket box inspired by a popular video game. Then, she makes a friendly
turtle using the ancient art of mosaic. Candie Cooper creates pop art with polka dots in the style of the artist Kusama, and Jenny coils a rag
basket with a touch of denim.

(CC) DVI #1902H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Best of Cooking

P. Allen Smith highlights some of his favorite cooking segments from the first 15 seasons of Garden Home.

(CC) DVI #1615H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Big Flavors In Small Spaces (Los Angeles, Ca)

The busier we get, the more we seem to seek a time when life wasn't so fast. A movement toward a simple yet flavorful lifestyle, often associated
with the term "homesteading," is growing more popular all the time. And it's not just rural farm-types that are leading the charge. People from all
walks of life, including professionals from the suburbs to city-dwelling urbanites are looking to raise their own chickens, grow their own organic
food, can and preserve the harvest, and other practices more commonly associated with the activities of our parents and grandparents. In this
episode, the team goes behind the scenes with one of the country's leading contemporary urban homesteaders, Theresa Loe, to learn more
about what's behind this exploding trend. It all happens from her own tiny Los Angeles homestead, where's she all about fresh, seasonal and
locally-sourced flavor.

(CC) N/A #712H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15118H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Ending Modern Slavery

Modern day sex trafficking and other forms of coerced labor not only persist in this country, and around the world, but are continuing to grow into
one of the world's largest and most lucrative businesses. The best chroniclers of this phenomenon conclude that there are more slaves today
than at time in human history. What can be done? Guests: Lisa Cohen, Senior Supervising Producer of CNN's Freedom Project; Bradley Myles,
CEO of Polaris, a nonprofit, non-governmental organization that works to combat and prevent modern-day slavery and human trafficking; Julie
Cordua, CEO of Thorn: Digital Defenders of Children, actor/producer Ashton Kutcher's international anti-human trafficking organization that works
to address the sexual exploitation of children.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9053(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #523H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Heiruspecs

Formed while attending St. Paul Central High School back in the '90s, hip hop veterans Heiruspecs have continued to make music for two
decades. Heiruspecs play their music live with instruments not samples, and are known for their distinctive song writing style and well received
live shows. The band performs in front of a live audience and talks about the importance of place in hip hop. Songs performed: I Know, 5ves, On
the Ground, Get Up.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artist: "Music and Healing," the second of two special episodes exploring the power of music, featuring Travis Meadows and host Eric Gnezda.
Travis Meadows sits down with host Eric Gnezda in the season's second episode centering on the theme of "music and healing." Travis is well
known among songwriter circles in Nashville, both as a writer and performer. He describes himself as "an open wound," and the rawness of his
words and his vocals are compelling. He was shaped by a Mississippi childhood, which included a battle with cancer, his parent's divorce, and
later, struggles with alcohol, drugs, God and demons, and a host of memorable characters along the way. He has written several number one
hits, and has songs recorded by Dierks Bentley, Eric Church, Jake Owen, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Hank Williams, Jr., Wynonna, and Randy Houser.
Music has always been his sanctuary. He is accompanied by musician Whiskey Jack Untz. They perform "Davidson County Police," "Learning to
Live Alone," and "Riser."

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Fleet Foxes

Fleet Foxes celebrate the release of their new album, Crack-Up, with a special performance at the Knockdown Center in Queens, New York. The
mesmerizing concert highlights material from their new record-the influential band's first release in six years-while also looking back to such
favorites as "Helplessness Blues" and "Mykonos." The century-old Knockdown Center, a magnificent former glass blowing facility and door
factory, provides a perfect setting for the group's atmospheric harmonies and expansive arrangements.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Coming Out: A 50 Year History
Transgender teen, Jazz Jennings, narrates this one hour documentary exploring the history of public gay identity in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender (LGBT) community from the 1950s through today.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 World on the Brink
A World on the Brink

The first episode of the series focuses on today's global order and those trends that currently challenge it. The program explores the roots of
today's system of nation-states based on fixed borders and local control, and examines the institutions that were created in reaction to the global
conflicts of the first half of the twentieth century.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Ending Modern Slavery

Modern day sex trafficking and other forms of coerced labor not only persist in this country, and around the world, but are continuing to grow into
one of the world's largest and most lucrative businesses. The best chroniclers of this phenomenon conclude that there are more slaves today
than at time in human history. What can be done? Guests: Lisa Cohen, Senior Supervising Producer of CNN's Freedom Project; Bradley Myles,
CEO of Polaris, a nonprofit, non-governmental organization that works to combat and prevent modern-day slavery and human trafficking; Julie
Cordua, CEO of Thorn: Digital Defenders of Children, actor/producer Ashton Kutcher's international anti-human trafficking organization that works
to address the sexual exploitation of children.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #523H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Heiruspecs

Formed while attending St. Paul Central High School back in the '90s, hip hop veterans Heiruspecs have continued to make music for two
decades. Heiruspecs play their music live with instruments not samples, and are known for their distinctive song writing style and well received
live shows. The band performs in front of a live audience and talks about the importance of place in hip hop. Songs performed: I Know, 5ves, On
the Ground, Get Up.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artist: "Music and Healing," the second of two special episodes exploring the power of music, featuring Travis Meadows and host Eric Gnezda.
Travis Meadows sits down with host Eric Gnezda in the season's second episode centering on the theme of "music and healing." Travis is well
known among songwriter circles in Nashville, both as a writer and performer. He describes himself as "an open wound," and the rawness of his
words and his vocals are compelling. He was shaped by a Mississippi childhood, which included a battle with cancer, his parent's divorce, and
later, struggles with alcohol, drugs, God and demons, and a host of memorable characters along the way. He has written several number one
hits, and has songs recorded by Dierks Bentley, Eric Church, Jake Owen, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Hank Williams, Jr., Wynonna, and Randy Houser.
Music has always been his sanctuary. He is accompanied by musician Whiskey Jack Untz. They perform "Davidson County Police," "Learning to
Live Alone," and "Riser."

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Fleet Foxes

Fleet Foxes celebrate the release of their new album, Crack-Up, with a special performance at the Knockdown Center in Queens, New York. The
mesmerizing concert highlights material from their new record-the influential band's first release in six years-while also looking back to such
favorites as "Helplessness Blues" and "Mykonos." The century-old Knockdown Center, a magnificent former glass blowing facility and door
factory, provides a perfect setting for the group's atmospheric harmonies and expansive arrangements.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Coming Out: A 50 Year History
Transgender teen, Jazz Jennings, narrates this one hour documentary exploring the history of public gay identity in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender (LGBT) community from the 1950s through today.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 World on the Brink
A World on the Brink

The first episode of the series focuses on today's global order and those trends that currently challenge it. The program explores the roots of
today's system of nation-states based on fixed borders and local control, and examines the institutions that were created in reaction to the global
conflicts of the first half of the twentieth century.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #629KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Dancing Harbor

After their boat trip on the Danube, the Mozarts land in Vienna, along with Devilius' deceitful trio. To prevent the Mozarts from entering Vienna,
they steal Amadeus' father Leopold's wallet. This leads to big complications; customs officers mistake the Mozarts for merchants and ask them to
pay high tariffs. Amadeus gets the whole harbor - including Empress Maria Theresia and her children - dancing with a sensational musical
performance that convinces the customs officers. Now, nothing stands in the way of a visit to the imperial castle. The Music: "Divertimento No.
17" K. 334; "Contredance in D" K. 603; et al. Additional Content: Monti explains that Austria is Amadeus's home country and introduces Linz,
Salzburg, Vienna, the river Danube and other Austrian landscapes.

(CC) DVI #111(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #121H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Burning 2

(CC) N/A #104HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White on a beautiful terrace in Mexico. Miranda will take you through stretches that will
strengthen your back and improve your posture in this entry level standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1111H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Upbeat and Fun

This energetic full body workout has a lot stomping and good hip movement for anyone confined to a wheelchair or chair.

(CC) N/A #1609H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Inspired By Art

Shapes, colors and designs by art masters can fuel your creative energy. Upcycling designer Michelle Paganini adds a touch of modern art to a
refashioned shirt using three-ply reverse applique. Couture designer Angela Wolf creates her own embellished denim fabric with free-motion
embroidery using a fabric frame.

(CC) N/A #1312H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Shaped Cardigans

Today we are making cardigans, a versatile staple for any wardrobe. Deborah Norville is joined by Kristin Nicholas with the Cosima Cardigan,
that features a lace panel front that also creates a cable. Then on to Robyn Chachula who is showing how to make the textured crochet Twyla
Cardigan. The stitch of the week is a new take on Shetland Lace by Rohn Strong.

(CC) DVI #708H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Parisian Posies

Hexagons abound in Parisian Posies, a lovely, small quilt constructed with English paper piecing. Designer Felicia Brenoe created this quilt using
voile rather than quilting cotton, giving it an unusual, luxurious feel. Felicia and host Sara Gallegos share tips for working with voile, as well as a
few other lessons that help when constructing this style quilt.

(CC) N/A #3003H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7229H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Festive Enchilada Bake

Host Laura Theodore prepares "Sensational Two-Bean Enchilada Casserole," an easy to prepare, layered casserole that is bursting with flavor.
"Guacamole Salsa Dip with Homemade Tortilla Chips" starts the meal off with a fun flair while "Fancy Peeled Salad" adds color and crunch.
"Marvelous Mango Sorbet" finishes this feast with a frosty flourish.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Holiday Sides

The winter is full of big family meals where you really have to be on your game to get food on the table all at once. Sara shows a little love to the
unsung heroes of the big meal, the sides. She's got delicious winter vegetables like shredded butternut squash with dates, Brussels sprouts with
panko breadcrumbs and a creamy tahini sauce, plus a creamy root vegetable soup that can stand on its own as a main course or serve as a first
course. And for the hungry cook: apple nutmeg bites to tide you over until dinnertime. Recipes: Root vegetable soup with pita crisps; Shredded
butternut squash with dates; Brussels sprouts with panko; Apple nutmeg bites 3.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Peppers

"Peter Piper Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers." Try saying that three times fast. Today they're going to cook with a variety of different types of
peppers and delicious Italian cheeses to create some amazing dishes. She's going to a wonderful Italian market, and with her student Melissa,
they'll make simple pan-roasted Padron peppers with Marcona almonds and Grana Padano, butternut squash and Poblano Gratin, and an
amazing pork tenderloin with Marash butter. You will love learning how to cook with fresh, flavorful peppers.

(CC) N/A #214H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Captain Haddock

Andreas visits the wind-blown peninsula of Stad in Western Norway, where boats set sail to catch haddock. Andreas makes haddock "envelopes"
stuffed with carrots, saffron, cabbage and prosciutto, and then a brightly colored salad with smoked haddock. After a trip to Scotland to meet the
official fish-and-chips champions, he prepares a smoked version of the dish.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Shape Up

Bend it, twist it, shape it, wear it. Jewelry designer Sandra Lupo warms up by bending and shaping sheet metal with a tool she invented. Then,
she enhances the designs with patterns, texture and color. Host and designer Katie Hacker make a quick and easy charm bracelet to cool down.

(CC) N/A #2512H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Frames

Thought frames were just for hanging artwork? Katie demonstrates simple and effective ways to frame food, crafts and garden projects. Recipes:
tasty zucchini tart, planked fish, fruitopia dessert pizza that borders on the divine. Projects: magnetic frame board and ribbon flower frame.

(CC) DVI #406(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Financial Freedom

Ever try to get to a new destination without looking up the directions? You'll never get rich if you don't set a goal and create a roadmap. Find out
how to set financial goals, and stick to them, and how to avoid the pitfalls and dangers of getting sidetracked on your journey to making millions.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Stars

Look beyond the sky. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a glittery star catcher featuring the constellations. Candie Cooper creates a 3-D board
illustrating moon phases. Artist Franz Spohn creates a landscape featuring clouds. Candie Cooper creates a sparkly space galaxy.

(CC) DVI #1903H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Food from the Farm

P. Allen Smith showcases farmers and their commitment to bring people back to a more natural way of providing for their families.

(CC) N/A #1701H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Healthy Foods and Sustainable Communities (Atlanta, Ga)

The modern farmer often bears no resemblance to the old stereotype. Many young farmers today are growing much more than just healthy crops.
They're thinking outside the plot to raise healthy communities and lifestyles around organically grown food, school and community gardens, even
eco-conscious resorts. Daron Joffe (a.k.a. "Farmer D") is one such farmer and entrepreneur breaking down the walls of traditional farming. Today,
his services and projects can be found all around the country, and the proven results of his efforts are in high demand by some of the most
prominent gardeners and companies in America.

(CC) N/A #713H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15119H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1451H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9054(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1303H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Thornetta Davis

Detroit native Thornetta Davis, Detroit's "Queen of the Blues," brings her strong vocals and wide range of musical influence to the stage during
Michigan BluesFest 2015. In this episode, Davis features her new single "I Gotta Sang the Blues," along with other favorites "Further On Up The
Road," and "Please Send Me Someone to Love." Recorded live at Michigan BluesFest 2015.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Funky Nassau

Along with the young creatives of Nassau, experience a side of the capital that has never been seen before. The 'Birds of Paradise' push the
creative edge of the Caribbean islands to a new era of entertainment. With Mirissa Neff, learn that once one steps off the tourist grid in Nassau,
the Bahamian people are more vibrant than the very oceans that surround these islands.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Edwin Mccain

McCain has built an enviable career over the past 20 years by balancing his massive pop success with the year-round touring schedule of a
tireless troubadour. His hit songs, authentic spirit and surprisingly affable sense of humor keep fans coming back time and time again for nights
that feel more like parties with old friends than rock concerts. In this episode, Edwin talks about his hobbies, his start in music, and his mother-in-
law.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

21:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Sam Bush

Called "The Father of Newgrass" and "King of Telluride," Bush has long since established himself as roots royalty, revered for both his solo and
sideman work, which includes time with Emmylou Harris, Lyle Lovett, and Bela Fleck. He's the recipient of an Americana Music Association
Lifetime Achievement Award and suite of Grammys and International Bluegrass Music Association trophies. Sam talks instruments and takes us
on a musical journey in this episode.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Cuba's Secret Side
The Truth Revealed

The Truth Revealed looks beyond the politics and propaganda at the Cubans themselves. People like Adolpho, a tobacco farmer who had open-
heart surgery ten years ago and still tends his fields. Or Marco, who walks for miles each day, his operatic voice enticing villagers to buy his
cilantro and hot peppers. Both live in rural villages where time moves more slowly and people look out for each other. Although Castro
confiscated all land shortly after the Revolution, the Cuban government has since started allowing farmers to sell their excess harvest, and private
food stands have popped up all over Cuba. Castro once tried - unsuccessfully - to eradicate religion in Cuba. Cubans still show their faith every
year at the festival of San Lazaro. Many pilgrims crawl six miles to the church. Others drag rocks or suffer even more drastic penances. But
Catholicism isn't the only religion in Cuba. Santeria - an African belief brought to Cuba with the slave trade - is practiced by over half the
population. Hilda is a Santeria priestess and a devout Catholic. After hosting a huge Christmas dinner, she opens up her home to a secret
Santeria celebration, complete with drums and dancing - and a spiritual possession. But as much as Cubans love their faith, they also love to
laugh and entertain themselves. You'll find a game of dominoes on almost every street corner and the kids have their own hilariously Cuban
version of Monopoly. They play to win and they're just as capitalist as their Yankee counterparts. That's a good thing, since the Cuban
government is privatizing over a million jobs in Cuba. Manuel repairs shoes on a Havana street corner, and barely makes ends meet. And yet
when his customers don't bother to pick up their shoes, he doesn't sell them - he gives them away. It's capitalism, Cuban style - with a human
touch. Cubans are avid fishermen, and on any sunny morning you can find Jose fishing on Havana's waterfront. He owns almost no equipment
and only two pairs of shorts, yet cheerfully shares his catch with anyone who comes along. Spear fishermen patrol the same waters, using
homemade guns and occasionally catching enormous - and toothy - barracuda. A few really brave souls use blocks of Styrofoam to paddle
several miles out to sea each morning in search of bigger catch. Their "boats" - barely larger than bathtubs - only last a few months so they often
take them home for repairs. This time they've borrowed an old drill and can't get it to work, but they don't get angry. If there's one thing the
Cubans have learned over the past 50 years, it's patience. But to really find out what makes Cubans tick, you have to visit Remedios during their
annual fireworks festival. For nine months a year it's a sleepy little town, but in September the place splits into two teams - San Salvador and
Carmen - and both sides prepare for war. They build enormous floats and complicated light walls, all run by century-old machines. Women design
costumes and men make thousands of homemade firecrackers. Rusty tractors haul carefully concealed pieces of floats through back streets. And
finally, the big day arrives... The square erupts with games, food, and rides. For the children, this beats Christmas hands down. The men enjoy
themselves in baseball pitching challenges and patronize the local beer trucks. Everyone dances and gorges themselves. But this year Team
Carmen is in trouble. The fireworks have already started and they haven't finished wiring up their light wall. There's a short somewhere, and they
can't find it. And then - amazingly - the other side sends a team of men to help. Within minutes, the machines rumble to life and the competition is
on. It looks more like World War lll than a festival - falling ash as thick as snow and fireworks going off in the middle of the spectators. The men
use the burning debris to light their cigars, which they then in turn use to light more fireworks. The fuses are unreliable, to say the least. When
they reach their grand finale, they ring the entire square with 20,000 fireworks and set them off in an unstoppable explosion. And then the festival
begins. Dancing, tattoos, rides, and food. Towards midnight the floats make their grand entrance, and by morning Remedios is once again a
sleepy little town. So who won the competition? Everyone has an opinion, but in the end they all agree. The town won - Cuba won - because a
good time was had by all.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Rising Tide (4th - 12th Century)

Buddhism comes to China as well as Chinese Martial Arts via the Maritime Silk Road from India. Discover how the advanced monetary system,
ceramics technologies, and ship building seen in the 12th Century Nanhai 1, the oldest in tact shipwreck found anywhere in the world made
China the richest country on earth.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)KNME

23:30:00 Stories of the Mind
Overcoming Depression

A writer, a musician and a video blogger find three surprising paths to recovery, with powerful takeaways for all viewers.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Well Read
Laurie Frankel / This Is How It Always Is

Laurie Frankel discusses This Is How It Always Is - a novel about revelations, transformations, fairy tales, and family. And it's about the ways this
is how it always is: Change is always hard and miraculous and hard again, parenting is always a leap into the unknown with crossed fingers and
full hearts, children grow but not always according to plan. And families with secrets don't get to keep them forever.

(CC) N/A #622H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1303H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Thornetta Davis

Detroit native Thornetta Davis, Detroit's "Queen of the Blues," brings her strong vocals and wide range of musical influence to the stage during
Michigan BluesFest 2015. In this episode, Davis features her new single "I Gotta Sang the Blues," along with other favorites "Further On Up The
Road," and "Please Send Me Someone to Love." Recorded live at Michigan BluesFest 2015.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Funky Nassau

Along with the young creatives of Nassau, experience a side of the capital that has never been seen before. The 'Birds of Paradise' push the
creative edge of the Caribbean islands to a new era of entertainment. With Mirissa Neff, learn that once one steps off the tourist grid in Nassau,
the Bahamian people are more vibrant than the very oceans that surround these islands.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Edwin Mccain

McCain has built an enviable career over the past 20 years by balancing his massive pop success with the year-round touring schedule of a
tireless troubadour. His hit songs, authentic spirit and surprisingly affable sense of humor keep fans coming back time and time again for nights
that feel more like parties with old friends than rock concerts. In this episode, Edwin talks about his hobbies, his start in music, and his mother-in-
law.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

02:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Sam Bush

Called "The Father of Newgrass" and "King of Telluride," Bush has long since established himself as roots royalty, revered for both his solo and
sideman work, which includes time with Emmylou Harris, Lyle Lovett, and Bela Fleck. He's the recipient of an Americana Music Association
Lifetime Achievement Award and suite of Grammys and International Bluegrass Music Association trophies. Sam talks instruments and takes us
on a musical journey in this episode.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA
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03:00:00 Cuba's Secret Side
The Truth Revealed

The Truth Revealed looks beyond the politics and propaganda at the Cubans themselves. People like Adolpho, a tobacco farmer who had open-
heart surgery ten years ago and still tends his fields. Or Marco, who walks for miles each day, his operatic voice enticing villagers to buy his
cilantro and hot peppers. Both live in rural villages where time moves more slowly and people look out for each other. Although Castro
confiscated all land shortly after the Revolution, the Cuban government has since started allowing farmers to sell their excess harvest, and private
food stands have popped up all over Cuba. Castro once tried - unsuccessfully - to eradicate religion in Cuba. Cubans still show their faith every
year at the festival of San Lazaro. Many pilgrims crawl six miles to the church. Others drag rocks or suffer even more drastic penances. But
Catholicism isn't the only religion in Cuba. Santeria - an African belief brought to Cuba with the slave trade - is practiced by over half the
population. Hilda is a Santeria priestess and a devout Catholic. After hosting a huge Christmas dinner, she opens up her home to a secret
Santeria celebration, complete with drums and dancing - and a spiritual possession. But as much as Cubans love their faith, they also love to
laugh and entertain themselves. You'll find a game of dominoes on almost every street corner and the kids have their own hilariously Cuban
version of Monopoly. They play to win and they're just as capitalist as their Yankee counterparts. That's a good thing, since the Cuban
government is privatizing over a million jobs in Cuba. Manuel repairs shoes on a Havana street corner, and barely makes ends meet. And yet
when his customers don't bother to pick up their shoes, he doesn't sell them - he gives them away. It's capitalism, Cuban style - with a human
touch. Cubans are avid fishermen, and on any sunny morning you can find Jose fishing on Havana's waterfront. He owns almost no equipment
and only two pairs of shorts, yet cheerfully shares his catch with anyone who comes along. Spear fishermen patrol the same waters, using
homemade guns and occasionally catching enormous - and toothy - barracuda. A few really brave souls use blocks of Styrofoam to paddle
several miles out to sea each morning in search of bigger catch. Their "boats" - barely larger than bathtubs - only last a few months so they often
take them home for repairs. This time they've borrowed an old drill and can't get it to work, but they don't get angry. If there's one thing the
Cubans have learned over the past 50 years, it's patience. But to really find out what makes Cubans tick, you have to visit Remedios during their
annual fireworks festival. For nine months a year it's a sleepy little town, but in September the place splits into two teams - San Salvador and
Carmen - and both sides prepare for war. They build enormous floats and complicated light walls, all run by century-old machines. Women design
costumes and men make thousands of homemade firecrackers. Rusty tractors haul carefully concealed pieces of floats through back streets. And
finally, the big day arrives... The square erupts with games, food, and rides. For the children, this beats Christmas hands down. The men enjoy
themselves in baseball pitching challenges and patronize the local beer trucks. Everyone dances and gorges themselves. But this year Team
Carmen is in trouble. The fireworks have already started and they haven't finished wiring up their light wall. There's a short somewhere, and they
can't find it. And then - amazingly - the other side sends a team of men to help. Within minutes, the machines rumble to life and the competition is
on. It looks more like World War lll than a festival - falling ash as thick as snow and fireworks going off in the middle of the spectators. The men
use the burning debris to light their cigars, which they then in turn use to light more fireworks. The fuses are unreliable, to say the least. When
they reach their grand finale, they ring the entire square with 20,000 fireworks and set them off in an unstoppable explosion. And then the festival
begins. Dancing, tattoos, rides, and food. Towards midnight the floats make their grand entrance, and by morning Remedios is once again a
sleepy little town. So who won the competition? Everyone has an opinion, but in the end they all agree. The town won - Cuba won - because a
good time was had by all.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Rising Tide (4th - 12th Century)

Buddhism comes to China as well as Chinese Martial Arts via the Maritime Silk Road from India. Discover how the advanced monetary system,
ceramics technologies, and ship building seen in the 12th Century Nanhai 1, the oldest in tact shipwreck found anywhere in the world made
China the richest country on earth.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)KNME

04:30:00 Stories of the Mind
Overcoming Depression

A writer, a musician and a video blogger find three surprising paths to recovery, with powerful takeaways for all viewers.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #630KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Street Musicians

On the way to their guesthouse in Vienna, the Mozarts witness a terrible incident in which the arrogant son of a nobleman mistreats an old
woman and her grandchildren. Outraged, Amadeus challenges the man to a duel - "whip against violin." He deliberately plays the violin badly so
that the horse of the evil young man runs away. News of this incident quickly spreads around Vienna. Amadeus gets to know two young street
musicians and joins them to form a trio, playing in the music cafes of Vienna. However, neither the humiliated son of the nobleman nor Devilius
and his sidekick Monti want to give up. The Music: "Violin Concerto in B" K. 207; "Piano Sonata No. 18 in F" K. 533; et al.

(CC) DVI #112(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #122H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Arthritis Relief

(CC) N/A #105HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Boost Your Energy

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White by the spa pool in beautiful Mexico. In this entry level standing and barre
workout, Miranda will lead you through a series of exercises that will leave you feeling energized.

(CC) DVI #1112H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Be Happy

Mary Ann will lift your spirits, posture, and leave you with a smile, happy feet and nimble fingers. The workout includes a brain workout with
Gretchen and uses a small bell.

(CC) N/A #1610H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Ski Trip

Hit the slopes in style. Designer and fabric expert Linda Lee uses a specialty fabric normally used for envelopes and home insulation to make a
warm, stylish ski vest. Then, put your feet up and relax. Sewing educator Rebecca Kemp Brent captures vacation memories in a charming tuffet,
embellished with top-stitching.

(CC) N/A #1313H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Carry Along Bags

Ellen Gormley is here to show Deborah how to stitch up the Rose Messenger Bag, worked in easy crochet with a cross stitch rose. Lena will then
show how to knit the Visby Purse which features cables and a linen stitch side panel. Ellen is also in the stitch corner with a crochet Lazy Daisy
Stitch.

(CC) DVI #709H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Patchy Stars

Designer Christina McCourt's Patchy Stars is rich with unexpected techniques, including a strip-set corner that looks mitered, but isn't. Host Sara
Gallegos and Christina break down the construction of this medallion-style quilt into simple lessons.

(CC) N/A #3004H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7230H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Speedy Romeo

College buddies Todd Feldman and chef Justin Bazdarich reunited decades later to open the original Speedy Romeo location in Clinton Hill
Brooklyn followed by a 2nd location on Clinton Street on the Lower East Side. Both feature kitchens fueled only by wood and some of the best
pizza in town.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Southern Comfort

Chicken Milanese Southern Style; Biscuits & Gravy; Nanci's Lobster Mac & Cheese.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Chef Paul Prudhomme's Always Cooking!
Wrap It Up

Cabbage Rolls, Shanghai Pickup Sticks, Albuquerque Burritos.

(CC) DVI #107(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Offal Good

In Jacques' kitchen, nothing goes to waste! Today, he espouses the virtues of offal and prepares a menu of several underutilized "variety meats,"
including one of his wife's favorites, chicken livers in mushroom port sauce. Jacques then recreates a classic from his childhood in France using
offal - tripe and pigs' feet ragout. This hearty, slow-cooked dish flavored with a fragrant bouquet garni is accompanied by pommes persille.
Finally, he demonstrates the best techniques for curing and cooking beef tongue and tops it with a ravigote sauce.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Beading Fitness Routine

Check your beading fitness. Jewelry design Molly Schaller jump starts her designs by mixing matte and glossy beads. Polishing expert Anie
Piliguian buffs matte beads to a high-gloss finish. Then, designer Katie Hacker cools down with ideas for using different types of leather cord and
creates a jewelry bail to customize a pendant.

(CC) N/A #2513H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Easter

Make a simple, yet memorable Easter celebration with Katie's help. Chef Chris Paulk creates a stuffing from leftover bread, a Cornish hen with
mushroom sauce and fruitopia skewers. Then, she brings baskets of fun to the table with Easter egg buddies and an Easter egg twig
arrangement.

(CC) DVI #407(S)APTEX
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
What Is A Biz Kid?

You'll learn that anybody can be a Biz Kid with effort and the right attitude. Biz Kids identify a need, make a plan, and take action. Join us and
you'll meet a skateboard designer, a rap music producer, a boy who started a rock-a-thon to raise money for hospital rocking chairs, and more.
You'll also discover the entrepreneur who built a wildly successful garden products business on ... worm poop. All successful. All Biz Kids.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Creatures

The earth is full of wonderful creatures. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs crafts simple animals that are easily adaptable and molds a robot mouse. Artist
Franz Spohn draws creatures that are just like us - or not. Jenny uses glow-in-the-dark clay to craft a spooky-sweet charm for your backpack.

(CC) DVI #1904H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Lessons from the Past

Culture is created in everyday life by all of us in our various communities. In this episode of Garden Home, P. Allen Smith explores heritage
activities from days past.

(CC) N/A #1702H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Red White and Green: America's Earth Friendly Vineyard

Producing wines that are as good for the earth as they are on the palate is a proposition far too risky for most wineries. But not for Fetzer
Vineyards-one of America's largest commercial wine producers. Their commitment to being earth-friendly is reflected in everything they do. From
the sustainable methods used to grow and manage their crops, to how they process waste, even to the energy consumed to run their company;
it's all green. In this episode, we get an insider's look at some of the ways they're keeping it earth-friendly, and share with viewers how they can
apply some of those techniques to get great results in their home gardens.

(CC) N/A #714H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15120H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1424H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9055(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1024H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
John Cowan with Darin & Brooke Aldridge

(CC) N/A #1222H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2103H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Magical Beasts

From the coast of Ireland to Norway's dense forest to a young girl's imagination - magical beasts lurk in the shadows: Theodora by Mike
Makowsky, Vilt Gutt by Dawson Taylor, and Salt by Ugla Hauksdottir.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Kenneth Lonergun

Academy Award-winning writer-director Kenneth Lonergan compares screenwriting with playwriting, protecting his personal relationship with his
work, and being open to mistakes in this episode. With over 90 nominations for his work, a resume that includes Manchester by the Sea, Gangs
of New York, and You Can Count on Me, this conversation with a master storyteller is not to be missed.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Math and Language

Guests: Emily Rice and William Haddican. Movie: Arrival. What is the cornerstone of civilization - Math? Or Language? A linguist and an
astrophysicist throw down with a look at the movie Arrival. With Emily Rice and William Haddican.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1129H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Second Opinion
Addiction to Pain Medications

Patient Story: What usually starts innocently enough as taking pain medication appropriately prescribed by a doctor, can turn into a deadly
addiction for some. Jennifer Matesa shares her story of the darkest days of her addiction to her recovery. Myth or Medicine: Do pain medications
lead to addiction? Second Opinion 5: Five signs of opioid pain medication abuse.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1024H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
John Cowan with Darin & Brooke Aldridge

(CC) N/A #1222H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2103H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Magical Beasts

From the coast of Ireland to Norway's dense forest to a young girl's imagination - magical beasts lurk in the shadows: Theodora by Mike
Makowsky, Vilt Gutt by Dawson Taylor, and Salt by Ugla Hauksdottir.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Kenneth Lonergun

Academy Award-winning writer-director Kenneth Lonergan compares screenwriting with playwriting, protecting his personal relationship with his
work, and being open to mistakes in this episode. With over 90 nominations for his work, a resume that includes Manchester by the Sea, Gangs
of New York, and You Can Count on Me, this conversation with a master storyteller is not to be missed.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Math and Language

Guests: Emily Rice and William Haddican. Movie: Arrival. What is the cornerstone of civilization - Math? Or Language? A linguist and an
astrophysicist throw down with a look at the movie Arrival. With Emily Rice and William Haddican.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1129H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #631KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Mauve Magic

In this episode, Gary paints a trio of roses using a magical hue that he achieves with the use of king lilac oil. He concentrates for some time on
the techniques that result in a diverse lilac tinted background. Gary shows that even with an abstract background, one can still create a very
realistic painting.

(CC) N/A #511H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Silent Night

Drawing from his Northern New York roots, Wilson paints a beautiful nighttime snowy landscape. The full moon glistens off the snow-covered
pine trees while flakes softly fall.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
The Woodland Streams of the Hudson River Painters

David travels to a secluded woodland stream in New England, following in the footsteps of Hudson River painters such as Thomas Cole (1801-
1848) and Asher Durand (1796-1886). David paints an oil study of the intimate stream in a setting of dense and dappled foliage, demonstrating
techniques of painting water and woods used by the Hudson River painters to convey emotion as well as inspiration.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Bone Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Kantun Chi Eco Park. This all-standing workout is designed to strengthen
your bones and prevent osteoporosis.

(CC) DVI #1113H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA
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10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Osteoporosis Walking Workout

(CC) N/A #303H(S)ACCES

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Graham Neville, head chef in Residence on St. Stephen's Green in Dublin prepares lamb tartare and a turbot main course. Later, Neven makes
smoked belly of pork and a coconut pudding.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Cooking Like A Local

Hartwood, one of Mexico's most in-demand restaurants, sits nestled between the crystalline beaches and dense jungle in Tulum. Here, chef Eric
Werner explains the fascinating farm-to-table supply chain that brings ingredients into Hartwood's unique live-fire kitchen. The rustic simplicity
inspires Rick to shop for produce and chiles in Playa del Carmen's laid-back markets. Back in the funky kitchen of a Playa condo rental, Rick
prepares poblanos rellenos with tatume squash and longaniza sausage, a beautiful grilled fish with avocado salsa and coconut bread pudding for
dessert.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Fruit Desserts

Fruit desserts have always been an Italian tradition; they are simple, delicious and the perfect way to showcase nature's bounty. In this episode,
Lidia highlights some of her fans' preferred seasonal sweets with: strawberries with balsamic vinegar, a light and creamy panna cotta with
seasonal fresh fruit; juicy nectarines and blueberries in prosecco and a plum crostata, a free form Italian tart with juicy plums.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Food Over 50
Omega 3's: Are They A Fish Story?

Healthy Omega-3 fatty acids are found in a variety of fresh foods, but according to resident dietician and "Second Helpings" co-host, Elizabeth
Kelsey, seafood, particularly finned fish like salmon and mackerel, is the most efficient source for our bodies. Episode three begins beside Uig
Bain the Outer Hebrides, and leads the viewers through three great seafood recipes high in Omega-3's. They include mussels marinara, smoked
mackerel pate, and foil roasted salmon with lemon and dill. Out-of-kitchen adventures also season this seaside episode, with host David Jackson
collecting the mussels, catching the mackerel and educating viewers about wild vs. farmed salmon prior to preparing the trio of Omega 3-rich
delicacies. David takes a dive in Uig Bay for an undersea "Earn What You Eat" segment, re-emphasizing the importance of both healthy food and
appealing exercise as the years go by.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Expeditions with Patrick Mcmillan
The Clemson Forest - from Tragedy to Triumph

Today, the Clemson Forest is over 17,000 acres of lovely, pristine-looking woodland and pastoral landscape nestled among suburban
neighborhoods in the South Carolina piedmont. But this forest wasn't always so picturesque. Seventy years ago this landscape was an ecological
disaster. Years of poor cotton farming practice led to dramatic erosion and hardly a tree grew in this now verdant setting. Join Patrick as he
explores the unique and rare plants and animals and the changes that led from catastrophe to the restoration of the vibrant world-class
ecosystem and working outdoor classroom that is the Clemson Forest.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Lost and Found

This week on Weekends with Yankee, we're lost, and found. First stop: Block Island, off the coast of Rhode Island, where we're in search of the
glass orbs that one local artist makes and tucks away like hidden treasures for locals and visitors to discover. Next stop: Dummerston, Vermont,
where we find an incredible orchard paradise filled with heirloom apples that can be traced back to the earliest days of American history. Finally,
we wrap up with a visit to the spectacular Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, home to a priceless art collection amassed by one of
Boston's most unorthodox and remarkable patrons.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Dubrovnik and Balkan Side-Trips

Nestled inside its mighty ramparts is Dubrovnik, the "Pearl of the Adriatic." From this remarkably preserved medieval fortress city, we venture into
less-touristed corners of the former Yugoslavia. In Bosnia, we visit Mostar - war-torn in the 90s, but bursting with promise today. In Montenegro,
we sail the fjord-like Bay of Kotor and explore its mysterious, mountainous interior.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Namibia: Painted People of the Desert

Explorer Richard Wiese travels to the African country of Namibia. He treks through the Namib Desert to meet members of the Himba tribe, whose
way of life remains unchanged over thousands of years. Richard encounters an array of wild creatures, from giraffes to dune beetles, which have
adapted to the extreme desert conditions. Richard also tracks the elusive white rhino and discovers mysterious "fairy circles."

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
Roses are one of our garden favorites. GardenSMART visits a unique garden with roses that date to the 1840's. In this episode we look at many
varieties, and discuss best practices for maintaining and fertilizing them. A great show, be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #5004H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 For Your Home
Finishing Touches

It always take longer than you expect to complete any construction project but the wait is always worth it. Tour the finished bungalow with host
Vicki Payne as she reveals the stunning details that transformed a 1920s bungalow into a functional home for a multi-generational family of five.

(CC) N/A #3107H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
James Giordano

James Giordano, a researcher and professor at Georgetown University, is a leader in the fields of science, neuroethics, and neurotechnology.
Host Paula Marantz Cohen examines Giordano's work in this growing field of study, discussing his role as advisor to the Joint Chiefs of Staff at
the Pentagon under the Obama administration; his contribution to the blockbuster film Limitless; the reciprocity of art and science; and the
provocative, controversial future of neuroethics, including developments in neurolaw and the military's weaponization of brain science.

(CC) N/A #606HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Jim Gaffigan, Comedian/Author

Jim Gaffigan is a Grammy nominated comedian, actor, writer, producer and two-time New York Times best-selling author. He is currently on his
Noble Ape international arena and theater comedy tour. This year he premiered his fifth one hour stand up special, Cinco, on Netflix. His latest
film is titled Chappaquiddick.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Cheesemaker

Cheese, please! Join master cheesemaker Bruce Workman and host Eric Gorges for an inside view of an award winning creamery. Who knew
master cheesemakers started their day at 2am?

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3624H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind (CC) N/A #3846HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
What Is Causation?

Why does one thing 'cause' another thing? Is causation fundamental, primitive, real-not reducible to, or explainable by, anything else? Or is
causation a human construct, derivative, artificial? At stake is what existence is about.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)EPS

19:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Poverty in the Shadow of Plenty: The American Underclass

Guests: Michael Strain, Director of Economic Policy Studies and Resident Scholar, American Enterprise Institute; Michelle Bernard, President &
CEO, Bernard Center for Women, Politics & Public Policy; Elizabeth Kneebone, Fellow, Metropolitan Policy Program, Brookings Institution;
Elizabeth Hersh, Director, Office of Supportive Housing, City of Philadelphia.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

20:00:00 Speakeasy
Seal and Amy Thomson

Three-time Brit Award and four-time Grammy Award winner Seal is joined by his manager, Amy Thomson, in the season finale of Speakeasy.
Over the course of his career Seal has sold more than 30 million records worldwide and is known for his international hits including "Kiss from a
Rose." As a songwriter Seal has received two consecutive Ivor Novello Awards from the British Academy for Best Song Musically and Lyrically for
"Killer" and "Crazy." The pair have an intimate and frank discussion detailing Seal's early career and his experience recording his new album
Standards.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Front and Center
Steve Vai

Legendary guitarist Steve Vai takes to the stage in the smallest room that he has performed in in years. Voted the 10th Greatest Guitarist
byGuitar Worldmagazine, Vai treats fans to selections throughout his three decade long career. Vai began his career as a transcriptionist for
Frank Zappa in 1978 before joining his band from 1980-1983. As an independent guitarist he has won three Grammy Awards and has produced
eight studio albums, two EPs, two special albums, eight live albums, twelve soundtracks, twenty compilation albums, and six DVD releases. Vai's
solo sophomore release, Passion and Warfare, has earned gold certification in the US.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway 2, USA

In part two of the Rust Belt Road Trip, Globe Trekker Megan McCormick spans the American Midwest and its Great Lake states in search of the
innovations that ignited an industrial revolution and united America after the divisive conflict of a bloody civil war. The so-called "Rust Belt" region
was coined back in 1984 by former Vice President Walter Mondale to describe a hinterland of collapsed industrial manufacturing. But on her
travels, Megan discovers that this is also a region bristling with life, for as young people are moving in, regenerating the once monumental
metropolises of America's gilded age with their enterprise and zeal.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Beautiful Creatures

Featuring larger-than-life creatures powered by pedals, Austin Bike Zoo is a one-of-a-kind blend of puppetry and cycling. This "Human Powered
Puppetry" was born out of a passion to combine the beauty and strength of human movement with the artistry and theater of puppets and a
dedication to creating interactive works. With collaborative support from the community, the zoo presents a new take on classical plays,
transforming Shakespeare into a circus performance. Featuring a vast menagerie of creatures including an 80-foot long rattlesnake, Austin Bike
Zoo leaves nothing but joy in their quest to educate and inspire while touring the country with their mobile majestical zoo.

(CC) N/A #606HNETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
What matters lasts, with Lila Downs, Heather-Dewey Hagborg, Steve Tobin, and Josh Ritter.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
What Is Causation?

Why does one thing 'cause' another thing? Is causation fundamental, primitive, real-not reducible to, or explainable by, anything else? Or is
causation a human construct, derivative, artificial? At stake is what existence is about.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)EPS

00:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Poverty in the Shadow of Plenty: The American Underclass

Guests: Michael Strain, Director of Economic Policy Studies and Resident Scholar, American Enterprise Institute; Michelle Bernard, President &
CEO, Bernard Center for Women, Politics & Public Policy; Elizabeth Kneebone, Fellow, Metropolitan Policy Program, Brookings Institution;
Elizabeth Hersh, Director, Office of Supportive Housing, City of Philadelphia.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

01:00:00 Speakeasy
Seal and Amy Thomson

Three-time Brit Award and four-time Grammy Award winner Seal is joined by his manager, Amy Thomson, in the season finale of Speakeasy.
Over the course of his career Seal has sold more than 30 million records worldwide and is known for his international hits including "Kiss from a
Rose." As a songwriter Seal has received two consecutive Ivor Novello Awards from the British Academy for Best Song Musically and Lyrically for
"Killer" and "Crazy." The pair have an intimate and frank discussion detailing Seal's early career and his experience recording his new album
Standards.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Steve Vai

Legendary guitarist Steve Vai takes to the stage in the smallest room that he has performed in in years. Voted the 10th Greatest Guitarist
byGuitar Worldmagazine, Vai treats fans to selections throughout his three decade long career. Vai began his career as a transcriptionist for
Frank Zappa in 1978 before joining his band from 1980-1983. As an independent guitarist he has won three Grammy Awards and has produced
eight studio albums, two EPs, two special albums, eight live albums, twelve soundtracks, twenty compilation albums, and six DVD releases. Vai's
solo sophomore release, Passion and Warfare, has earned gold certification in the US.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway 2, USA

In part two of the Rust Belt Road Trip, Globe Trekker Megan McCormick spans the American Midwest and its Great Lake states in search of the
innovations that ignited an industrial revolution and united America after the divisive conflict of a bloody civil war. The so-called "Rust Belt" region
was coined back in 1984 by former Vice President Walter Mondale to describe a hinterland of collapsed industrial manufacturing. But on her
travels, Megan discovers that this is also a region bristling with life, for as young people are moving in, regenerating the once monumental
metropolises of America's gilded age with their enterprise and zeal.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Beautiful Creatures

Featuring larger-than-life creatures powered by pedals, Austin Bike Zoo is a one-of-a-kind blend of puppetry and cycling. This "Human Powered
Puppetry" was born out of a passion to combine the beauty and strength of human movement with the artistry and theater of puppets and a
dedication to creating interactive works. With collaborative support from the community, the zoo presents a new take on classical plays,
transforming Shakespeare into a circus performance. Featuring a vast menagerie of creatures including an 80-foot long rattlesnake, Austin Bike
Zoo leaves nothing but joy in their quest to educate and inspire while touring the country with their mobile majestical zoo.

(CC) N/A #606HNETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
What matters lasts, with Lila Downs, Heather-Dewey Hagborg, Steve Tobin, and Josh Ritter.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #632KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
1931 Cord

Roger and Sarah Bansemer visit the Auburn, Cord, Duesenburg Museum in Auburn, Indiana. Sarah takes you on a private tour through the
automobile collection as Roger paints a fabulous 1931 Cord.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Painting with Paulson
The Unveiling Part II

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Koalas

In broken color painting one or more shades of paints are applied in distinct layers to impart an interesting look to a surface. Impressionists used
the technique to great effect. By using broken color, artists bring a sense of light and energy to the painting. The effect of keeping colors separate
can create a sense of colors vibrating against each other for a shimmering effect. Animal portraits provide a wonderful opportunity to incorporate
techniques of broken color as Wyland so aptly demonstrates in his portrait of a mother and baby Koala basking in the afternoon sun. Artists tip:
To achieve the broken color effect, Wyland creates distinctive brushstrokes of varying length

(CC) N/A #505HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Flexibility

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Sassil Kantenah Wedding Resort. Miranda will take you through stretches
that will increase the flexibility in your back and improve your posture in this standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1114H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body (CC) N/A #211(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Poetry in a Cup

Wine making or baijiu making in China goes back thousands of years. Martin visits a famous Chengdu distillery for a close up look on how
Chinese baijiu is produced. He narrates famous Chinese legends connected to the culture of wine. For a more contemporary look he attends a
typical Chinese banquet and shows the popular Chinese drinking games and toasting.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Rice Favorites

Traditional New Orleans Calas, jambalaya a la Big Easy, Creole rice custard pudding.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Sunday - La Domenica

Mary Ann and best friend Donna Soares go arm in arm with hundreds of Italians to enjoy a quiet Sunday afternoon in Fabriano, Italy. And what
else happens on Sunday? Sunday dinner, of course, beginning with Grandma Galasso's Meat Cappelletti the way Mary Ann remembers her
grandmother making it for her on Sunday afternoons.

(CC) N/A #2509H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Keens/Costata

America's love for steak houses keeps growing, in this show we visit Keens well over a century old and Mike's Favorite NY Steakhouse and then
we're off to Costata downtown run by Michael Whites team where along with great steak they serve artisan hand made pasta, and great fish
crudo, a sort of The Palm for the 21st century.

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
England: Manchester, Liverpool & The Lake District

Travel with Darley to the best places to eat in Northern England, where The Beatles got inspired and hip neighborhoods in Manchester and
Liverpool. Join local guides to delve into the city where The Beatles grew up by visiting The Beatles Story at Albert Dock, Strawberry Field and
Penny Lane in Liverpool. Soccer fans will enjoy an insider's tour of the National Football Museum, where a history of women footballers is
revealed. Plus, the foodies village of Cartmel, where sticky toffee pudding and a Michelin star restaurant help showcase the charms of the Lake
District.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Best Airline Safety Videos

CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg runs down the most entertaining and innovative airline safety videos. Plus, from famous residents, to
the home of a classic children's book character - we reveal the untold story of the iconic, New York Plaza Hotel. And, it's known as the factory
tour capital of the world. Greenberg shows you how to live like a local, in historic York County, Pennsylvania.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Wildlife of Grand Teton National Park

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner and photographer Jared Lloyd explore and photograph a variety of wildlife near
Jackson, WY.

(CC) DVI #213H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 In The Americas with David Yetman
Dominican Republic: of Baseball, Whales, and Limping Devils

The Dominican Republic has survived a troubled history of dictators and intervention from the north. Now it is a hotbed of baseball, a hotspot for
viewing humpbacked whales, and home to one of the liveliest carnivals anywhere, the best place to view diablos cojuelos-limping devils-on
parade: the Carnival of La Vega.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Power Tool Essentials

Join the Woodsmith editors as they focus on some must-know power tool techniques for creating perfect project parts.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

15:30:00 American Woodshop
Furniture Bank of Central Ohio Chest

Woodworkers of Central Ohio use unique reclaimed materials to build chests for families in need.

(CC) N/A #2303H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Lush Mountain

Allow the dramatic lush mountain setting to replenish your body as we open to more ease with simple stretches designed to unravel tension in the
shoulders and upper back, including a sequence of lateral stretches to create more space in the spine while deepening the breath and a series of
gentle hip openers using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Sleep Apnea

Patient Story: Symptoms that arise from sleep disorders may not immediately be recognized as being caused by sleep problems. Meet Carol
Hage Wall who initially didn't believe her struggles were related to sleep, but found relief and recovery from successful treatment. Myth or
Medicine: If your child snores, should s/he have his/her tonsils out? Second Opinion 5: Five tips to help you sleep well.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Healthy Body Healthy Mind
Learning About Food Allergies

One in every thirteen children under the age of eighteen has food allergies, 6-8 percent of children under age three, and approximately 3 percent
of adults - up to 15 million Americans altogether. Food allergies occur because the immune system falsely senses certain foods as harmful, and
then releases chemicals like histamines into the bloodstream to fight this mistaken intruder, causing reactions. Food allergies should be
considered dangerous, as they can cause frightening symptoms, such as irritation of the tongue, lips, and mouth; digestive problems, hives, and
in some cases, a swelling of the breathing airways. For some, it can cause a suffocating, life-threatening reaction. In this edition of Healthy Body
Healthy Mind we will explore the ongoing challenges of food allergies and what medical science recommends for it management. We'll also talk
with patients and parents to learn how they address these challenges.

(CC) N/A #3603H(S)EPS

17:30:00 Well Read
Ann Cleeves / Cold Earth and the Crow Trap

Crime writer Anne Cleeves has inspired two ongoing BBC shows with her popular mysteries. The Cold Earth is the seventh book in Cleeves's
Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez mysteries which inspired the crime drama Shetland. The Crow Trap is first installment in Cleeves's Inspector
Vera Stanhope series, which inspired Vera.

(CC) N/A #623H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Circus Trees

Set within 600 acres of rural countryside in Gilroy, California, Bonfante Gardens Family Theme Park combines beautiful gardens, amusement
rides and a little bit of history to create a unique attraction. Huell is on a special quest, however, as he searches for the Tree Circus. Bonfante
Gardens is home to the last remaining trees created by an extraordinary man who literally wove Sycamores, Box Elders, Ash and Spanish Cork
trees into works of art.

(CC) N/A #6008KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Myanmar Irrawaddy River Adventure

Myanmar or Burma, by either name, or both are acceptable, exudes an aura of the exotic, mysterious and alluring. Even the names of its former
capitals, Mandalay and Rangoon, evoke a lyrical glow. Yet, it's the magnetism of its ancient temple architecture that draws visitors to the valley of
the Irrawaddy River. Joseph embarks on an Irrawaddy River adventure from golden pagodas to colorful markets, from working villages to frenzied
cities where unimagined new sights, sounds, smells and emotions capture his attention. On his journey of discovery, Joseph finds that on the
Irrawaddy's 1,350-mile journey to the sea the full range of Myanmar life unfolds along its shores. The river embodies the historical, cultural and
economic soul of the country and has been the lifeblood of its people since Stone Age man first arrived there 13,000 years ago. As his Myanmar
odyssey unfolds it becomes clear that with a long history of conflict and conquest, until recently, Myanmar/Burma was isolated, shrouded in
secrecy and hid its brilliance. Yet now it has opened its doors and is displaying its glories for all to see. And the people of Myanmar and a world of
travelers are better for it.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)APTEX
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19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Khabele / Chery

The founder of multiple innovative schools talks about raising our expectations of students; a Black studies professor performs poetry and shares
information on Black student activism in South Africa. Talks by Letsie Khabele and Tshepo Masango Chery.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Nichole Lazzaro with Cc

(CC) N/A #151H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Human Computers with Margot Shetterly

In this episode, Carol Jenkins sits down with Margot Lee Shetterly, author of the book Hidden Figures, telling the story of the black women
scientists that helped put men on the moon. The book is also the basis for the upcoming film of the same title.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
Paul Lin meets the owner of the oldest and largest Chinese department store, the Pearl River Mart, right in New York city. A Chinatown button
shop offers more than meets the eye. It's also an underground art scene. Host Ernabel Demillo has the scoop. She's called the "Mother Teresa of
Human and Civil Rights" - Yuri Kochiyama passed away last June at age 93.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Humans are an important part of the story of Colorado's National Parks. Some used the abundant natural resources to make it home. Others
used ingenious methods to adapt to the harsh environments. Still others recognized the wonder of these places and sought to preserve them for
future generations. The common denominator for humans across cultures - and through time - is the power the National Parks of Colorado have
on the human spirit.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Dream Big: Nanakuli at the Fringe

The program follows the students of Nanakuli High and Intermediate School Performing Arts Center (NPAC) who were given a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to travel halfway across the globe to perform at the Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland. The resulting community support to raise
funds and journey proved to be an emotional, life-changing one for everyone involved.

(CC) DVI #504H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Earthcaster
EARTHCASTER documents Thomas Sayre's evolution as an artist, and follows Sayre and his crew as they build two of his signature massive
earthen sculptures. Working out of a repurposed warehouse in Raleigh, N.C, the internationally known sculptor and designer has been creating
public art installations for decades in sites around the world. From Thailand to Turkey and in a number of U.S. cities - including Baltimore,
Charlotte, Denver, Nashville, Portland, Raleigh, Tucson, and his hometown of Washington, D.C. - Sayre has been commissioned to reflect the
distinctive identity and history of each place. "My artwork is also part of a larger spiritual pursuit of balance," Sayre explains. Through a process
he calls "earthcasting," Sayre explores the differences between forms made by nature and those made by humans. Using heavy equipment to dig
complex molds in the earth, the artist then pours in colored concrete that echoes the hue of the native soil. Once the concrete cures, the
sculptures are lifted by crane to stand in bold relief against the sky and landscape. Interviews with colleagues, friends, family members, and
everyday citizens who encounter Sayre's work daily, address the value and significance of public art in the chaos of the digital age, and what his
work reveals about ourselves, our communities and our planet.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Khabele / Chery

The founder of multiple innovative schools talks about raising our expectations of students; a Black studies professor performs poetry and shares
information on Black student activism in South Africa. Talks by Letsie Khabele and Tshepo Masango Chery.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Nichole Lazzaro with Cc

(CC) N/A #151H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
Human Computers with Margot Shetterly

In this episode, Carol Jenkins sits down with Margot Lee Shetterly, author of the book Hidden Figures, telling the story of the black women
scientists that helped put men on the moon. The book is also the basis for the upcoming film of the same title.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Paul Lin meets the owner of the oldest and largest Chinese department store, the Pearl River Mart, right in New York city. A Chinatown button
shop offers more than meets the eye. It's also an underground art scene. Host Ernabel Demillo has the scoop. She's called the "Mother Teresa of
Human and Civil Rights" - Yuri Kochiyama passed away last June at age 93.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)EPS

02:00:00 Heart of the World: Colorado's National Parks
Humans are an important part of the story of Colorado's National Parks. Some used the abundant natural resources to make it home. Others
used ingenious methods to adapt to the harsh environments. Still others recognized the wonder of these places and sought to preserve them for
future generations. The common denominator for humans across cultures - and through time - is the power the National Parks of Colorado have
on the human spirit.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Dream Big: Nanakuli at the Fringe

The program follows the students of Nanakuli High and Intermediate School Performing Arts Center (NPAC) who were given a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to travel halfway across the globe to perform at the Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland. The resulting community support to raise
funds and journey proved to be an emotional, life-changing one for everyone involved.

(CC) DVI #504H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Earthcaster
EARTHCASTER documents Thomas Sayre's evolution as an artist, and follows Sayre and his crew as they build two of his signature massive
earthen sculptures. Working out of a repurposed warehouse in Raleigh, N.C, the internationally known sculptor and designer has been creating
public art installations for decades in sites around the world. From Thailand to Turkey and in a number of U.S. cities - including Baltimore,
Charlotte, Denver, Nashville, Portland, Raleigh, Tucson, and his hometown of Washington, D.C. - Sayre has been commissioned to reflect the
distinctive identity and history of each place. "My artwork is also part of a larger spiritual pursuit of balance," Sayre explains. Through a process
he calls "earthcasting," Sayre explores the differences between forms made by nature and those made by humans. Using heavy equipment to dig
complex molds in the earth, the artist then pours in colored concrete that echoes the hue of the native soil. Once the concrete cures, the
sculptures are lifted by crane to stand in bold relief against the sky and landscape. Interviews with colleagues, friends, family members, and
everyday citizens who encounter Sayre's work daily, address the value and significance of public art in the chaos of the digital age, and what his
work reveals about ourselves, our communities and our planet.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #633KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Never Kiss An Empress

The invitation to the imperial court still hasn't arrived. Money is short, and Devilius manipulates the innkeeper to demand the hotel bill from
Amadeus' father, Leopold, in advance. Leopold has no other option but to return to Salzburg. Amadeus attempts to meet the Empress during a
visit to the opera, without success. As the Mozarts make their way home in an oxcart, the invitation to the imperial court finally arrives! In a race
against time, the misled innkeeper tries to reach the Mozarts to bring them back. Will Devilius still stand in the way of Amadeus' appearance at
the court, or could Amadeus end up receiving a kiss from the Empress herself? The Music: "Cassation" K. 63; "Turkish March" from Piano Sonata
"Rondo alla Turca" K. 331; et al. Additional Content: In this episode, Amadeus and his family find themselves in several locations of Vienna, once
the cultural capital in Europe (next to Paris). Monti shares information about this city, including its buildings, squares and the famous St.
Stephen's Cathedral.

(CC) DVI #113(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #123H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Anti Aging

(CC) N/A #106HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Arthritis Relief and Pain Prevention

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beautiful beach in Mexico. This entry level standing and barre workout is
designed to liberate and rebalance all your joints.

(CC) DVI #1115H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1103H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Day and Evening

Create garments and accessories that transform everyday wear into eveningwear. Designer Angela Wolf sews a versatile knit skirt to mix, match
and accessorize. Pattern expert Deepika Prakash makes a simple swing dress in lush velvet for a special evening look.

(CC) N/A #1301H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Itty Bitty Baby Projects

Did you know that it's estimated there are four babies born every second...that means someone near you is probably having a baby! Deborah is
joined by Kristin Nicholas and Robyn Chachula to show how to knit and crochet the perfect little pair of knit booties and fingerless mitts, Fingers
and Toes Knit Booties and Fingerless Mitts and Little Hands & Feet Booties and Fingerless Mitts. In the stitch corner Lena with show how to do
Twined Knitting.

(CC) DVI #710H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Freeform Pillow

Put your sewing machine through the paces! This silk dupioni pillow, designed by Mallory Donohue, showcases some quiltmaking techniques that
you'll want to add to your repertoire. Mallory and host Sara Gallegos walk you through the techniques that result in a curving, freeform design.

(CC) N/A #3005H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7231H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Brunch at Home

Bridget and Julia uncover the secrets to making foolproof eggs Benedict at home. Next, equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his top pick for
espresso machines, and gadget critic Lisa McManus reviews stovetop kettles. Finally, test cook Dan Souza makes a show-stopping German
pancake.

(CC) N/A #1816H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table
Cancun: We Meet Again

When most people think of the Yucatan Peninsula, they think of Cancun. A vacationer's paradise with the most beautiful turquoise waters and
white sand beaches, hotels with every amenity possible and food from around the world. Pati explores this young city of only 30 years, tasting
some of the most inventive dishes at Crab House, like their Alaskan wontons. She also experiences the fusion of traditional Mexican cuisine with
an international twist, like tuna tartar Kibi and cold pork belly salad at Casa de Cristian Morales.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Smoke in a Hurry

Grilling is fast. Smoking demands patience. But what if you could achieve great smoke flavor in five to 10 minutes? In this show, you'll learn how
to smoke in a hurry, from spectacular spruce-smoked steaks to a dragon's breath cocktail dramatically served in a smoking brandy snifter.
Ember-smoked corn and a Project Smoke first: smoked ice cream. Set your stopwatch: We're smoking in a hurry. Dragon's breath cocktail; Hay-
smoked mozzarella (smoked caprese salad) ; Spruce-smoked steaks; Ember-roasted corn; Smoked ice cream with rum-raisin sauce.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
From Our Soil

In this episode, George samples a restaurant's five-star dishes featuring ingredients from its organic gardens. He stops at a local farmers' market
where East End farmers and food producers provide sustainable fresh ingredients. Back in his home kitchen, George prepares savory vegetable
dishes, including field greens and tomato, vinaigrette eggplant and squash gratin, and zabaglione with chocolate cake and berries. Recipes: -
Field Greens & Tomato, Vinaigrette - Eggplant & Squash Gratin - Zabaglione with Chocolate Cake & Berries.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
In The Eyes of An Artist

Artists see things differently. Our first featured bead type is pierced metal. Then artist Kate Richbourg creates Frida Kahlo inspired ear wires that
feature the motifs in her paintings. Next artist Brenda Schweder encases found objects in a Joseph Cornell inspired piece that shows off his
iconic style. Tamara Honaman ends the episode with the first of a series of projects highlighting artists' favorite materials. She begins with the art
of the chenille stitch and how changing the color and finish changes the design.

(CC) N/A #2601H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Wedding

Katie prepares an effortless yet elegant wedding celebration. Guest Chef Snow from Blue Heron Restaurant spices up the kitchen with a leg of
lamb, gourmet grilled cheese and a plum and almond cobbler. Projects: simple wedding itinerary and an earthy and elegant wrap-around twig
vase.

(CC) DVI #408(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
What Is Money?

The Biz Kids say: "Show me the money!" Join us and you'll take a grand tour through the history of money from the days of bartering, through the
first coins and currency, all the way to the electronic transfers of today. Watch as the Biz Kids put on cowboy boots and get a crash course in the
art of negotiation and exchange at a high-energy cattle auction in Colorado.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Bloom

Flowers make us happy. By mixing bright colors, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a fun floral banner. Candie Cooper makes flowerpots that help you
count and add. Artist Franz Spohn draws tulips and daisies in different perspectives. Jenny creates a nightlight inspired by coral that grows in the
sea.

(CC) DVI #1905H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Why Buy?

P. Allen Smith shares some creative tips for redesigning your space by using what you already own!

(CC) N/A #1703H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Compost Peddlers (Austin, Tx)

Most homeowners understand the value of gardening in an eco friendly manner, but many of us need guidance on how to do it properly. Every
day, we unwittingly make poor choices for the environment when we are simply trying to beautify our landscapes. Something as simple as
choosing the right plant for the right space can greatly reduce the impact we have on the earth. This episode touches on some of the most
common mistakes we all make and offers practical, simple tips for gardening in a more earth friendly way. We also reveal some of the latest
research on how even houseplants are doing more to clean our indoor environment. Even herbs on a sunny windowsill can pull double duty so
Chef Nathan creates a mouth watering herb roasted chicken with vegetables dish.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15121H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Chile - Saving a Language. A 25-year-old Chilean musician is trying to keep the culture of a tribe alive by saving its language. His name is Keyuk
and his mission is to use the ancient words to unite descendants. Linguists estimate there are some 7,000 different languages still spoken in the
world today. But a recent study indicates half of those languages could disappear by the end of the century. Portugal - Cavaquinho. It may look
like a ukulele, but this stringed instrument is called a cavaquinho. Sometimes referred to as a "cava," it is key to composing Samba and Pagode
music in Brazil. Many assume the miniature guitar also hails from Brazil but that is not the case. Correspondent Gerry Hadden travels to Lisbon,
Portugal for "Americas Now" to explore the origins of the cavaquinho.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9056(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3624H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Kate
Jimmy Webb with Ashley Campbell

The legendary Grammy-winning songwriter ("Wichita Lineman," "MacArthur Park," "Up, Up, and Away," "Highwayman") shares his hits and
humorous musical stories. In an emotional set, Webb introduces rising country star Ashley Campbell, daughter of his best friend, the late Glen
Campbell. The elegant duo is accompanied by guitar and string quartet.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Backstage Pass
Mardra and Reggie Thomas

Billie Holiday-inspired jazz vocals from Mardra Thomas, with the soulful, hard-swinging piano of Reggie Thomas and the Rodney Whitaker
Quartet.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 The Day It Snowed In Miami
THE DAY IT SNOWED IN MIAMI traces the political activism behind an equal-rights statute in Miami, and how it galvanized the gay rights
movement in Florida and beyond. Thirty five years ago, as snowflakes prepared to dust palm trees in a city known for its warmth, Miami-Dade
County lawmakers unknowingly debated an issue that would ignite a political maelstrom. The seemingly benign ordinance - essentially an
addendum to the county's existing anti-discrimination legislation - sought to prohibit discrimination in housing, public accommodations or
employment based on the basis of "affectional or sexual preference." On Jan. 18, 1977, a throng of conservatives led by singer and Florida
Orange Juice spokeswoman Anita Bryant packed downtown commission chambers in protest. The commissioners ultimately passed the
ordinance by a narrow 5-3 margin, but Bryant vowed to lead a repeal - and succeeded. The ordinance set back the gay-rights movement for
decades; it took more than 20 years for Miami-Dade to revive and pass the law. The 90-minute documentary also chronicles the tragic effects of
the AIDS pandemic in South Florida, and the ironic, compassionate turn in public opinion towards the gay community.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:30:00 Penny: Champion of the Marginalized
PENNY is a multi-dimensional portrait of Penny Cooper, a celebrated criminal defense attorney, art collector, supporter of female artists, and
protector of the underdog. Cooper's life brims with stories mirroring the profound changes in our country from the 1940s to the present. In this
revealing documentary, Cooper proves herself quite the raconteur with seemingly unlimited anecdotes. Her stories are engaging; sometimes
funny, and sometimes distressing. The film is a collection of these moments as told by Cooper and the people who have been impacted by her
dynamic spirit. The talented lawyer and art enthusiast offers a unique perspective on important social narratives such as criminal justice, the
artists and collectors who generate today's global contemporary art market, gender equality, and more. Through it all, she has found herself at the
center of dramatic social progress for women. A role model and pioneer, Cooper perhaps owes much of her success in transcending the glass
ceiling to her unwavering resilience, fortitude and infamous humility.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Chile - Saving a Language. A 25-year-old Chilean musician is trying to keep the culture of a tribe alive by saving its language. His name is Keyuk
and his mission is to use the ancient words to unite descendants. Linguists estimate there are some 7,000 different languages still spoken in the
world today. But a recent study indicates half of those languages could disappear by the end of the century. Portugal - Cavaquinho. It may look
like a ukulele, but this stringed instrument is called a cavaquinho. Sometimes referred to as a "cava," it is key to composing Samba and Pagode
music in Brazil. Many assume the miniature guitar also hails from Brazil but that is not the case. Correspondent Gerry Hadden travels to Lisbon,
Portugal for "Americas Now" to explore the origins of the cavaquinho.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

00:30:00 The Open Mind (CC) N/A #3846HNETA

01:00:00 The Kate
Jimmy Webb with Ashley Campbell

The legendary Grammy-winning songwriter ("Wichita Lineman," "MacArthur Park," "Up, Up, and Away," "Highwayman") shares his hits and
humorous musical stories. In an emotional set, Webb introduces rising country star Ashley Campbell, daughter of his best friend, the late Glen
Campbell. The elegant duo is accompanied by guitar and string quartet.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Backstage Pass
Mardra and Reggie Thomas

Billie Holiday-inspired jazz vocals from Mardra Thomas, with the soulful, hard-swinging piano of Reggie Thomas and the Rodney Whitaker
Quartet.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)NETA

03:00:00 The Day It Snowed In Miami
THE DAY IT SNOWED IN MIAMI traces the political activism behind an equal-rights statute in Miami, and how it galvanized the gay rights
movement in Florida and beyond. Thirty five years ago, as snowflakes prepared to dust palm trees in a city known for its warmth, Miami-Dade
County lawmakers unknowingly debated an issue that would ignite a political maelstrom. The seemingly benign ordinance - essentially an
addendum to the county's existing anti-discrimination legislation - sought to prohibit discrimination in housing, public accommodations or
employment based on the basis of "affectional or sexual preference." On Jan. 18, 1977, a throng of conservatives led by singer and Florida
Orange Juice spokeswoman Anita Bryant packed downtown commission chambers in protest. The commissioners ultimately passed the
ordinance by a narrow 5-3 margin, but Bryant vowed to lead a repeal - and succeeded. The ordinance set back the gay-rights movement for
decades; it took more than 20 years for Miami-Dade to revive and pass the law. The 90-minute documentary also chronicles the tragic effects of
the AIDS pandemic in South Florida, and the ironic, compassionate turn in public opinion towards the gay community.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:30:00 Penny: Champion of the Marginalized
PENNY is a multi-dimensional portrait of Penny Cooper, a celebrated criminal defense attorney, art collector, supporter of female artists, and
protector of the underdog. Cooper's life brims with stories mirroring the profound changes in our country from the 1940s to the present. In this
revealing documentary, Cooper proves herself quite the raconteur with seemingly unlimited anecdotes. Her stories are engaging; sometimes
funny, and sometimes distressing. The film is a collection of these moments as told by Cooper and the people who have been impacted by her
dynamic spirit. The talented lawyer and art enthusiast offers a unique perspective on important social narratives such as criminal justice, the
artists and collectors who generate today's global contemporary art market, gender equality, and more. Through it all, she has found herself at the
center of dramatic social progress for women. A role model and pioneer, Cooper perhaps owes much of her success in transcending the glass
ceiling to her unwavering resilience, fortitude and infamous humility.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #634KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Bear Is Loose

Amadeus and his dog, Pumperl, fetch some medicine for Amadeus' sister Nannerl. On the way, Pumperl follows another dog and disappears.
While Amadeus searches for Pumperl, he stumbles on a performing bear at the marketplace. He receives gold coins (ducats) from the crowd for
his violin playing. Devillius, green with envy, devises a plan to catapult his nephew Mario into Amadeus' place. But Mario's fiddling instead causes
the bear to flee through the alleys of Vienna. Eventually, Amadeus' violin playing prevents even worse mishaps. The Music: "Bassoon Concerto in
B Major" K. 191; "Violin Concerto in A Major" K. 219; et al. Additional Content: Monti shows examples of different styles of music, also available
on the Web site.

(CC) DVI #114(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Stranger in a Strange Lab/Sturm Und Drang

(CC) N/A #124H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Copd/Asthma

(CC) N/A #107HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Posture

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the colorful mosaic pathway of the Grand Palladium Hotel. This all-standing
intermediate workout is designed to stretch and strengthen your entire body while improving your posture.

(CC) DVI #1116H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1104H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Vacation Indulgences

Take time off and plan a vacation. Designer Kay Whitt makes an easy, comfortable and adjustable waistband for skirts or pants. Sewing educator
Joanne Banko makes any day a spa day with a luxurious waffle-weave spa robe with colorful custom trim.

(CC) N/A #1302H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Unique Accessories

Deborah Norville is working with Rohn Strong this week on a couple of very unique projects. First up is the Linetta Hat using Tunisian crochet and
then Rohn shows how to use a knitting loom to make the Les Bouquets Shawl. Ellen is over in the stitch corner and will show how to crochet the
Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #711H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Shooting Stars

A traditional, 8-pointed star design by Debra Finan is the featured quilt on this episode. Its scrappy look is ideal for fat quarter or 2-1/2" strip
collections. Debra and host Sara Gallegos even show you how to re-size the quilt block into larger and smaller versions.

(CC) N/A #3006H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7232H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Nigella: at My Table
Nigella Lawson is back with a brand new series packed with simple recipes full of complex flavor. Nigella: At My Table shows us food we can all
bring to our own tables, vibrant and varied but always relaxed. In the first episode, Nigella shares new discoveries like her Turkish-inspired eggs,
as well as old-fashioned favorites including the aptly named Queen of Puddings. For a relaxed get together around the table, Nigella rustles up a
gloriously simple chicken and pea traybake. For times of urgent need, there are her emergency brownies, and she finds a new use for a
spiralizer.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Coastal Erosion - Louisiana Coast

In this episode, John gets a first-hand look at the size and scope of Louisiana's coastal erosion problem. Louisiana has 40% of our nation's
wetlands and each year experiences the loss of land equal to the size of Rhode Island. John celebrates the coastal bounty by making sauteed
speckled trout with a spicy garlic and orange vinaigrette with saltwater fishing champion, Tommy Vidrine. Then, John cooks a dried shrimp potato
stew with Bobby Collins. Finally, John, Bobby and Sister Marie Dulce make a dried shrimp encrusted red snapper. And the trio top off the day with
a favorite south Louisiana drink, the famous hurricane.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
Remember Paoli

Chef Walter Staib uncovers the life of General "Mad Anthony" Wayne and the Battle of Paoli - an event that inspired America's first battle cry,
"Remember Paoli!" Recipes include braised short ribs, Pennsylvania dutch gratin, and more.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
The New Baking

In this episode, host Christopher Kimball goes to London's Violet Bakery to visit with rising pastry star Claire Ptak. While there, he learns some of
her baking techniques, such as under-whipping egg whites for a lighter cake. Back at Milk Street and in the kitchen, he puts that information to
work, making chocolate, prune and rum cake with Milk Street Cook Matthew Card. Next up is Milk Street Cook Erika Bruce who shows Chris how
to make a brown sugar tart with their foolproof single-crust pie dough. The show ends with Chris explaining how a Japanese baking technique
coupled with a cornstarch paste ended his 30-year search for a prebaked pie crust that won't slump in the pan.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Inspired By Clay

We begin with a look at polymer beads in all of their different forms. Then artist, syndee holt demonstrates a project entitled 4 sisters. It's a set of
4 companion pieces in the style of modern art - with bold graphics. We finish up with bead artist, Allie Buchman and bead weaving using various
shaped beads in different designs.

(CC) N/A #2602H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Family

Katie shares some heartwarming family recipes with guest chef Michael Phelps: a chicken roux, apple dumplings and biscuits. Then, she makes
some customizable baskets and chalkboards with hooks and a photo family tree full of memories.

(CC) DVI #409(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How Do You Get Money?

Join us and you'll explore many ways to make money. Follow a Biz Kid on a job hunt-reviewing help wanted ads, filling out the application, and
going through the interview. Hear from business celebrities, including Amazon.com founder Jeff Bezos, as they talk about their very first jobs. The
Biz Kids also look at the many ways kids get and use allowances. Meet a young person whose love of animals turned into a profitable dog-
walking business.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
People

People keep life exciting. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs shows how to tag you and your best friends with matching lanyard tags. Candie Cooper celebrates
diversity with whimsical cone kids. She also crafts one-of-a-kind wooden kokeshi dolls. Jenny uses age-old symbols to monoprint a family crest to
frame or use for banners.

(CC) DVI #1906H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Wedding Season

Design is one of the key elements of your wedding planning. From cake to bouquet, P. Allen Smith has you covered in this special matrimonial
episode of Garden Home.

(CC) N/A #1704H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Green Bronx Machine: The Power of a Classroom Farm (Bronx, Ny)

Having an eco-friendly garden is catching on as homeowners strive to create more sustainable outdoor spaces. In this episode, we visit a Florida
couple to discuss the sustainability project they took on in their yard, the use of natives vs. non-natives and smart irrigation. It also demonstrates
to the viewer how taking just a few of these simple steps will create healthier plants, tastier produce and a safer environment for us all to enjoy.
And in the GGW kitchen, Chef Nathan features eggplant from their garden to make a roast eggplant caponata.

(CC) N/A #716H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15122H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
A Montana family finds success with farming and fishing. An Arkansas family has a passion for exceptional produce. Meet a Wyoming family
preserving their multigenerational ranch. A New England program delivers seafood direct to consumers.

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9057(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1425H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Blue Mother Tupelo

Rising up from the bluffs of Memphis to the mountains of east Tennessee, through the Delta lowlands and muddy banks of Mississippi - Blue
Mother Tupelo oozes a kind of southern soul and roots rock that defies boundary or definition. In this episode, the duo performs several fan
favorites including "Livin' the Good Life" and "Mississippi Mud."

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Outlaw Gospel

This is a very special inside glimpse at Hippie Jack's. Sunday nights at our festival are dedicated to our family of performers. With an ever
changing line up, and a jam band mentality the result is a beautiful cross pollination of sound and energy. This is exactly what Jammin' at Hippie
Jack's is all about.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Hit Rewind

Infinity Hall Live encores some of the best performances from past seasons: Barenaked Ladies - "One Week"; Melissa Etheridge - "Bring Me
Some Water"; Rusted Root - "Send Me on My Way"; America - "Horse with No Name"; Cowboy Junkies - "Sweet Jane"; Toad the Wet Sprocket -
"All I Want"; Fountains of Wayne - "Stacy's Mom"; Los Lonely Boys - "Heaven"; Joss Stone - "Right to Be Wrong".

(CC) N/A #604H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 Pursuit
50 Years in the Fight for Lgbt Rights

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NACC

23:00:00 Denial: The Dad That Wanted to Save The World
Denial falls squarely into a long tradition of documentaries that start by examining one subject before an unexpected twist complicates and
enriches the initial investigation. Starting out as an important exploration of energy use and abuse, the film soon takes a sharp turn into the
politics of gender identity. The energy debate and transgender issues, two thorny topics that at first glance seem miles apart, are ultimately united
by the struggles of one man trying to confront issues that most people would prefer to ignore.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
A Montana family finds success with farming and fishing. An Arkansas family has a passion for exceptional produce. Meet a Wyoming family
preserving their multigenerational ranch. A New England program delivers seafood direct to consumers.

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Jim Gaffigan, Comedian/Author

Jim Gaffigan is a Grammy nominated comedian, actor, writer, producer and two-time New York Times best-selling author. He is currently on his
Noble Ape international arena and theater comedy tour. This year he premiered his fifth one hour stand up special, Cinco, on Netflix. His latest
film is titled Chappaquiddick.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Blue Mother Tupelo

Rising up from the bluffs of Memphis to the mountains of east Tennessee, through the Delta lowlands and muddy banks of Mississippi - Blue
Mother Tupelo oozes a kind of southern soul and roots rock that defies boundary or definition. In this episode, the duo performs several fan
favorites including "Livin' the Good Life" and "Mississippi Mud."

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Outlaw Gospel

This is a very special inside glimpse at Hippie Jack's. Sunday nights at our festival are dedicated to our family of performers. With an ever
changing line up, and a jam band mentality the result is a beautiful cross pollination of sound and energy. This is exactly what Jammin' at Hippie
Jack's is all about.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Hit Rewind

Infinity Hall Live encores some of the best performances from past seasons: Barenaked Ladies - "One Week"; Melissa Etheridge - "Bring Me
Some Water"; Rusted Root - "Send Me on My Way"; America - "Horse with No Name"; Cowboy Junkies - "Sweet Jane"; Toad the Wet Sprocket -
"All I Want"; Fountains of Wayne - "Stacy's Mom"; Los Lonely Boys - "Heaven"; Joss Stone - "Right to Be Wrong".

(CC) N/A #604H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Pursuit
50 Years in the Fight for Lgbt Rights

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NACC

04:00:00 Denial: The Dad That Wanted to Save The World
Denial falls squarely into a long tradition of documentaries that start by examining one subject before an unexpected twist complicates and
enriches the initial investigation. Starting out as an important exploration of energy use and abuse, the film soon takes a sharp turn into the
politics of gender identity. The energy debate and transgender issues, two thorny topics that at first glance seem miles apart, are ultimately united
by the struggles of one man trying to confront issues that most people would prefer to ignore.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #635KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Broken Key

Amadeus, tired of practicing on a "silent piano" in his hotel room, is thrilled to learn that a grand piano sits in the ballroom for a "Russian Evening."
While he secretly plays the piano, one of the keys breaks. Devilius wants to impress the Russian nobility and manages to put the pianist, due to
perform that night, out of action. In the meantime, Amadeus and Nannerl, with the help of Pumperl, try to earn some money on the street so they
can buy a new key from the piano maker. Can they pull it off in time for the special event? Who will perform that evening? And will it include the
missing piano key? The Music: "Serenade in B Major" K. 361; "Piano Sonata" K. 310; "Serenade in G" ("A Little Serenade") K. 425; et al.
Additional Content: Monti climbs into the piano to show how the visible part of the key connects to the string inside to create a tone. Viewers learn
some basics about the functions of a piano key and the "technique" of a piano.

(CC) DVI #115(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #125H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Better Balance with the Ball

(CC) N/A #108HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Toning and Slenderizing

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White in the Mayan Riviera, Mexico. Miranda will take you through exercises that will
tone your body from head to toe in this standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1117H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1105H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
On The Go

Arrive on time and in style. Embroidery expert Eileen Roche embroiders colorful and cool watchbands to add style to any outfit. Using versatile
hardware, Carolina Moore creates the ultimate travel bag with roomy pockets for all your take-alongs. Upcycle designer Michelle Paganini has a
tip for re-purposing notions and trims from resale garments.

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Dress Up The Pup

We've got plaids for your pooch and hoodies for your hound dog! Today Deborah is joined by Lena Skvagerson who will show how to knit up the
Hound Dog Hoodie in a "hounds tooth" pattern. Robyn Chachula is next up with Poppy's Plaid Crochet Dog Sweater featuring a raised stitch
plaid. In the stitch corner Lena will show how to knit her very own version of the Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #712H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Brighten Up, Buttercup!

Bright, fresh, floral fun! This quilt design combines two curving shapes in a lattice setting, with an applique embellishment to add a touch of
sweetness. Love of Quilting's sewing specialist Colleen Tauke and host Sara Gallegos teach all the methods needed to make this quilt an easy
project.

(CC) N/A #3007H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7233H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Acidity

At the base of Italian cuisine are essential Italian ingredients and vinegar is one of them. Lidia masters the art of cooking with vinegar in this
episode. She prepares a red cabbage and bacon salad in a warm bacon and balsamic vinegar dressing; chicken in vinegar sauce; and a tangy
garlic savoy cabbage and potatoes dish.

(CC) N/A #426H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Annabel Langbein: The Free Range Cook
Paella Party

Annabel Langbein cooks up a seafood celebration feast on the back of her truck at one of New Zealand's stunning golden beaches. The seaside
meal includes the most spectacular beachside paella and flambeed peaches from her Wanaka orchard. Recipes from this episode: onion and
herb frittata, birdseed bar, aromatic steamed mussels, watermelon and avocado salad, beachside paella, flambeed peaches, sparkling sangria.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Mom and Pops

This week on Simply Ming, our viewers' favorite couple is back again-yes, Mom and Pops will be here with Ming in the kitchen. Together Mom
and Pops cook up a delicious steamed whole fish with zesty chiles, inspired by Ming's recent trip to China with Pops. Ming follows with a family
favorite - a spicy ground pork stir fry with whole wheat scallion pita. It's family cooking this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Smoky Barbecue Favorites

Test cook Ashley Moore makes host Bridget Lancaster an authentic recipe for Texas thick-cut smoked pork chops. Tasting expert Jack Bishop
challenges Bridget to tasting of hot dogs. Bridget shows Julia Collin Davison the secrets to making the perfect backyard barbeque beans.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Natural Basics

In the hands of an artist - even the simplest materials take on a new life. We begin with stone cabochons. Then artist Ashley Bunting uses jump
rings and crimp tubes to make a simple chainmaille style chain with the most basic of materials. Then Katie creates a prayer mantra bracelet
inspired by ancient art. Finally, learn the basics of fine silver metal clay and torch firing with artist Tamara Honaman and complete a necklace
using just a pendant and simple leather cording.

(CC) N/A #2603H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Seashells

Create mouthwatering dishes from the sea. Katie ventures into new waters with roasted shellfish, a tangy swordfish dish and an easy-to-make
watermelon salad. Projects: seashell art and sand pots.

(CC) DVI #410(S)APTEX
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
What Can You Do with Money?

Decisions, decisions! Join the Biz Kids and you'll ponder the merits of spending, saving, donating, and investing money. Visit the New York Stock
Exchange, get tips from the author of Not Buying It, and learn to avoid compulsive shopping. You can also learn how to create a financial diary
and track spending. Meet an ambitious teen who opened a candy store at age 15 and, in the process, fulfilled a dream and revived an ailing
business district in her small town.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Animals

Animals come in endless varieties. Inspired by ocean creatures, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs creates a sea-life totem. Candy Cooper crafts a piggy bank
that holds bills and coins. Artist Franz Spohn adds animation to his favorite animals. Jenny crafts loony llamas from pool noodles.

(CC) DVI #1907H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Cotton All Around

Nearly 20 billion new items of clothing are purchased each year. Where does it all come from? P. Allen Smith follows the "cotton trail" to find out.

(CC) N/A #1705H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Native and Invasive Plants & Certified Wildlife Habitats

When overseas travel became possible, exotic plants were common cargo on ships all across the world. Unfortunately, many of those plants
proved to be far more aggressive outside of their native range. At the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, we explain why some non-native
plants are dangerous, how gardeners can prevent further spread of some of the more aggressive species, and how using the right native plant for
a particular space can make gardening easier for people and better for the planet. We also visit a backyard Certified Wildlife Habitat and look at
some of the simple ways of bringing nature to our own back door. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses a favorite American native fruit, to create a
baked blueberry clafouti.

(CC) N/A #717H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15123H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
American Workforce 2040

Since the Industrial Revolution the work of humanity has changed and changed again and it is clear that the 21st century will bring, is bringing
already, another great wave of change, perhaps the greatest and fastest ever. What does our workforce look like today, what will it look like
toward the middle of this century? What will work mean? Our panel explores issues including the proper target for workforce participation,
potential ways to address decreases in workforce participation by non-college educated men, the potential costs and benefits on the workforce of
the next wave of automation and artificial intelligence advancements and, more generally, the future of work in our country. Guests: Anurag
Harsh, author and Senior Vice President at Ziff Davis; Alana Semuels, staff writer for The Atlantic; Stephen Moore, the Distinguished Visiting
Fellow for Project for Economic Growth at The Heritage Foundation; Dr. Lane Kenworthy, Professor of Sociology and Yankelovich Chair in Social
Thought, University of California San Diego.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9058(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #524H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Brother Ali

Hip hop artist Brother Ali performs for a live audience at the Twin Cities Public Television studios. Ali and host Dessa discuss hip hop culture,
social justice, and the place for politics in art. Songs performed: Mourning in America, Fajr, Uncle Sam Goddamn, Forest Whitiker.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Light, an ensemble of musicians and composers at Shadowbox Live! Theater perform selections from the critically acclaimed production
of "Gallery of Echoes." Light consists of Stev Guyer, Gabriel Guyer, Kevin Sweeney, Brandon Smith, Matthew Hahn, and hosted by singer-
songwriter Eric Gnezda. Shadowbox Live!, based in Columbus, Ohio, is America's largest local repertoire theater, creating and producing a wide
range of shows, including rock operas traditional musicals, fine art exhibits, contemporary dance, and video/television. "Gallery of Echoes" is a
mega-media production, including original music, fine art, video, and spoken word. In collaboration with the Columbus Museum of Art and the
Columbus Public Arts Project, the band Light, performs compositions recreating selected fine art in musical form.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Hozier

Grammy-nominated musician Hozier brings his soulful blues, rock and folk sounds to the historic stage at The Theater at the Ace Hotel in
downtown Los Angeles. The artist, performing an 11-song set, includes many tracks off his self-titled debut album, punctuating the performance
with an evocative rendition of his hit single "Take Me To Church" before unfurling an encore that included emotional standout "Cherry Wine."

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 Walking In Two Worlds
Walking in Two Worlds journeys to the Tongass to reveal its splendor and shed light on the devastation and division resulting from the Settlement
Act. The Tongass is rich with old-growth trees, salmon-filled rivers and wildlife. Alaska's Tlingit and Haida Indian tribes have depended on this
forest for their culture and survival. The Settlement Act resulted from a massive collision of Washington bullying, big business and Native
American naivete. The result was a swath of tragic scars in a magnificent forest wilderness. Natives struggled to adapt to new roles as corporate
shareholders. For one Native brother and sister, this transition divided them. While the brother led the native corporation's clear-cut logging, his
sister became a fierce leader in the battle to stop the destruction. Then a life-threatening illness drew them back together as one sibling offered
the other a life-saving gift. A story of division and redemption plays out showing the possibility of healing both the forest and the native
community.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 World on the Brink
Globalization and Its Discontents

In Episode Two, Dee Smith examines globalization and its impact. The transnational flow of goods and information has lifted nearly a billion
people out of poverty, but not without significant consequences.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
American Workforce 2040

Since the Industrial Revolution the work of humanity has changed and changed again and it is clear that the 21st century will bring, is bringing
already, another great wave of change, perhaps the greatest and fastest ever. What does our workforce look like today, what will it look like
toward the middle of this century? What will work mean? Our panel explores issues including the proper target for workforce participation,
potential ways to address decreases in workforce participation by non-college educated men, the potential costs and benefits on the workforce of
the next wave of automation and artificial intelligence advancements and, more generally, the future of work in our country. Guests: Anurag
Harsh, author and Senior Vice President at Ziff Davis; Alana Semuels, staff writer for The Atlantic; Stephen Moore, the Distinguished Visiting
Fellow for Project for Economic Growth at The Heritage Foundation; Dr. Lane Kenworthy, Professor of Sociology and Yankelovich Chair in Social
Thought, University of California San Diego.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #524H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Brother Ali

Hip hop artist Brother Ali performs for a live audience at the Twin Cities Public Television studios. Ali and host Dessa discuss hip hop culture,
social justice, and the place for politics in art. Songs performed: Mourning in America, Fajr, Uncle Sam Goddamn, Forest Whitiker.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Light, an ensemble of musicians and composers at Shadowbox Live! Theater perform selections from the critically acclaimed production
of "Gallery of Echoes." Light consists of Stev Guyer, Gabriel Guyer, Kevin Sweeney, Brandon Smith, Matthew Hahn, and hosted by singer-
songwriter Eric Gnezda. Shadowbox Live!, based in Columbus, Ohio, is America's largest local repertoire theater, creating and producing a wide
range of shows, including rock operas traditional musicals, fine art exhibits, contemporary dance, and video/television. "Gallery of Echoes" is a
mega-media production, including original music, fine art, video, and spoken word. In collaboration with the Columbus Museum of Art and the
Columbus Public Arts Project, the band Light, performs compositions recreating selected fine art in musical form.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Hozier

Grammy-nominated musician Hozier brings his soulful blues, rock and folk sounds to the historic stage at The Theater at the Ace Hotel in
downtown Los Angeles. The artist, performing an 11-song set, includes many tracks off his self-titled debut album, punctuating the performance
with an evocative rendition of his hit single "Take Me To Church" before unfurling an encore that included emotional standout "Cherry Wine."

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Walking In Two Worlds
Walking in Two Worlds journeys to the Tongass to reveal its splendor and shed light on the devastation and division resulting from the Settlement
Act. The Tongass is rich with old-growth trees, salmon-filled rivers and wildlife. Alaska's Tlingit and Haida Indian tribes have depended on this
forest for their culture and survival. The Settlement Act resulted from a massive collision of Washington bullying, big business and Native
American naivete. The result was a swath of tragic scars in a magnificent forest wilderness. Natives struggled to adapt to new roles as corporate
shareholders. For one Native brother and sister, this transition divided them. While the brother led the native corporation's clear-cut logging, his
sister became a fierce leader in the battle to stop the destruction. Then a life-threatening illness drew them back together as one sibling offered
the other a life-saving gift. A story of division and redemption plays out showing the possibility of healing both the forest and the native
community.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 World on the Brink
Globalization and Its Discontents

In Episode Two, Dee Smith examines globalization and its impact. The transnational flow of goods and information has lifted nearly a billion
people out of poverty, but not without significant consequences.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #636KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Slippery When Wet

The empress invites the Mozarts to the imperial court again. The children persuade two of the hotel employees to pose as their parents (who
can't be reached) and accompany them to the court. This leads to problems when the real parents hear about the invitation and rush to the
palace. In the meantime, Amadeus and Nannerl enjoy sliding on the polished floors of the palace with Marie Antoinette, the empress' youngest
daughter. Will Devilius stop another one of Amadeus' successes, or will he slip up? The Music: "Organ Fantasy in F Minor" K. 608; et al.
Additional Content: Monti reveals the enormous size of the real imperial palace. Viewers see the Schonbrunn palace, inside and out, and together
with Monti and Amadeus, stroll through some of its impressive rooms.

(CC) DVI #116(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Von Bolt Meets Santa/aAnd to All A Good Flight

(CC) N/A #126H(S)APTEX
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Better Balance

(CC) N/A #109HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Boost Your Energy

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beautiful beach in the Rivera Maya Mexico. This all barre workout will
deeply stretch your entire body leaving you feeling reenergized.

(CC) DVI #1118H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1106H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Take It with You

Add function and style to what you carry and what you wear. Designer and author Kay Whitt shares ideas for strong and stylish handles for any
purse or tote. Upcycle designer Michelle Paganini refashions a shirt, then adds color and high style with a cool double collar. Joanne Banko has a
tip for making welt pockets.

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Springtime Tees

Just because the weather is warm doesn't mean you have to put down your needles and hooks! Deborah is joined by Ellen Gormley who will
show how to crochet up the Whole Latte Love Tee with an easy openwork yoke and textured stripes. Lena will then show how to stitch up the Knit
Lace Sampler T-shirt. Ellen is in the stitch corner with the Fishbone stitch.

(CC) DVI #713H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Crazy-Quilted Laptop Sleeve

Guest Mallory Donohue and host Sara Gallegos join forces to teach crazy quilting! This laptop sleeve is a fun place to try it out, and go wild with
the embroidery options on your sewing machine.

(CC) N/A #3008H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7234H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Lunch Bunch

Host Laura Theodore prepares lunch, starting with simple "Four-Ingredient Leek Soup." A trio of main dish salads include: tantalizing "Avocado
and Black Bean Confetti Salad," tasty "Fancy Chickpea Salad" and satisfying "Quinoa Tabbouleh," served with crusty bread on the side. We'll
finish our lunch with a refreshing and elegant "Banana Raspberry Sorbet."

(CC) DVI #210H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Honey Be Good

It's a well-known fact that honeybees are a precious resource for pollinating the food we eat, but they are mysteriously dying off. Sara joins a
beekeeper in Savannah, Georgia to discover the secrets of bees and beekeeping. Then they make a honey centered dish that's pure Georgia -
rosemary honey and Georgia peach chutney burgers. Next, she travels to Napa, California to gather ingredients at a farm and cook with chef
Joey Altman. His grilled duck breast with honey roasted carrots, farro-herb salad and cider jus is easier than it sounds, and delicious as well.
Recipes: Rosemary honey and Georgia peach chutney burgers; Grilled duck breast, honey roasted carrots, farro-herb salad and cider jus.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Herbs

Joanne grew her first garden when she was a freshmen in college. All she had room for was a tiny herb garden on her windowsill, but boy, did
that little garden inspire her to cook. Today she's going to Taku Inlet in Alaska where they'll fish for sockeye salmon, and with her student
Santosh, they are going to make a slow roasted side of salmon, paired with a fresh herb salad with basil, arugula, parsley, mint, and cilantro, with
a lemon vinaigrette. And finally for dessert, peach and basil ice pops. There is nothing that gives you more fresh flavors than cooking with herbs.

(CC) N/A #215H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Food for a Viking

Danish chef Claus Meyer joins Andreas in Ribe, the oldest town in Scandinavia. While in Denmark, Andreas and Claus prepare fresh oysters with
herbs, an herbal yogurt smoothie with honey, a wholesome corn porridge dessert with fresh berries, and finally, a slow-roasted beef sirloin served
with beans, nuts and thyme.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
The Artist's Relationship with Color

A common thread for all artists is their relationship with color. Sometimes its bold, sometimes it's muted and other times it's noticeably absent. We
begin with favorite beads inspired by Van Gogh and a bold look at color. Then artist Kate Richbourg presents an artwork color study - laddering
with thread. We finish up with artist Aja Vaz and creating hollow glass beads in a multitude of colors.

(CC) N/A #2604H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Veggies

Vegetables take center stage as Katie cooks up cauliflower steaks and roasted root veggies. Then, Katie uses veggies in unexpected ways to
create a chic etched mirror and a beautiful veggie bouquet.

(CC) DVI #411(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Money Moves

When money moves between individuals or groups it is called a transaction. Join the Biz Kids and you'll follow a single dollar bill as it moves from
a depositor's hand across the counter, down to the vault, over to the Federal Reserve, and finally out to a project the bank is financing. Visit the
branch of a real credit union inside a high school where the students are the tellers. Watch the ebb and flow of money as the kids examine the
concepts of supply and demand. Meet a young man who began collecting books to read to his grandmother and soon found himself as the head
of a national book business.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Stylish

Freshen up your style statement. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs fashions a colorful ID bracelet from clay and makes a foxy felt animal pouch. Jenny
weaves a trendy beaded bracelet of silver and gold. Then, using fabric and ribbon, Jenny creates a decorator-style memo board to stay
organized.

(CC) DVI #1908H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Keep It Simple

Want to lead a natural and healthy lifestyle but don't have the time? P. Allen Smith shares some of his short cuts towards achieving your goals.

(CC) N/A #1706H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Controlling Garden Pests, Diseases, and Weeds Organically (Atlanta, Ga)

Green roofs are gaining popularity in commercial and residential design, offering a nearly untapped, limitless space to plants perennials, shrubs,
even trees. They also cool the air in and above our homes and offices, absorb carbon dioxide, return oxygen, reduce runoff, filter pollutants and
provide habitats for birds and other wildlife. They even offer a welcomed respite for mind and body. In this episode, we get a rare, behind the
scenes tour of the famous rooftop gardens at Chicago's city hall. We also visit Lurie Garden at Chicago's Millennium Park, and demonstrate how
to implement a smaller homegrown version. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses one of the most common roof top vegetables, the tomato, to create
a delicious meal.

(CC) N/A #718H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15124H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1452H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9059(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1304H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Thornetta Davis - Encore

Detroit native and Detroit's "Queen of the Blues" Thornetta Davis returns with her souful vibe and strong vocal styling to Michigan BluesFest
2015. Recorded live in Lansing's historic Old Town district, Davis and her talented band feature "Wild Women Never Get The Blues, " "Cry,"
"Take Another Piece Of My Heart," and "Meet Me With Your Black Drawers On."

(CC) N/A #716H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
The Exumas

The islands of Exuma are the picture perfect description of a Caribbean paradise. Stories, myths and legends fuse with everyday life across the
365 islands within the Exumas. With Mirissa Neff, as guide, one begins to understand that the treasure is scattered in the beauty of the Exumas-
from the natural Blue Holes and the fresh conch salad to the roasted grouper and lobster and crabs. She follows the island legends to discover
that the land and ocean blend perfectly into the story of the Exumas.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Elise Testone

A powerhouse vocalist whose incredible stage presence and vocal maturity rank with the best, Testone is the perfect combination of soul, rock,
attitude and restraint. Equally as impressive and at ease belting James Brown style vocals over a relentless funk groove as she is resting her
voice gently over a ballad, Testone's range of influences and vocal capacity know few limits. In this episode, Elise shows that she's got game.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA
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21:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Stop Light Observations

SLO, formed by songwriter/pianist John-Keith Culbreath and guitarist Louis Duffie when they were thirteen, is truly a "garage band". They were
joined by drummer Luke Withers, vocalist Will Blackburn, bassist and fiddler Coleman Sawyer, and lead guitarist Wyatt Garey while all were in
high school. In this episode you witness the evolution of their brotherhood in their performance.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Stagestruck: Confessions from Summer Stock
STAGESTRUCK: CONFESSIONS FROM SUMMER STOCK takes a nostalgic look back at the 26-year history of America's first summer stock
theater, the Orleans Arena Theatre on Massachusetts' Cape Cod. The one-hour documentary uses dramatic re-enactments, historical photos and
engaging interviews with past members to capture the day-to-day challenges and joys of the summer stock experience. Beginning in 1950 and
lasting until 1976, temperamental young actors and actresses would live together, work for pennies and do odd jobs in pursuit of refining their
craft and creating a professional theatrical production each week. Author Kurt Vonnegut, an Orleans Arena Theatre alumnus, interjects humor
and insight as he reflects on his time at the distinguished American art colony and its founders, Betsy and Gordon Argo.

(CC) DVI #0Z(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Marco Polo & The Mongols (12th -14th Century)

See how lacquerware was developed and produced by the Chinese. Discover how the Mongols incorporated foreigners and their technologies to
conquer most of Eurasia that allowed Bubonic Plague to wipe out one-third of the world's population yet opened the door to the Renaissance.
And, learn how the land-based Silk Road is more myth than reality.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)KNME

23:30:00 Stories of the Mind
Veterans

PTS, survivor's guilt and reintegrating into civilian life these stories illustrate the challenges some vets face, and successful ways they overcome.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Well Read
Ann Cleeves / Cold Earth and the Crow Trap

Crime writer Anne Cleeves has inspired two ongoing BBC shows with her popular mysteries. The Cold Earth is the seventh book in Cleeves's
Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez mysteries which inspired the crime drama Shetland. The Crow Trap is first installment in Cleeves's Inspector
Vera Stanhope series, which inspired Vera.

(CC) N/A #623H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1304H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Thornetta Davis - Encore

Detroit native and Detroit's "Queen of the Blues" Thornetta Davis returns with her souful vibe and strong vocal styling to Michigan BluesFest
2015. Recorded live in Lansing's historic Old Town district, Davis and her talented band feature "Wild Women Never Get The Blues, " "Cry,"
"Take Another Piece Of My Heart," and "Meet Me With Your Black Drawers On."

(CC) N/A #716H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
The Exumas

The islands of Exuma are the picture perfect description of a Caribbean paradise. Stories, myths and legends fuse with everyday life across the
365 islands within the Exumas. With Mirissa Neff, as guide, one begins to understand that the treasure is scattered in the beauty of the Exumas-
from the natural Blue Holes and the fresh conch salad to the roasted grouper and lobster and crabs. She follows the island legends to discover
that the land and ocean blend perfectly into the story of the Exumas.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Elise Testone

A powerhouse vocalist whose incredible stage presence and vocal maturity rank with the best, Testone is the perfect combination of soul, rock,
attitude and restraint. Equally as impressive and at ease belting James Brown style vocals over a relentless funk groove as she is resting her
voice gently over a ballad, Testone's range of influences and vocal capacity know few limits. In this episode, Elise shows that she's got game.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

02:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Stop Light Observations

SLO, formed by songwriter/pianist John-Keith Culbreath and guitarist Louis Duffie when they were thirteen, is truly a "garage band". They were
joined by drummer Luke Withers, vocalist Will Blackburn, bassist and fiddler Coleman Sawyer, and lead guitarist Wyatt Garey while all were in
high school. In this episode you witness the evolution of their brotherhood in their performance.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Stagestruck: Confessions from Summer Stock
STAGESTRUCK: CONFESSIONS FROM SUMMER STOCK takes a nostalgic look back at the 26-year history of America's first summer stock
theater, the Orleans Arena Theatre on Massachusetts' Cape Cod. The one-hour documentary uses dramatic re-enactments, historical photos and
engaging interviews with past members to capture the day-to-day challenges and joys of the summer stock experience. Beginning in 1950 and
lasting until 1976, temperamental young actors and actresses would live together, work for pennies and do odd jobs in pursuit of refining their
craft and creating a professional theatrical production each week. Author Kurt Vonnegut, an Orleans Arena Theatre alumnus, interjects humor
and insight as he reflects on his time at the distinguished American art colony and its founders, Betsy and Gordon Argo.

(CC) DVI #0Z(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Marco Polo & The Mongols (12th -14th Century)

See how lacquerware was developed and produced by the Chinese. Discover how the Mongols incorporated foreigners and their technologies to
conquer most of Eurasia that allowed Bubonic Plague to wipe out one-third of the world's population yet opened the door to the Renaissance.
And, learn how the land-based Silk Road is more myth than reality.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)KNME

04:30:00 Stories of the Mind
Veterans

PTS, survivor's guilt and reintegrating into civilian life these stories illustrate the challenges some vets face, and successful ways they overcome.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #637KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Small Pox

Nannerl collapses during a concert at the palace, but no one knows why. When someone mentions smallpox, Devilius pretends to fall ill.
Amadeus thinks the amulet Nannerl lost during the concert at the palace will help her regain her health and sneaks into the palace to look for it.
Meanwhile, Devilius enjoys the attention he receives from his accomplices Mario and Monti. Does Nannerl really have smallpox? Will the amulet
heal her? And will anyone discover Devilius' feigned sickness? The Music: "Violin Sonata in F" K. 376; "Menuett in D Major" K. 94; et al.
Additional Content: Monti plays music with various dynamic and timbre to introduce the concept of tempo. Then, Monti explains the three tempi:
adagio, andante and allegro, and viewers hear what each sounds like.

(CC) DVI #117(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Nicky's Compass Goes South/A Gem of a Deal

Compass: When the SECRET LAB KIDS head off to rescue some stranded hikers with the aid of Nicky's cell phone compass her battery fizzles
out and the team must return to the lab and build a conventional compass. Gem: When a con artist purchases Nicky's granny's house for a fake
gemstone necklace, the SECRET LAB KIDS must learn about minerals in order to save granny from ruin.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Diabetes

(CC) N/A #110HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Feet and Calf Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White and the Kantun Chi Eco Park. This gentle standing and bar workout is designed
to help relieve foot pain and shin splints.

(CC) DVI #1119H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1107H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Tropical Destinations

Create breezy garments that are your go-to wearables for tropical destinations. Designer Angela Wolf sews a perfect t-shirt to wear alone or
under a jacket. Pattern designer and fabric expert Linda Lee shares tips for sewing on sheer fabrics inspired by a beautiful silk chiffon jacket or
cover up. Michelle Paganini has more upcycling tips.

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Lacey Look Cardigans

That lacey look is always in style. Knit along with Melissa Leapman as she makes a button-front cardigan with a lacey bodice that is knit in one
piece. In the technique corner, learn to add a lifeline to lace knit projects. Then, crochet a short-sleeved cover-up with an all-over lace design with
Jenny King.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Quilting for Drama, Direction, Diversion

Guest Angela Huffman and host Sara Gallegos focus on the three D's for this longarming episode: Drama, Direction, Diversion. Put your quilting
designs to work, and make your patchwork pop!

(CC) N/A #3009H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7235H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Ny Wine Bars 2016

For wine lovers New York just keeps better. In this episode we'll visit a few boutique wine stores featuring Natural, Bio wines, and a few
restaurants with very wine centric lists including Freeks Mill in fast gentrifying neighborhood of Gowanus.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Incredible Soups

Sicilian Bread Soup; Onion Soup with Gorgonzola & Prosciutto; Chicken Soup with Meatballs.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Chef Paul Prudhomme's Always Cooking!
Stuff This

Baked Stuffed Onions, Seafood Crepes, Four Cheese Stuffed Pork Chops.

(CC) DVI #108(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Catch O' The Day

Jacques' summer itinerary always includes friends, fishing, and cooking the wonderful bounty from the sea. He begins with a grilled striped bass
with olive topping and then, as he loves all mollusks, he takes the time to demonstrate shucking clams two ways. The result is top neck clams
with vinegar and scallion sauce, a tasty appetizer and Gloria's linguine with clam sauce, direct from his wife's preferred list. For the final seafood
selection, he masterfully fillets and poaches fish for a delectable cod in light cream sauce.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Unconventional Art

Artists are known for taking an unconventional approach to their art - often introducing "non art" supplies to their work. First we look at stamped
metal for inventive beads. Then Candie Cooper throws a curve and uses cookie tins for her project. Next Kate Richbourg throws out the loom for
a lalique bracelet that is loom free. We'll finish up with artist Tamara Honaman as she manipulates right angle weave to turn it into shapes and
beads.

(CC) N/A #2605H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Wine and Cheese

Bring the vineyard indoors with a wine and cheese party. Tickle guests' taste buds with zucchini poppers, blue cheese with rosemary honey, and
bean and feta salad. Turn fruit into art with a stylish grape sculpture and a chic grape centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #412H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Taking Charge of Your Financial Future

Join the Biz Kids as they figure out where they want to be financially and make plans on how to get there. You can work on your plans and meet
some new kid entrepreneurs, too. Follow along as a Biz Kid sets up his first savings account. We also look at an innovative program that rescues
street kids and gets them back into education and business.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Imagination

Unleash your imagination. Using rolling pins, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs creates all kinds of textures. Candie Cooper creates little superheroes to
showcase her creative writing. Franz Spohn draws a picture from a poem and Jenny makes an ever-lasting lunch from felt.

(CC) DVI #1909H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Add A Little Color

Color can be a challenging design principle in the garden. P. Allen Smith shows us that with a willing spirit to experiment and following a few
simple techniques, you can create your own masterpieces.

(CC) N/A #1707H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Up with Living Walls and Vertical Gardens

With the constant expansion of urban sprawl, gardeners and designers are looking up for new ways to add green spaces. As a result, living walls
are one of the newest and hottest trends in outdoor design. They're not only beautiful, they add the perfect link by providing new life in an ever-
growing concrete jungle.

(CC) N/A #719H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15125H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1425H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9060(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1025H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Eddy Raven with Lorraine Jordan & Carolina Road

(CC) N/A #1223H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2104H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Bewitched

A young woman in South Africa attempts to befriend her notorious neighbor, awakening unexplored emotions in uNomalanga and the Witch by
Palesa Shongwe.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Script to Screen: Arrival

Once considered "unfilmable," the movie Arrival scored big at the box office. Screenwriter Eric Heisserer talks about his long road selling
Hollywood on his adaptation of the short story by Ted Chiang, working with director Denis Villeneuve, and the challenges of writing a cerebral sci-
fi story about love and loss.

(CC) N/A #804H(S)NETA
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23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Human Vocal Production

Guest: Dr. Edith Wiens. Movie and TV show: Sing! Glee! In the movies, everyone who wants to sing, can sing. Why isn't that true in real life?
Julliard professor, Dr. Edith Wiens give a lesson on human vocal production.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1130H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Second Opinion
Sleep Apnea

Patient Story: Symptoms that arise from sleep disorders may not immediately be recognized as being caused by sleep problems. Meet Carol
Hage Wall who initially didn't believe her struggles were related to sleep, but found relief and recovery from successful treatment. Myth or
Medicine: If your child snores, should s/he have his/her tonsils out? Second Opinion 5: Five tips to help you sleep well.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1025H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Eddy Raven with Lorraine Jordan & Carolina Road

(CC) N/A #1223H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2104H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Bewitched

A young woman in South Africa attempts to befriend her notorious neighbor, awakening unexplored emotions in uNomalanga and the Witch by
Palesa Shongwe.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Script to Screen: Arrival

Once considered "unfilmable," the movie Arrival scored big at the box office. Screenwriter Eric Heisserer talks about his long road selling
Hollywood on his adaptation of the short story by Ted Chiang, working with director Denis Villeneuve, and the challenges of writing a cerebral sci-
fi story about love and loss.

(CC) N/A #804H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Human Vocal Production

Guest: Dr. Edith Wiens. Movie and TV show: Sing! Glee! In the movies, everyone who wants to sing, can sing. Why isn't that true in real life?
Julliard professor, Dr. Edith Wiens give a lesson on human vocal production.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1130H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #638KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Sunflower Drama

The sunflower is, along with the rose, one of the most painted flowers in the world. This beautiful dramatic flower turns toward the sun's position,
so any conceivable composition and flower position can be depicted. Gary pays particular attention to the petals of the flower which are painted in
a loose, somewhat impressionistic style.

(CC) N/A #512H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Deep Sea Ballet

Wilson takes a 'deep sea journey' with two whales as seen from the ocean floor. Depth perception is key in painting the ocean under water.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
Van Gogh's at Saint Remy De Provence

David takes us through the tumultuous, penultimate year of van Gogh's life - 1889, spent in the asylum of St. Paul de Mausole at St. Remy. David
demonstrates the personally expressive palette and brushwork of van Gogh while describing van Gogh's uniquely spiritual and impassioned
intentions for painting. David demonstrates van Gogh's drawing techniques as a preparation for his paintings, reveals his connections to Dutch
landscape painting and Impressionist color, and shows how he employs these ideas with expressive, moving gestures in the landscape of van
Gogh.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Quad Lengthening & Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White by the swimming pool. The workout is aimed at strengthening your lower body
while leaving you with longer leaner legs.

(CC) DVI #1120H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1108H(S)NETA
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10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Vertical Ab Toner

(CC) N/A #304H(S)ACCES

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
In London, Neven visits Agnar Sverrisson, head chef and co-proprietor of the 1 Michelin star restaurant Texture for a masterclass in cooking beef
cheek and beef steak. Neven also creates the perfect breakfast: porridge with honey and cream, and scrambled eggs topped with smoked
salmon. For dessert, Neven makes vanilla creme brulee with poached Irish apple compote.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Love of Live Fire Cooking

In Yucatan, cooking over fire is a way of life. Rick meets up with chef Juan Pablo Loza, who ignites the wood-fire grill for octopus with local
pineapple. At Zama Beach Club in Isla Mujeres, Cancun chef Federico Lopez fires up his seaside grill to make tikin xic, a Yucatecan grilled fish
dish smothered with achiote, the region's hallmark spice paste. And chef Eric Werner shows off his all wood-fire kitchen at Hartwood in Tulum.
Forever obsessed with cooking over fire, Rick goes to Lena Brava, his new all wood-fire restaurant in Chicago, to make poc chuc, a traditional
citrusy grilled spicy pork dish, then to his backyard for spatchcocked chicken al oregano worthy of a summertime fiesta.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Crespelle

Italians love their crepes either savory or sweet and in this episode, Lidia shows two of her favorite crespelle dishes, along with some great chef
tips. She starts by highlighting the thin pancakes that can be made into so many things; then she makes a savory Italian favorite with them -
manicotti and for a sweet version, she shows the chocolate and walnut crespelle that will satisfy any sweet tooth.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Food Over 50
Sweet Things: Is Sugar Public Enemy #1?

This episode shows viewers exactly how to satisfy a sweet tooth with creative deserts containing a healthy package of nutritionally sweet
benefits, as opposed to refined white sugar which contains nothing but empty calories. "Sweet Things" opens in the arid date gardens of southern
California's Coachella Valley, where David introduces three delectable desert desserts - a Mediterranean sweet/savory dessert tray, boozy
oranges with a hint of chocolate and date and bourbon Chantilly cream over fresh fruit. David whips up all these yummy temptations from his
kitchen studio near Palm Springs. David takes an out-of-kitchen adventure to Oasis Date Gardens. There he experiences the annual harvest of
this ancient, semi-dry fruit. It's agriculture like you've never seen, and possibly never tasted before. Also, dietician Elizabeth Kelsey educates
viewers to the surprising nutritional benefits of dates, and other fruits, while cautioning about using too much refined sugar in her "Second
Helpings" segment. Then David goes for a jog to wrap up the show with another "Earn What You Eat" message about the importance of positive
activity and fitness, no matter your age.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Expeditions with Patrick Mcmillan
The Longleaf Empire - Apalachicola National Forest

The once vast Longleaf Pine woodlands once dominated the South with their green, open and grassy expanses. Today this is one of the rarest
habitats on the planet reduced to just two percent of its historic extent. Join Patrick as he explores a land filled with some of the strangest plants
and animals anywhere in the Apalchicola National Forest, a land kissed by fire.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Icons of New England

Think of New England icons, and you probably imagine covered bridges, stone walls, church steeples, and lighthouses. In today's episode, we
visit three less typical but equally iconic treasures, beginning with the Elms in Newport, Rhode Island, where we get a behind-the-scenes tour
from this mansion's caretaker of more than 30 years. Then we visit the Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut, Phillip Johnson's private
residence that forever changed architecture in America. Last but not least is our trip to Olneyville New York System, a Providence, Rhode Island,
restaurant where the Stevens family has been serving up their signature Coney Island-style wieners to four generations of customers. That's all
coming up next on Weekends with Yankee.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
The Best of Slovenia

Little Slovenia is the least visited and most underrated of Europe's alpine countries. From its prosperous capital of Ljubljana, we enjoy the
mountain resort of Lake Bled, venture into the Julian Alps for natural thrills mixed with World War I history, go spelunking in a gigantic cave, and
swim with Slavs in a charming Adriatic port.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Scotland: Land of Loch Ness

Journey with Richard Wiese to Scotland as he competes in the Highland Games, a celebration of Scottish traditions that goes back more than a
thousand years. Richard meets a shepherd who is one of the top trainers of Scottish Sheepdogs. On the waters of Loch Ness, he learns the
secrets of Nessie from the man who's spent more than 40 years searching for the legendary monster.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Garden Smart
Nothing says "Springtime" better than tulips. GardenSMART visits a farm devoted to growing them. While there we get important tips on care and
maintenance and see great plants and inspired color combinations. Be sure to join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #5005H(S)NETA

15:30:00 For Your Home
Do You Know?

In this fact filled episode host Vicki Payne answers FYH viewers' questions, like why do you have to have your furnace and air conditioner
inspected each season? Which is best a natural gas fire pit or one that operates on propane? How can you protect your outdoor planters from
winter weather and what kinds of plants can take care of themselves? Information all homeowners need to know.

(CC) N/A #3108H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Two Mayors

In a first-ever live interview for the program, Host Paula Marantz Cohen joins two former Mayors of Philadelphia-Edward G. Rendell and Michael
A. Nutter-in an on-stage conversation about leadership, the changing American landscape, and broader social, political, and educational trends.
In addition to his two terms as the 96th Mayor of Philadelphia, Rendell served as Pennsylvania Governor as well as Chairman of the National
Democratic Committee during the 2000 Presidential election. Nutter similarly served two terms as the 98th Mayor of Philadelphia, and led the
United States Conference of Mayors as President during one year of his time in office. Both now serve as faculty at prestigious academic
institutions, and advocate for the potential of America's cities and political system.

(CC) N/A #607HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Amy Chozick, Journalist

Amy Chozick is a New York-based writer-at-large for The New York Times and a frequent contributor to the Times Magazine, writing about the
personalities and power struggles in business, politics and media. Most recently, she led the paper's coverage of Hillary Clinton's presidential
campaign. She is the author of Chasing Hillary, a memoir from HarperCollins.

(CC) N/A #832H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Primitive Bowmaker

Experienced naturalist and wilderness survivor, Greg Anderson is also a master bow maker. Host Eric Gorges learns how to craft a traditional
bow with Greg as his guide and tests his skills with the bulls-eye.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3625H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind (CC) N/A #3847HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Can Dualism Explain Consciousness?

Dualism claims reality has two parts, a physical and a nonphysical (mental or spiritual), both equally real. Dualism is believed by most people but
rejected by most philosophers and scientists.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)EPS

19:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
21st Century Technology: More Harm Or More Good?

Guests: Gregory Stock, research professor of genetics and genomic studies, Co-Director, Harris Center for Precision Wellness, Icahn School of
Medicine, Mt. Sinai; Dr. Stewart Prager, Director, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory; Edmund Lee, Managing Editor, Re/code.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

20:00:00 Speakeasy
Jimmie Vaughan and Gary Clark Jr.

Grammy Award winner Gary Clark Jr. is joined by four-time Grammy Award winner Jimmie Vaughan at New York City's Iridium for a taping of the
intimate conversation series "Speakeasy." Clark has been called "The Chosen One" by Rolling Stone and has been hailed as a major talent by
icons including the Rolling Stones, Sheryl Crow, and Paul McCartney. He has leant his unique blend of rock, R&B, blues, soul, and pop to
multiple soundtracks including the acclaimed movie "12 Years a Slave." Vaughan has been regarded by Guitar Player magazine as "a living
legend" and is one of the most respected guitarists in the world of popular music. With the Famous Thunderbirds, he spearheaded the current
blues revival and has earned the admiration of B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, and Z.Z. Top's Billy Gibbons.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Front and Center
The Cadillac Three

Fronted by Grammy Award nominated songwriter Jaren Johnston, The Cadillac Three have a sound that hovers between radio-ready country
anthems, hard-and-heavy rock ballads and traditional southern folk. The trio perform songs from their latest album, Bury Me in My Boots,
including their three top 50 songs "The South," "Party Like You," and "White Lightning."

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Tough Trains: The Transcontinental Railroad, USA

This episode takes on one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th Century - the Transcontinental Railroad. Intrepid traveler Zay Harding
explores the rich history of railroads on this incredible 3, 000-mile journey across America. Traveling from the Atlantic to the Pacific, through four
time zones and 12 states, we experience some of the most epic landscapes and stunning scenery that North America has to offer. From the very
earliest steam locomotives in the 1830s, railroads have fundamentally shaped the USA as we know it today, enabling trade, spreading ideas and
facilitating mass migration and settlement across the country.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Sacred Hearts

With a child on the way, Americana chart-topper Carrie Rodriguez reaches back into her familial heritage to her great-aunt Eva Garza, the
Chicana singing sensation from the 40s. Her latest album, Lola, embodies both her past and future.

(CC) N/A #701HNETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Niche definers: Jim Garland, Tank and the Bangas, Ani DiFranco.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
Can Dualism Explain Consciousness?

Dualism claims reality has two parts, a physical and a nonphysical (mental or spiritual), both equally real. Dualism is believed by most people but
rejected by most philosophers and scientists.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)EPS

00:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
21st Century Technology: More Harm Or More Good?

Guests: Gregory Stock, research professor of genetics and genomic studies, Co-Director, Harris Center for Precision Wellness, Icahn School of
Medicine, Mt. Sinai; Dr. Stewart Prager, Director, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory; Edmund Lee, Managing Editor, Re/code.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

01:00:00 Speakeasy
Jimmie Vaughan and Gary Clark Jr.

Grammy Award winner Gary Clark Jr. is joined by four-time Grammy Award winner Jimmie Vaughan at New York City's Iridium for a taping of the
intimate conversation series "Speakeasy." Clark has been called "The Chosen One" by Rolling Stone and has been hailed as a major talent by
icons including the Rolling Stones, Sheryl Crow, and Paul McCartney. He has leant his unique blend of rock, R&B, blues, soul, and pop to
multiple soundtracks including the acclaimed movie "12 Years a Slave." Vaughan has been regarded by Guitar Player magazine as "a living
legend" and is one of the most respected guitarists in the world of popular music. With the Famous Thunderbirds, he spearheaded the current
blues revival and has earned the admiration of B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, and Z.Z. Top's Billy Gibbons.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
The Cadillac Three

Fronted by Grammy Award nominated songwriter Jaren Johnston, The Cadillac Three have a sound that hovers between radio-ready country
anthems, hard-and-heavy rock ballads and traditional southern folk. The trio perform songs from their latest album, Bury Me in My Boots,
including their three top 50 songs "The South," "Party Like You," and "White Lightning."

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Tough Trains: The Transcontinental Railroad, USA

This episode takes on one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th Century - the Transcontinental Railroad. Intrepid traveler Zay Harding
explores the rich history of railroads on this incredible 3, 000-mile journey across America. Traveling from the Atlantic to the Pacific, through four
time zones and 12 states, we experience some of the most epic landscapes and stunning scenery that North America has to offer. From the very
earliest steam locomotives in the 1830s, railroads have fundamentally shaped the USA as we know it today, enabling trade, spreading ideas and
facilitating mass migration and settlement across the country.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Sacred Hearts

With a child on the way, Americana chart-topper Carrie Rodriguez reaches back into her familial heritage to her great-aunt Eva Garza, the
Chicana singing sensation from the 40s. Her latest album, Lola, embodies both her past and future.

(CC) N/A #701HNETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Niche definers: Jim Garland, Tank and the Bangas, Ani DiFranco.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #639KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
Santa Fe

Roger and Sarah Bansemer visit Santa Fe, New Mexico where Roger and artist David Darrow paint on location. Sarah visits one of the many
renowned galleries on Canyon Road.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Painting with Paulson
The Piano Player Part I

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Paradise

Brushes are the artist's main tools for applying paint. The artist's choice of brush depends on the techniques and effects he or she wishes to
achieve in a work of art. Generally, however, three or four can handle most requirements. Stiff bristles are effective for establishing the initial
stages of composition and laying in large amounts of color, particularly if the painting is large. Soft brushes are useful for smooth finishes and
softer lines. Wyland demonstrates a variety of brush techniques to create an abstract tropical sunset painting. Throughout this episode, he
explains the benefits of thick and thin applications of color and a variety of brush strokes. Skills acquired here may be refined for further practice.

(CC) N/A #506HAPTEX
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Arm Toning Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a quaint chapel terrace in the beautiful Riviera Maya. Miranda will take your
through easy-to-follow arm toning exercises to increase your overall strength and flexibility in this all-standing workout.

(CC) DVI #1121H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1109H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body (CC) N/A #212(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Hot, Hot and Extra Hot!

If there is only one word to describe Sichuan cuisine, that word is hot. Martin dives into the world of chili peppers and chili bean paste by visiting
the world's largest bean paste factory and the world's biggest chili market. He puts the chili peppers to good use at a chili banquet and later
explores the hottest restaurant in Chengdu for a midnight snack.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Traditional Mexican

Posole fish tacos with remoulade sauce, guacamole.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Festival of the Candles - La Festa Dei Ceri

Mary Ann takes a deep breath and plunges into the crowd-filled excitement generated by the oldest festival in Italy. Held in the medieval town of
Gubbio, the food, music and camaraderie are unlike anything you've ever seen. And the traditional Cheese Bread Mary Ann makes nella cucina
is unlike anything you've ever tasted. Join in the celebration and bring your appetite!

(CC) N/A #2510H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Il Buco

In 1994 Donna Leonard opened the original il Buco out back of an antique furniture store on Bond Street steps off the Bowery. Self taught with no
experience the place was an instant neighborhood hit. A few years back she expanded with il Buco Alimentari a block north on Great Jones St.,
which earned 3 stars from the NY Times, both of the places are total stand outs.

(CC) N/A #1409H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Wales: Isle of Anglesey & The Coast

Join host Darley Newman to enjoy breathtaking coastal farms and beaches, heart pumping adventures on Europe's fastest zipline and a visit to a
haunted castle. On Anglesey Island, where Prince William and Duchess Kate once lived, walk the Wales Coast Path and visit a town with one of
the world's longest place names. Dive into local cuisine and Welsh products, making for a salty experience. Meet Gareth Wyn Jones, a sheep
farmer who has become a celebrity from his social media and advocacy work, and learn about life on a Welsh farm in one of the most beautiful
coastal locations on the planet.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Hidden Gems of Ras Al-Khaimah

CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg introduces us to an emirate in the UAE that most of you have never even heard of, called Ras Al-
Khaimah. Plus, The Homestead in Virginia is the first resort ever built in the United States. Learn about its colonial heritage - it's a true hotel with
a past. And, fans of "Game of Thrones" know Dubrovnik as the site of the fictional capital King's Landing. But, there's plenty more to see in this
Croatian city, including medieval architecture, and gorgeous views of the Adriatic Sea.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Lowcountry Shorebirds

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner photographs nesting shorebirds in the Lowcountry of South Carolina with nature
photographer Eric Horan.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)NETA

14:30:00 In The Americas with David Yetman
Oregon: Violent Past and Verdant Present

More than any other of the contiguous United States, Oregon has been shaped by volcanoes. East and west of the Cascade Range are two
different landscapes. On the east side, David climbs through lavas of volcanic glass and follows a mountain bike trail at the edge of a flow, then
ventures west to the fertile valleys and the wild Pacific coast in all its glory.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Fundamentals of Woodworking

No matter what you want to build, the Woodsmith editors show you the best solutions for gluing up a perfect panel.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 American Woodshop
Scrolled Tree of Life

Shares tool and blade scroll saw ideas for every scroller.

(CC) N/A #2304H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Sky

Enjoy the blue ocean sky and rolling waves as we flow through an energizing yoga practice including a seated segment to strengthen the legs,
abdominal muscles and lower back as well as a series of standing postures to tone the legs while stretching the hamstrings and hips using a
chair for balance and support.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Childhood Cancer

Patient Story: Few things are as sad or shocking than to hear of a child diagnosed with cancer. While these children fight for their lives, doctors
and researchers fight for research dollars to find new, desperately needed treatments. Christine Kelly Marquino's son Danny is in his third cancer
protocol, and while he battles each recurrence, his family truly lives as a "cancer family." Myth or Medicine: Are new cancer treatments safe for
children? Second Opinion 5: Five things to do when a child is diagnosed with cancer.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Natural Health Breakthroughs with Brenda Watson
Heart Health

Wheat is bad for your heart, and so are statins - William Davis. MD: cardiologist and author of Wheat Belly. Statins save lives, but diet and
exercise are just as important - Mariell Jessup, MD: Cardiologist and immediate past president, American Heart Assn. A natural way to protect
your heart so you won't need statins - Steven Masley, MD: President, Masley Optimal Health Center. Study: Probiotics alter gut bacteria in ways
that protect hearts during cardiac events - John Baker, PhD: Professor at Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Personal story - Mike and
Barbara Smith: Mike was close to a potentially fatal cardiac event when he agreed to follow a diet and exercise program prescribed by Dr.
Masley; today he's healthier than he's been in decades.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)EPS

17:30:00 Well Read
Hari Kunzru / White Tears

Hari Kunzru is one of the most talented fiction writers at work today. He comes to Well Read with his new book White Tears about two ambitious
young musicians drawn into the dark underworld of blues record collecting, haunted by the ghosts of a repressive past.

(CC) N/A #624H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Sidecars

A visit to the 31st Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally. It's a get-together of sidecar enthusiasts and it turns out these contraptions that hook on to
motorcycles have quite a colorful history and come in all shapes and sizes.

(CC) N/A #6009KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Christmas Celebrations Around The Globe

Celebrating the world through their festivals is a great way to experience a country and its people. This episode begins in Venice, California at the
annual holiday boat parade - a funky and funny celebration along the Venice Canals, which highlights the offbeat, colorful spirit of this Southern
California beach community. Then Joseph completes the holiday circle by returning to San Antonio, Texas' world famous River Walk and the
Lake Geneva region of Switzerland for their Christmas celebration. In Switzerland, Joseph basks in the glow of some of the country's best
Christmas markets, visits a Christmas ornament artist and takes a journey to old St. Nick's village. In San Antonio, faith is real and Joseph
explores the city's spiritual roots and the real meaning of Christmas when he joins with San Antonio families in their homes to honor their heritage
at the Tamalada - holiday tamale making - and in the San Fernando Cathedral at the midnight Serenada for the Virgin of Guadalupe. In this
episode Joseph shows that Christmas is about more than twinkling lights and cups of cheer. In every country, in every culture, Christmas is a time
to put aside differences, celebrate our humanity and join the angels in wishing each other good will and peace on Earth.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Tinsley / Mann / Austin

A Black Feminist Professor on Beyonce, Black Feminism and Empowerment; An activist educator calls for us to use our intellgence as a form of
service to community; the importance of music and the arts as tools for education and empowerment. Talks by Omise'eke Natasha Tinsley,
Fatima Mann and Yewande K. Austin.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Rina Shaikh-Lesko

(CC) N/A #152H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Where Are We In America with Rebecca Carroll

Where do black people stand in America today? Rebecca Carroll, writer and social critic for the LA Times and The Guardian joins Carol Jenkins
to discuss this. Find out why she feels the "white gaze" has less of a hold on many African Americans today. She also talks about her new
conversation series on WNYC titled, There Goes The Neighborhood.

(CC) N/A #137H(S)EPS
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20:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life examines health and wellness in the Asian American community that you may not know about. Reporter Paul Lin talks with
women who have recovered from eating disorders. Mike Gilliam reports on the rise of diabetes among South Asians, and Minnie Roh explores
the healing powers of Art Therapy. Host Ernabel Demillo follows one man's inspirational journey with M.S. who's making a difference.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Animal R & R
In this episode, the wildlife rehabbers at The Fund for Animals Wildlife Center in Ramona take in a pair of sibling coyote pups who narrowly
escaped the Poinsettia Fire in Carlsbad, Calif. The pups, a brother and sister, suffered life-threatening burns to their paws as they fled their
canyon home. Will they ever return to the wild? Also in this episode, a red-shouldered hawk recovers at Project Wildlife from a mysterious
paralysis. The cause of her symptoms elude the rehabbers at first, until they make a startling discovery. A naturalist at introduces us to San
Diego's local shorebirds.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Splinters

In the 1980's an intrepid Australian pilot left behind a surfboard in the seaside village of Vanimo, Papua New Guinea. Twenty years later, surfing
is not only a pillar of village life, but it's also a means to prestige. This story unfolds in the months leading up to the first National Surf
Championships and explores the hopes and dreams of the surfers, and how surfing has led to societal changes in a male dominated culture.

(CC) DVI #505H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 New Mexico Masterpieces
From stone, to canvas, to words on a page, for centuries New Mexico has served as an inspiration to artists. Our original documentary New
Mexico Masterpieces features some of the Land of Enchantment's most enduring, pivotal, provocative, and beautiful artworks. This special one-
hour documentary tells the stories behind Chaco Canyon's Pueblo Bonito, Georgia O'Keeffe's Grey Cross with Blue, John Nichols' The Milagro
Beanfield War and more.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KNME
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Tinsley / Mann / Austin

A Black Feminist Professor on Beyonce, Black Feminism and Empowerment; An activist educator calls for us to use our intellgence as a form of
service to community; the importance of music and the arts as tools for education and empowerment. Talks by Omise'eke Natasha Tinsley,
Fatima Mann and Yewande K. Austin.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Rina Shaikh-Lesko

(CC) N/A #152H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
Where Are We In America with Rebecca Carroll

Where do black people stand in America today? Rebecca Carroll, writer and social critic for the LA Times and The Guardian joins Carol Jenkins
to discuss this. Find out why she feels the "white gaze" has less of a hold on many African Americans today. She also talks about her new
conversation series on WNYC titled, There Goes The Neighborhood.

(CC) N/A #137H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life examines health and wellness in the Asian American community that you may not know about. Reporter Paul Lin talks with
women who have recovered from eating disorders. Mike Gilliam reports on the rise of diabetes among South Asians, and Minnie Roh explores
the healing powers of Art Therapy. Host Ernabel Demillo follows one man's inspirational journey with M.S. who's making a difference.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)EPS

02:00:00 Animal R & R
In this episode, the wildlife rehabbers at The Fund for Animals Wildlife Center in Ramona take in a pair of sibling coyote pups who narrowly
escaped the Poinsettia Fire in Carlsbad, Calif. The pups, a brother and sister, suffered life-threatening burns to their paws as they fled their
canyon home. Will they ever return to the wild? Also in this episode, a red-shouldered hawk recovers at Project Wildlife from a mysterious
paralysis. The cause of her symptoms elude the rehabbers at first, until they make a startling discovery. A naturalist at introduces us to San
Diego's local shorebirds.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Pacific Heartbeat
Splinters

In the 1980's an intrepid Australian pilot left behind a surfboard in the seaside village of Vanimo, Papua New Guinea. Twenty years later, surfing
is not only a pillar of village life, but it's also a means to prestige. This story unfolds in the months leading up to the first National Surf
Championships and explores the hopes and dreams of the surfers, and how surfing has led to societal changes in a male dominated culture.

(CC) DVI #505H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 New Mexico Masterpieces
From stone, to canvas, to words on a page, for centuries New Mexico has served as an inspiration to artists. Our original documentary New
Mexico Masterpieces features some of the Land of Enchantment's most enduring, pivotal, provocative, and beautiful artworks. This special one-
hour documentary tells the stories behind Chaco Canyon's Pueblo Bonito, Georgia O'Keeffe's Grey Cross with Blue, John Nichols' The Milagro
Beanfield War and more.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KNME

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #640KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Secret of Ybbs

Princess Antoinette persuades Amadeus to uncover the secret of Ybbs, a nearby monastery. Amadeus convinces his parents to visit Ybbs on
their way back home to Salzburg, where he immediately starts looking for the secret. Devilius and his gang get lost in a heavy snowfall and also
end up at the monastery. They quietly creep around and cause confusion among the monks. The secret is finally revealed as a beautiful organ
hidden behind a wall. Amadeus presents a small concert on the organ and Devilius, Monti and Mario flee from the monks in a mad rush - on the
backs of two pigs! The Music: "Violin Sonata in A" K. 526; "Symphony No. 40 in G Minor" K. 550; "The Abduction from the Seraglio" K. 384; et al.
Additional Content: Monti, with Pumperl's help, explains the difference between a piano and organ, and describes the sounds pipes and bellows
create on a typical organ. An inside construction drawing shows this connection and how it works.

(CC) DVI #118(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
The Eagle Has Landed/Bee-Gone

Eagle: When a power company worker finds an abandoned eagle's nest precariously perched atop a wind turbine the SECRET LAB KIDS build a
homemade rocket to fire a rope up to him so he can lower the nest to safety. Bee: When JD and Kent discover there's a shortage of beeswax for
their surfboards, it leads to the discovery that all the local honeybees have vanished from the beehives.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Healthy Back

(CC) N/A #111HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a gorgeous, Zen spa pool in Mexico. Work on strengthening your entire spine
and core with a variety of dynamic standing and floor exercises.

(CC) DVI #1122H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1110H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Travel In Style

Be prepared for temperature changes indoors and out. Couture designer Angela Wolf sews a fashion-forward circle sweater with trendy peek-a-
boo shoulders. Embroidery expert Eileen Roche captures travel memories in colorful embroidered patches using the most advanced embroidery
technology. Sewing educator Joanne Banko has a tip for making an elegant evening bag to pack and take anywhere.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Blooming Afghans

Let stitch patterns bloom in beautiful afghans. Kristen Mangus knits an autumn-inspired afghan with a lush pattern of leaves and berries. Create
cabling without a cable needle in the technique corner with Melissa Leapman. Ellen Gormley crochets 3-round squares to make an heirloom lace
afghan with elegant tassel fringe.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Parade Rest

This series' featured Quilt of Valor is made by Marianne Fons. Marianne joins host Sara Gallegos in teaching this fabulous quilt designed to
showcase a Pinwheel Star quilt block in patriotic colors.

(CC) N/A #3010H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7236H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Simple Chinese Staples

In this episode, Julia and Bridget uncover the secrets to a Chinese staple: three cup chicken. Then, tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia to
a tasting of firm tofu, and test cook Keith Dresser makes a refreshing recipe for smashed cucumbers.

(CC) N/A #1817H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table
Turkey Day

Pati and her family celebrate Thanksgiving in the Jinich house. Pati cooks for and hosts the Jinich family traditional Thanksgiving dinner with all of
the essentials - turkey, stuffing, veggies, the works - all with a Mexican twist, of course.

(CC) N/A #511H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Tropical Smoke

Barbecue originated in the Caribbean-literally-with a Taino Indian smoker-grill called a barbacoa. This show salutes tropical barbecue, from
French West Indian buccaneer chicken to traditional Mexican barbacoa. Learn how to smoke snapper to make a spicy fish dip and use a
handheld smoker to prepare a lime- and mint-scented mezcalini cocktail. Smoked snapper dip with smoked vegetable chips; Buccaneer chicken;
Oaxacan barbacoa; Mezcalini.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Layering with Seasoning

George plans the perfect outdoor cookout, complete with flavor-packed tasting plates, grilled steak and spice-rubbed salmon, and a decadent
chocolate mousse. George visits Captain Pete who shares tips on making the perfect smoked salmon. Recipes: - Sliced Steak, Garlic Butter
Sauce - Grilled Asparagus - Spice Rubbed Planked Salmon - Roasted Fingerling Potatoes - Chocolate Mousse.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
An Artistic Approach

Artists approach materials in creative ways by taking a fresh look. We begin with a look at dichroic glass beads. Then artist syndee holt is back
with clay in a new format; liquid rather than solid. Candie Cooper finishes up with a necklace inspired by the months of the year and their
corresponding gemstone for a beautiful gift.

(CC) N/A #2606H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Apples

Katie pays tribute to the apple. In the kitchen, Katie makes a shrimp and apple slaw, iceberg apple and bacon salad, and apple cider. Projects:
adorable apple centerpieces and personalized apple place cards.

(CC) DVI #413H(S)APTEX
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
A Biz: What Is It?

You'll see that a successful business supplies goods or services and makes profit when it earns more money than it spends. Meet the junior high
school boy who makes healthy dog biscuits, the high school twins with a cake decorating company, and the college student seeking investors for
his successful corporation.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Sci-Fi

Travel to the future for new adventures. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs builds a robot tray to hold coins and treasures. Then, she creates a mysterious sea
creature. Franz Spohn launches aliens into outer space and Jenny makes futuristic sculptures from foam.

(CC) DVI #1910H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Chef Vs Chef

Chefs compete for culinary supremacy. But how will they handle P. Allen Smith's secret ingredient?

(CC) N/A #1708H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Talking Trash-Dealing with Plastic Pots, Packaging and More

Each year, millions of plastic plant containers and tons of other horticultural debris never make it to the recycling bin. Instead, they clog our solid
waste stream in a growing but avoidable problem. The good news is that many companies are working hard to fix this problem. In this episode we
explore some of the latest innovations in the horticultural world today and how they can help eliminate this problem, one pot at a time. And in the
kitchen, Chef Nathan uses a pot of his own. Recycling works in the kitchen too and he lets nothing go to waste to show us how to make
homemade chicken stock.

(CC) N/A #720H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15126H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Costa Rica - Saving Earth. Costa Rica is the eco-capital of Latin America, offering rich biodiversity and generating most of its electricity from
clean sources. In fact 25 % of its land is designated a wildlife reserve or National Park and protected from development.Costa Rica was on a
mission to become the first country to have zero emissions by 2021. Last year, it had to revise that goal and admit it was overly ambitious.
Argentina - Solar Villages. In Argentina, solar energy is already making a huge difference. Correspondent Joel Richards traveled to Argentina's
so-called Solar Villages to see how people's lives are being transformed.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9061(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3625H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Kate
John Oates

Best known as half of the pop phenomenon Hall & Oates ("Rich Girl," "Sara Smile"), John Oates performs hits and music from his new bluesy
roots album, Arkansas.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Backstage Pass
Sugar Ray and the Bluetones

Sizzling blues harp from the legendary Sugar Ray. Recorded live at Lansing BluesFest 2013 in historic Old Town Lansing.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Coming Out: A 50 Year History
Transgender teen, Jazz Jennings, narrates this one hour documentary exploring the history of public gay identity in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender (LGBT) community from the 1950s through today.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Anyone and Everyone
ANYONE AND EVERYONE tells the stories of families from Utah to North Carolina and Wyoming to New York, all connected by a common
thread - a gay child. This poignant and often heartbreaking documentary by first-time filmmaker Susan Polis Schutz (also the parent of a gay son)
depicts families representing a wide range of religions, nationalities and political leanings. During the film, parents of homosexual teens and
young adults eloquently recall their initial reactions to their child's coming-out and their sometimes difficult journeys to acceptance. Some showed
unconditional support; others struggled with their child's sexual orientation, either fearing alienation from their extended family, their church or
community or failing to understand the universal nature of homosexuality.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Costa Rica - Saving Earth. Costa Rica is the eco-capital of Latin America, offering rich biodiversity and generating most of its electricity from
clean sources. In fact 25 % of its land is designated a wildlife reserve or National Park and protected from development.Costa Rica was on a
mission to become the first country to have zero emissions by 2021. Last year, it had to revise that goal and admit it was overly ambitious.
Argentina - Solar Villages. In Argentina, solar energy is already making a huge difference. Correspondent Joel Richards traveled to Argentina's
so-called Solar Villages to see how people's lives are being transformed.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

00:30:00 The Open Mind (CC) N/A #3847HNETA

01:00:00 The Kate
John Oates

Best known as half of the pop phenomenon Hall & Oates ("Rich Girl," "Sara Smile"), John Oates performs hits and music from his new bluesy
roots album, Arkansas.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Backstage Pass
Sugar Ray and the Bluetones

Sizzling blues harp from the legendary Sugar Ray. Recorded live at Lansing BluesFest 2013 in historic Old Town Lansing.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Coming Out: A 50 Year History
Transgender teen, Jazz Jennings, narrates this one hour documentary exploring the history of public gay identity in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender (LGBT) community from the 1950s through today.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Anyone and Everyone
ANYONE AND EVERYONE tells the stories of families from Utah to North Carolina and Wyoming to New York, all connected by a common
thread - a gay child. This poignant and often heartbreaking documentary by first-time filmmaker Susan Polis Schutz (also the parent of a gay son)
depicts families representing a wide range of religions, nationalities and political leanings. During the film, parents of homosexual teens and
young adults eloquently recall their initial reactions to their child's coming-out and their sometimes difficult journeys to acceptance. Some showed
unconditional support; others struggled with their child's sexual orientation, either fearing alienation from their extended family, their church or
community or failing to understand the universal nature of homosexuality.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #641KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Green Drops

Devilius believes Amadeus' musical talent stems from the green miracle drops his mother gives him. Devilius wants to get his hands on this
special mixture, so he can give it to Mario and turn him into a real opponent to the child prodigy. Will the ever-devious Devilius pull it off? And, are
the drops really what they seem? The Music: "Piano Concerto No. 9 in E Flat Major" K. 271; et al.  Additional Content: Leopold the conductor is
responsible for the correct and melodious playing of his orchestra. Monti refers viewers to the Web site where children can explore - to the music
of Beethoven's 9th symphony - the composition and complexity of a big orchestra. On the Web site, children may play of the instrument groups
individually and in various combinations with others.

(CC) DVI #119(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
A Golden Opportunity/If The Fossil Fits

Golden: When Angie loses her mother's favorite - and valuable - gold bracelet at the beach, our heroes build a homemade metal detector to find
it. Fossil: When Kent discovers a dinosaur fossil, the SECRET LAB KIDS learn about fossils, DNA and even go back to prehistoric times to
determine if Kent has discovered a completely new dinosaur!

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Healthy Neck

(CC) N/A #112HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Shoulder Pain Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, Miranda Esmonde-White will show you how to relieve any shoulder pain you may be feeling due to joint
stiffness, stress or injury, with a full-body, all-standing workout. Filmed at a wondrous chapel fountain in Riviera Maya, Mexico-follow Miranda
through a series of easy-to-follow exercise sequences to improve mobility and flexibility.

(CC) DVI #1123H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Core Strengthening

Mary Ann uses hand weights and a ball to strengthen the abdominal muscles. Gretchen adds some exercises to challenge the brain.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)NETA
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10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Go Everywhere

Create and capture memories as you look and feel your best. Children's fashion designer Carla Macklin uses colorful bias trim to finish off
sleeves, necklines and open shoulders on a girl's dress. Author and educator Rebecca Kemp Brent sews a unique embellished box with a lid to
stash photos, treasures and souvenirs.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Contrasting Cowls

Cowls are cozy, warm and on trend. Meredith Crawford combines brioche stitches with cables to knit a colorful cowl. Ellen Gormley shares three
ways to crochet edgings in the technique corner. Jenny King gives a crocheted cowl extra style with a cross stitch pattern.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Luminous

An incredibly fun quilting technique, mirror-imaging helps isolate motifs within fabric to fussy-cut into spectacular, kaleidoscopic designs. Love of
Quilting's sewing specialist Colleen Tauke and host Sara Gallegos use the diamond shapes of this wall quilt to test out this unique method.

(CC) N/A #3011H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7237H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Nigella: at My Table
Nigella Lawson serves up five more irresistibly easy dishes, recipes which combine the comfort of the familiar and the exuberance of the new.
Nigella rustles up her favorite weekend breakfast special, wonderfully light sure-fire-success waffles. She shares her go-to recipes for laidback
entertaining: beef and aubergine fatteh, accompanied by bulgur wheat with flaked almonds and nigella seeds. That's followed by her passionfruit
ice cream cake, which is a dream to eat and a doddle to make. And late night inspiration comes in the form of a toasted brie, Parma ham and fig
sandwich.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Fishing Tournaments - Grand Isle, La

In this episode, John joins the fun at the Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo. Saltwater fishing tournaments are a summer tradition, and the Grand Isle
Tarpon Rodeo is the oldest fishing championship in the country. John interviews Ricky Templet with the rodeo and then the pair prepare a pan-
roasted grouper with Caribbean sofrito. Afterwards, Captain Theo Bourgeois drops by to visit John on his deck at White Oak Landing and grill up
a delicious deep water favorite, amberjack. After grilling, John and Captain Theo demonstrate the proper technique for smoking king mackerel.
And finally, the pair end the day with a little bit of "The Hair of the Dog".

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
Settling Jamestown

The struggle and triumph of the first permanent English settlement in North America is explored. In honor of the natives and colonists of
Jamestown, Virginia, Chef Staib prepares stuffed roasted chicken with wild rice and cornbread.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
From Thailand with Love

Host Christopher Kimball travels to Chiang Mai, Thailand to get lessons in Thai cooking from Andy Ricker of Pok Pok fame. Thai cooking is all
about strong, bright flavors such as fish sauce and lemongrass. Back in the kitchen, Chris and Milk Street Cook Rayna Jhaveri draw on that
flavorful palette as they make Thai fried rice. Next, Milk Street Cook Lynn Clark demonstrates how to make a crisp and tangy Thai-style coleslaw
with mint and cilantro, and Rayna shows how to create a pantry staple pickled chilies. To end the show, Milk Street Cook Matthew Card shows
Chris how to make Thai chicken at home.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Artists' Helpers

Inspiration doesn't always come easy for artists. Sometimes premade "helpers" get our message across. We begin with our feature bead style -
today is ceramics. Then artist, Eva Sherman starts out with a premade metal cuff to display mokume gane polymer. Artist, Candie Cooper is next
with a paisley pendant aided by a die cut. Finally Tamara Honaman shows how to solder with premade bezel blanks.

(CC) N/A #2607H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Reuse

Katie finds ingenious ways to use those pesky leftovers. In the kitchen, Katie makes tacos and radish salsa, poached fruit and refreshing herb
popsicles. Projects: cork potholder and decorative teacup candelabra.

(CC) DVI #414H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How to Succeed In Biz-Ness By Really Trying!

A business can be anything from babysitting to owning vending machines. You'll discover the three key steps to success: identifying a need,
making a plan to fill a need, and taking action. Join us as we meet the prep school boy whose new take on the old school tie caused a sensation.
We also meet the young founder of Logan magazine.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)APTEX
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16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Living Places

Each plant and creature has a habitat. To capture the freshness of the ocean, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes jars inspired by sea glass. For her art
project, Candie Cooper looks to the rainforest for ideas. Then, she sponge-paints an animal foot-print rug. Jenny makes a 3-D diorama of animal
habitats from foam and printable images.

(CC) DVI #1911H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Sensory Experiences

Time spent in natural environments can provide a range of health benefits. P. Allen Smith shows us how you can transform your living spaces
into sensory delights.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Waterwise Home & Garden (Los Angeles, Ca)

At the height of our nation's industrial revolution over 100 years ago, wealthy businessman Henry Phipps built the Phipps Conservatory as a gift
to the city of Pittsburgh. Today Phipps has become a model for public gardens and conservatories around the world for its sustainable building
practices, energy conservation and eco friendly methods. In the process they've earned the distinction of being "America's Greenest Garden" and
the greenest conservatory in the world. Taking his cue from the chocolate tree featured at the conservatory, Chef Nathan creates a molten
chocolate cake that melts in the mouth.

(CC) N/A #721H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15127H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
Saddle up for an Old West cattle drive in Utah. We hit the dusty trail where we meet an extended ranch family who's been driving cattle to
summer grazing grounds for generations. It's an experience available to city slickers too.

(CC) N/A #1213H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9062(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1426H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Southern Avenue

Memphis-based Southern Avenue are a current reminder that the magic of Memphis music is alive and well. In this episode, the high energy
band rollicks through several songs, including "Don't Give Up" and "Wildflower."

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Chuck Johnson and Charlyhorse

Not just a singer-songwriter pouring his heart and soul into his music, Chuck is also a storyteller who weaves songs out of the tales of small
southern towns and the roads he has traveled. Charlyhorse is what Americana music strives to be, "Vivid stories in sound, populated by trailer-
park queens, hellfire preachers, shuttered cotton mills and down-home philosophers"

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Blind Pilot

A staple of TV soundtracks, the six-piece indie band Blind Pilot, showcases their hyper individualistic approach and musicianship in an intimate
concert with songs including "Half Moon," "Three Rounds and a Sound," and "Oviedo." The Portland, Oregonians' refreshingly modern take, with
front man Israel Nebeker, debuted with a bicycle tour in support of their first album. Blind Pilot brings upright bass, banjo, dulcimer, vibraphone,
and trumpet together with traditional drums and keyboards for a unique contemporary sound.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Song of the Stars
The life stories of the stars above, as told through the beauty, grace, and power of contemporary dance! Song of the Stars features performances
by Seven Dance Company under the artistic direction of Cassia Cramer, woven together with a narration by astrophysicist Paul Sutter. In this
original fusion of science and dance, you will travel through the vast cosmos, witnessing the first stars sparking a revolution from total darkness,
the fatal love of two galaxies, a cataclysmic death that brings hope to a new generation, and so much more. For the art fan, this program offers
easy access to imposing astronomical concepts. For the science fan, the film tells familiar stories in a new and creative way. In an era of anti-
science sentiments, Song of the Stars brings the beauty and wonder of the universe to new audiences.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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23:00:00 Almost There
Eighty-two-year-old Peter Anton has spent decades obsessively chronicling his life story in a massive, illustrated autobiography titled Almost
There, and nothing - not poverty, isolation, or crippling disabilities - will stop him from seeing it published. Anton's work, which is best described
as outsider art, was made in the home where he's been living since he was a child. With his immediate family long dead, the home has fallen into
squalor and his health is failing. Almost There tells the story of the controversial art exhibit the filmmakers collaborated on with this charismatic yet
curmudgeonly character. The media spotlight turns on Anton, and his lifestyle as a "hoarder" causes the housing department to take notice and
condemn his home. The filmmakers follow Anton's tumultuous transition out of his childhood dwelling and into a senior community: a triumph of
perseverance and the happiest place he's ever been. Along the way, they meet those like themselves who are compelled to help this elderly
artist, while asking: What responsibilities do we have to others in need, and where should boundaries be drawn?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
Saddle up for an Old West cattle drive in Utah. We hit the dusty trail where we meet an extended ranch family who's been driving cattle to
summer grazing grounds for generations. It's an experience available to city slickers too.

(CC) N/A #1213H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Amy Chozick, Journalist

Amy Chozick is a New York-based writer-at-large for The New York Times and a frequent contributor to the Times Magazine, writing about the
personalities and power struggles in business, politics and media. Most recently, she led the paper's coverage of Hillary Clinton's presidential
campaign. She is the author of Chasing Hillary, a memoir from HarperCollins.

(CC) N/A #832H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Southern Avenue

Memphis-based Southern Avenue are a current reminder that the magic of Memphis music is alive and well. In this episode, the high energy
band rollicks through several songs, including "Don't Give Up" and "Wildflower."

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Chuck Johnson and Charlyhorse

Not just a singer-songwriter pouring his heart and soul into his music, Chuck is also a storyteller who weaves songs out of the tales of small
southern towns and the roads he has traveled. Charlyhorse is what Americana music strives to be, "Vivid stories in sound, populated by trailer-
park queens, hellfire preachers, shuttered cotton mills and down-home philosophers"

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Blind Pilot

A staple of TV soundtracks, the six-piece indie band Blind Pilot, showcases their hyper individualistic approach and musicianship in an intimate
concert with songs including "Half Moon," "Three Rounds and a Sound," and "Oviedo." The Portland, Oregonians' refreshingly modern take, with
front man Israel Nebeker, debuted with a bicycle tour in support of their first album. Blind Pilot brings upright bass, banjo, dulcimer, vibraphone,
and trumpet together with traditional drums and keyboards for a unique contemporary sound.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Song of the Stars
The life stories of the stars above, as told through the beauty, grace, and power of contemporary dance! Song of the Stars features performances
by Seven Dance Company under the artistic direction of Cassia Cramer, woven together with a narration by astrophysicist Paul Sutter. In this
original fusion of science and dance, you will travel through the vast cosmos, witnessing the first stars sparking a revolution from total darkness,
the fatal love of two galaxies, a cataclysmic death that brings hope to a new generation, and so much more. For the art fan, this program offers
easy access to imposing astronomical concepts. For the science fan, the film tells familiar stories in a new and creative way. In an era of anti-
science sentiments, Song of the Stars brings the beauty and wonder of the universe to new audiences.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Almost There
Eighty-two-year-old Peter Anton has spent decades obsessively chronicling his life story in a massive, illustrated autobiography titled Almost
There, and nothing - not poverty, isolation, or crippling disabilities - will stop him from seeing it published. Anton's work, which is best described
as outsider art, was made in the home where he's been living since he was a child. With his immediate family long dead, the home has fallen into
squalor and his health is failing. Almost There tells the story of the controversial art exhibit the filmmakers collaborated on with this charismatic yet
curmudgeonly character. The media spotlight turns on Anton, and his lifestyle as a "hoarder" causes the housing department to take notice and
condemn his home. The filmmakers follow Anton's tumultuous transition out of his childhood dwelling and into a senior community: a triumph of
perseverance and the happiest place he's ever been. Along the way, they meet those like themselves who are compelled to help this elderly
artist, while asking: What responsibilities do we have to others in need, and where should boundaries be drawn?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #642KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Shooting Stars

The children want to sled next to the river on a snowy winter day in Salzburg. Pumperl hops onto a piece of floating ice and drifts away. A
dramatic rescue operation ensues with help from Mario and a few unpopular boys from the neighborhood. They eventually locate Pumperl with a
telescope, which the Bishop later intends to use to view hundreds of shooting stars. The weather doesn't cooperate, but Amadeus once again
enchants the assembled company with his music. The Music: "Piano Sonata in D" (Duernitz) K. 284; "Divertimento in D" K. 136; "Qui tollis" from
the "C Minor Mass" K. 427; et al. Additional Content: Amadeus named three symphonies after his hometown.  This segment highlights the
famous "Salzburg Symphonies" using scenes from the series in which they appear. Monti explains why this music fit well within the scenes.

(CC) DVI #120(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
No Volts for Von Bolt/Dunkin Zombies

Volts: During a sailing trip, Von Bolt begins to malfunction, endangering ALVA and Edison, so the Secret Lab Kids investigate elements,
compounds and alloys to diagnose the problem. Zombies: When a virus turns JD into a donut-craving zombie, Angie has to come up with not only
a cure, but an inoculation against the virus. Fortunately, Jonas Salk can help.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Brain Aerobics

(CC) N/A #113HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Knee Strengthening Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a beautiful chapel terrace in Riviera Maya, Mexico. Follow along with Miranda
as she takes you through a gentle sequence of standing and barre exercises aimed at strengthening the knees, relieving joint stiffness and
improving overall mobility.

(CC) DVI #1124H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Healthy Aging

A variety of unique exercises are introduced which are all designed to promote healthy aging.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
High Adventure

Explore places beyond the ordinary wearing all the right gear. Designer Angela Wolf makes great-fitting leggings that take you around town or to
the gym. Designer and blogger Alex Woodbury shares techniques for making an active-wear jacket using high-tech neoprene fabric. Angela Wolf
has a tip for making leggings from any pants pattern.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Snuggly Slipper Boots

Show off warm, snuggly socks. Melissa Leapman knits cozy boots with a folksy Fair Isle pattern and an interesting heel construction. Learn lots of
ways to make pom poms and tassels with Lena Skvagerson in the technique corner. Vanessa Wilson crochets cute rustic boots with fringe that
are easy enough for a beginner.

(CC) N/A #804H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Dublin Town

The Double Irish Chain is a quintessential quilt pattern, and on this episode, we color it Irish! Debra Finan joins host Sara Gallegos to teach this
classic pattern, and adds in a four-leaf clover quilt block for some extra patchwork luck.

(CC) N/A #3012H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7238H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Layering Italian Flavors

"Alla Parmigiana" is a technique applied in many southern Italian dishes that is all about layering simple bold flavors. In today's episode, Lidia
shows the viewers her chicken parmigiana light: a version of chicken parmigiana, a breaded chicken thigh layered with tomato and mozzarella
and nestled in a bed of tomato sauce; steamed broccoli and egg salad: a simple steamed broccoli dish dressed with red wine vinegar and hard
boiled eggs; and limoncello tiramisu: a real "pick me up" made with lady fingers, mascarpone and limoncello zabaglione.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Annabel Langbein: The Free Range Cook
Italian Inspiration

Annabel Langbein visits actor Sam Neill's Two Paddocks vineyard to harvest saffron and pick heritage pears, then invites him and his team to her
cabin to try her modern take on classic Italian osso bucco and saffron risotto. Her pear and prune custard cream dessert has everyone swooning.
Recipes from this episode: choconut slice, balsamic glaze, beet, fennel and goat cheese salad, osso bucco, gremolata, saffron spinach risotto,
pear and prune custard cream, coffee liqueur, extra-special coffees.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Adam Richman

This week on Simply Ming,, Adam Richman, host of "Man V. Food" and "Man Finds Food," joins Ming in his loft. They start off with a fun cocktail
called a Port-Au-Prince sour; then, it's on to making their own styles of BLTs. Adam makes a salmon BLT while Ming prepares a kosher BLT
without the bacon, lettuce, or tomato. Simple ingredients make delicious dishes this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Smothered and Dowdied

Julia Collin Davison shows Bridget Lancaster how to make a regional favorite, Southern-style smothered chicken. Equipment expert Adam Ried
reveals his top pick for kitchen timers. Bridget uncovers the secrets to making the perfect apple pandowdy.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Wire As The Artists Muse

Inspiration can come from a style, an artist, or the material itself. Today's artists get their creative jump start from wire. Our feature bead type is
lamp work beads and soft glass vs borosilicate. Then, artist Brenda Schweder is back with a Calder inspired modern, wire art necklace. Then,
inventor Wyatt White takes wire weaving to a new level making an intricate bangle.

(CC) N/A #2608H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
The Big Game

Throw a victorious sports night party. Guest chef Chris Paulk makes sweet potato chips and dip, indoor barbecue ribs and empanadas. Celebrate
in style with a turf snack tray and a touchdown centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #415H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Cash and Credit

You'll learn about the power and pitfalls of credit, which is essentially using someone else's money temporarily (for a price). Meet a young
entrepreneur who used credit to start a successful bath salts business and another who launched a successful design firm. And, as a cautionary
tale, we talk to a young woman who had fun buying with credit until she found herself in bankruptcy.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Fly Away

Let's make wings and fly. With paper, scissors and a little spaghetti, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes paper feathers. Then, she crafts fuzzy bug wings
from felt. Artist Franz Spohn gives the appearance of flight in his drawings. Jenny crafts a bird house for our feathered friends.

(CC) DVI #1912H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
For The Pets

P. Allen Smith's animals are as much a part of his life as his gardens. In this episode of Garden Home, pets take center stage.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Epic Tomatoes (Raleigh, Nc and Atlanta, Ga)

With severe water shortages and drought grabbing an ever growing piece of our daily news, it only stands to reason, conserving this precious
resource is more important than ever. Gardeners and weekend warriors typically waste over 50% of what water they use for outdoor irrigation. In
this episode we meet author and waterwise expert, Nan Sterman in her own backyard to learn how to use less and still have a beautiful garden
and landscape, no matter where you live. Then it's back to the GGW Garden Farm to see the installation of an ultra-efficient irrigation system for
the lawn and garden.

(CC) N/A #722H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15128H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Overmedicated, Overdosed America: The Opioid Epidemic

With opioid overdose deaths now surpassing deaths from car accidents in the United States, it's absolutely clear that this is a public health
problem of great urgency. But what has caused the surge addiction and its consequences and what can be done about it? Our panel explores
issues including the social, economic, and cultural context of the rapid increase in opioid abuse and related deaths, the medical aspects of
substance abuse treatment and recovery, and public policy recommendations for a national response to these issues. Guests: Dr. David
Herzberg, Associate Professor of History at the University at Buffalo; Dr. Michael Pantalon, Psychologist and Senior Research Scientist at the
Yale School of Medicine; Dr. Bertha Madras, Professor of psychobiology at Harvard Medical School and member of the President's Commission
on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis; Regina Marchetti, Certified Recovery Specialist at Crozer-Keystone Health System and a
recovering addict.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9063(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #525H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Trampled By Turtles

This is the pilot episode of The Lowertown Line, a music special hosted by hip hop artist Dessa. This episode features bluegrass band Trampled
By Turtles and their special guest, fellow Duluth native Alan Sparhawk of the band Low. The show mixes musical performance and insightful
conversation and was recorded with a live audience at the Twin Cities Public Television studios. Songs performed: Walt Whitman, Midnight on
the Interstate, Keys to Paradise, When I Go Deaf, Alone.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
A compilation of great music and moments from season three that have not previously made it to air.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Alt-J

U.K. rockers alt-J performed an intense, moody set at Los Angeles's Hollywood American Legion for an upcoming episode of Live From the
Artists Den. The group offered up 18 songs to a crowd of 550 invited guests, veering between its eclectic new album, This Is All Yours, and its
2012 debut, An Awesome Wave. The surging, boisterous set included hit singles "Hunger of the Pine," "Fitzpleasure" and "Left Hand Free," as
well as a reimagined cover of Bill Withers' "Lovely Day." The Hollywood American Legion, with its grand vaulted ceilings, made for a historic and
dramatic setting that lent itself well to alt-J's edgy, dynamic rock songs.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Benedict Cumberbatch (Patrick Melrose) with Claire Foy (The Crown); Angela Bassett (9-1-1) with Laura Dern (The Tale); Darren Criss
(American Crime Story: The Assassination of Gianni Versace) with Mandy Moore (This is Us); Jason Bateman (Ozark) with Bill Hader (Barry);
Jessica Biel (The Sinner) with Alison Brie (GLOW).

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

23:00:00 World on the Brink
The Middle East

Episode Three focuses on an area of the world that is both a crucible of change and a potential flashpoint: the Middle East.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
Overmedicated, Overdosed America: The Opioid Epidemic

With opioid overdose deaths now surpassing deaths from car accidents in the United States, it's absolutely clear that this is a public health
problem of great urgency. But what has caused the surge addiction and its consequences and what can be done about it? Our panel explores
issues including the social, economic, and cultural context of the rapid increase in opioid abuse and related deaths, the medical aspects of
substance abuse treatment and recovery, and public policy recommendations for a national response to these issues. Guests: Dr. David
Herzberg, Associate Professor of History at the University at Buffalo; Dr. Michael Pantalon, Psychologist and Senior Research Scientist at the
Yale School of Medicine; Dr. Bertha Madras, Professor of psychobiology at Harvard Medical School and member of the President's Commission
on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis; Regina Marchetti, Certified Recovery Specialist at Crozer-Keystone Health System and a
recovering addict.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 In Good Shape - The Health Show (CC) N/A #525H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Trampled By Turtles

This is the pilot episode of The Lowertown Line, a music special hosted by hip hop artist Dessa. This episode features bluegrass band Trampled
By Turtles and their special guest, fellow Duluth native Alan Sparhawk of the band Low. The show mixes musical performance and insightful
conversation and was recorded with a live audience at the Twin Cities Public Television studios. Songs performed: Walt Whitman, Midnight on
the Interstate, Keys to Paradise, When I Go Deaf, Alone.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
A compilation of great music and moments from season three that have not previously made it to air.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live from the Artists Den
Alt-J

U.K. rockers alt-J performed an intense, moody set at Los Angeles's Hollywood American Legion for an upcoming episode of Live From the
Artists Den. The group offered up 18 songs to a crowd of 550 invited guests, veering between its eclectic new album, This Is All Yours, and its
2012 debut, An Awesome Wave. The surging, boisterous set included hit singles "Hunger of the Pine," "Fitzpleasure" and "Left Hand Free," as
well as a reimagined cover of Bill Withers' "Lovely Day." The Hollywood American Legion, with its grand vaulted ceilings, made for a historic and
dramatic setting that lent itself well to alt-J's edgy, dynamic rock songs.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Benedict Cumberbatch (Patrick Melrose) with Claire Foy (The Crown); Angela Bassett (9-1-1) with Laura Dern (The Tale); Darren Criss
(American Crime Story: The Assassination of Gianni Versace) with Mandy Moore (This is Us); Jason Bateman (Ozark) with Bill Hader (Barry);
Jessica Biel (The Sinner) with Alison Brie (GLOW).

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

04:00:00 World on the Brink
The Middle East

Episode Three focuses on an area of the world that is both a crucible of change and a potential flashpoint: the Middle East.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #643KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
The Choir of the Silent Sisters

The "Silent Sisters" cancel the Salzburg orphan boys choir performance at the annual harvest festival in the convent when a storm partially
destroys the monastery. Amadeus and Nannerl plan to perform instead. Devilius, Mario and Monti turn up and put Amadeus out of action with a
nasty trick so Mario can perform instead. In the end, Amadeus saves the convent from closure by forming a fantastic choir with the nuns, who
break their vow of silence to sing along. The Music: "Missa brevis in C" (Sparrows' Mass) K. 257; et al. Additional Content: Monti explains how
children can create their own music video on the Web site by combining and editing 10-15 scenes from the series and setting it to the series'
theme song.

(CC) DVI #121(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Murphy's Law of Gravity/The Mystery of Pirate Woods

Gravity: The SECRET LAB KIDS are ready to demo their new science song for web entrepreneur Mook Zookerboom when he learns that a
satellite is coming down out of orbit, panics and heads for the airport. So the team must gather some data on gravity to convince him to return.
Pirate: Angie's great-uncle Thaddeus and JD are sure a local nautical antique shop has the missing treasure chest of Greybeard the Pirate - but
Angie, Nicky and Kent suspect the shop owner is the true pirate here.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Walk Your Way to a Healthy Heart 1

(CC) N/A #114HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening & Pain-Relief Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a lovely spa pool in Riviera Maya, Mexico. Miranda will take you through an
entry-level, standing and barre workout that will provide you with a deep stretch to help relieve any tension and pain in your muscles and joints
and rebalance your entire body.

(CC) DVI #1125H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Exercise Is Fun

Mary Ann focuses on fun and functional exercises set to some of her favorite music.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Coast to Coast

From coast to coast, today's designers have you covered. Blogger and sewing educator Joanne Banko embellishes a western-inspired shirt with
embroidery and decorative stitches. An old subway map becomes a versatile tote in the hands of sewing expert Rebecca Kemp Brent. Angela
Wolf shares a tip for sewing with tweed fabric.

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Sweet Baby Cardigans

Every baby needs a soft, warm cardigan. Lena Skvagerson shows how to make a charming baby sweater by knitting sideways. In the technique
corner, Melissa Leapman makes three types of crochet ribbing. Jenny King crochets a darling child's sweater with twisted cables and little
bobbles.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
American Pie

A scrap quilt masterpiece inspired by an antique, Waste Not, Want Not is a strip-pieced design by guest Marianne Fons. The triangle units are
placed to create a bull's-eye effect that will stop you in your tracks. Join Marianne and host Sara Gallegos to learn more about this quilt's history
and techniques.

(CC) N/A #3013H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7239H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Elegant and Easy

Host Laura Theodore, prepares her elegant and easy party menu featuring "Savory Mushroom Stroganoff" served over delicate rotini pasta. On
the side, simple "Broccoli with Lemon Sauce" compliments beautifully. "Walnut, Beet, and Tofu Salad' starts off the meal with flair. To finish with a
flourish, sinfully delicious "Chocolate Mousse Ginger Pie" whips up in a flash.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Super Bowls of Soup (Super Bowl Stunt)

The big game and a cold night are both perfect times to enjoy a heart bowl of soup, like Sara's take on traditional New England chowder, her
smoky fish chowder, made even more delicious with bacon. On Ask Sara, she shows ways to pack for a tailgate, including safely transporting hot
soups. Then she joins Brazilian chef Leticia Moreinos Schwartz on a shopping trip to a Brazilian market before they make Leticia's chicken,
shrimp, peanut and cashew stew. Soups on! Recipes: Smoky fish chowder; Chicken shrimp, peanut and cashew stew.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Brassicas

Joanne shines a light on winter vegetables, which often take a back seat to their summertime counterparts. She'll also take us to a butcher chop
called Thistle Meats, and stop by a quintessential Italian market. With her student, she'll show how to make Broccoli Soup with Prosciutto Crisps,
Whole Roasted Cauliflower with Anchoiade, and Herb Grilled Lamb Chops. Recipes: Broccoli Soup with Prosciutto di San Daniele Crisps, Whole
Roasted Cauliflower with Mint Anchoiade, Herb Grilled Lamb Chops. Student: Sarah Van Patten.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Packed to Go

A packed lunch is an important part of the Scandinavian food tradition and is taken just as seriously as dinner. In this episode, Andreas shares his
favorite bread recipe, makes a healthy liver pate and creates a delicious honey crusted ham. In addition, Chef Esben Holmboe Bang from
Maaemo, one of Oslo's best restaurants ,shares advice on making the most of Norway's wild herbs.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
It's All Relative

Shape and scale play an important role in all types of art but they are even more important in beads. We begin with our bead material guide and
carved beads. Then Allie Buchman joins us for a tutorial on Czech bead shapes. Next Ashley Bunting creates basic wire frames to make
earrings. We finish up with peyote basics from Tamara Honaman and the art of color and edging.

(CC) N/A #2609H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Valentine's Day

Melt your beloved's heart with chef Michelangelo Wescott's recipes: lobster and lemon mashed potatoes, filets Diane and chocolate mousse.
Katie adds romance to the table with an arrow placemat and a rose and water arrangement.

(CC) DVI #416H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How to Achieve Your Financial Goals

Join us and you'll learn to track your expenses, get control of your spending, and invest what's left over to reach your financial goals. You'll see
the importance of starting young, while time is on your side. Meet some high school entrepreneurs who started a sports business.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Camp

Head to the great outdoors with camping crafts.  Jenny Barnett-Rohrs fashions a talking stick like those used by ancient tribes. Then, she paints
images of nature with sand.  Franz Spohn makes his own fishing game and Jenny weaves a beaded dream catcher.  Candie Cooper lights up the
forest with a cool camp lantern.

(CC) DVI #1913H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Native Plants

Allen Smith emphasizes the importance of fostering native plants and animals in this episode of Garden Home.

(CC) N/A #1711H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Natural Pest and Disease Control - Greener Solutions to Common Gardening

Beyond the popular beneficial lady beetle, lies a host of not so well known insects and organic products that are surprisingly efficient at keeping
pest populations and plant diseases in check. This episode looks at using natural predators and insects to keeps pests in check. We'll also
explore natural remedies for dealing with some common plant diseases in the home garden.

(CC) N/A #723H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15129H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1501H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9064(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1305H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Grupo Aye

Grand Rapids-based Grupo Aye brings a high energy salsa influence to the 2015 Lansing JazzFest stage. Their infectious sound features brass,
vocals, piano, bongos, drums, and more. Songs include: "Mama Kiyelele," "Guajiro de Corazon," and "Llego` la Banda." Recorded at Lansing
JazzFest 2015 in the capital city's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #717H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Eleuthera

The longest islands of The Bahamas, steeped in history culture and beauty, from the famous visual Glass Window Bridge between the Caribbean
and the Atlantic Ocean to historic Spanish Wells and quaint Harbor Island. In this episode, travel the length of the island with Mirissa Neff and
learn that while it seems like different worlds between Eleuthera, Harbor Islands and Spanish Wells, it's the people that collectively have one
voice and are connected in the island's culture.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Sister Hazel

For over 20 years, these five friends have built the kind of musical communication that comes only with time, talent and commitment. From bars
and clubs back home in Gainesville, Florida, to venues all over the world, they've seen audiences light up the night like seas of stars as the band
tells a story, their story. In this episode, Sister Hazel inspires you to "Change Your Mind".

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

21:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Toad The Wet Sprocket

In 1986, four California teens adopted the Monty Python moniker as a joke for their first gig. And, it stuck! A new dawn has risen for this band, as
they continue to write, play and tour together. This episodes reveals the depth of earlier songs and how the band has come full circle.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Starboard Light
A love letter to a cherished family home, STARBOARD LIGHT is an inspiring and poignant documentary that ask: does a family make a house or
does a house make a family? The film revolves around a middle-class family facing the disappearance of a century of memories when they
decide to sell their 210-year-old Cape Cod summer home. Whether it's a small cabin deep in the woods, a primary residence that's been handed
down generation after generation, or a waterfront summer getaway, many Americans have faced the decision to either keep or let go of their
beloved family home. Through the filmmaker's own family experience, STARBOARD LIGHT shows viewers how to celebrate and preserve the
memories ingrained in shared family homes for future generations to enjoy. Present day footage combined with old 16 mm family films and
photographs help illustrate this powerful multi-generational family story.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Ming Voyages (15th Century)

90 years before Christopher Columbus sailed for the Americas, China launched the largest fleet of wooden ships that the world would ever see to
trade with half the world, while freeing sea-lanes of pirates. The largest vessels were 5 times longer than Columbus' Santa Maria. This caused
vast quantities of goods and technologies to be shared along the Maritime Silk Road.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)KNME

23:30:00 Stories of the Mind
The Critical Years

Four stories from young adults show a range of mental health experiences. This is a critical age, marked by major life transitions at a time when
many disorders tend to manifest.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Well Read
Hari Kunzru / White Tears

Hari Kunzru is one of the most talented fiction writers at work today. He comes to Well Read with his new book White Tears about two ambitious
young musicians drawn into the dark underworld of blues record collecting, haunted by the ghosts of a repressive past.

(CC) N/A #624H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1305H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Grupo Aye

Grand Rapids-based Grupo Aye brings a high energy salsa influence to the 2015 Lansing JazzFest stage. Their infectious sound features brass,
vocals, piano, bongos, drums, and more. Songs include: "Mama Kiyelele," "Guajiro de Corazon," and "Llego` la Banda." Recorded at Lansing
JazzFest 2015 in the capital city's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #717H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Eleuthera

The longest islands of The Bahamas, steeped in history culture and beauty, from the famous visual Glass Window Bridge between the Caribbean
and the Atlantic Ocean to historic Spanish Wells and quaint Harbor Island. In this episode, travel the length of the island with Mirissa Neff and
learn that while it seems like different worlds between Eleuthera, Harbor Islands and Spanish Wells, it's the people that collectively have one
voice and are connected in the island's culture.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Sister Hazel

For over 20 years, these five friends have built the kind of musical communication that comes only with time, talent and commitment. From bars
and clubs back home in Gainesville, Florida, to venues all over the world, they've seen audiences light up the night like seas of stars as the band
tells a story, their story. In this episode, Sister Hazel inspires you to "Change Your Mind".

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

02:30:00 Live at the Charleston Music Hall
Toad The Wet Sprocket

In 1986, four California teens adopted the Monty Python moniker as a joke for their first gig. And, it stuck! A new dawn has risen for this band, as
they continue to write, play and tour together. This episodes reveals the depth of earlier songs and how the band has come full circle.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Starboard Light
A love letter to a cherished family home, STARBOARD LIGHT is an inspiring and poignant documentary that ask: does a family make a house or
does a house make a family? The film revolves around a middle-class family facing the disappearance of a century of memories when they
decide to sell their 210-year-old Cape Cod summer home. Whether it's a small cabin deep in the woods, a primary residence that's been handed
down generation after generation, or a waterfront summer getaway, many Americans have faced the decision to either keep or let go of their
beloved family home. Through the filmmaker's own family experience, STARBOARD LIGHT shows viewers how to celebrate and preserve the
memories ingrained in shared family homes for future generations to enjoy. Present day footage combined with old 16 mm family films and
photographs help illustrate this powerful multi-generational family story.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Maritime Silk Road: Birth of the Global Economy
Ming Voyages (15th Century)

90 years before Christopher Columbus sailed for the Americas, China launched the largest fleet of wooden ships that the world would ever see to
trade with half the world, while freeing sea-lanes of pirates. The largest vessels were 5 times longer than Columbus' Santa Maria. This caused
vast quantities of goods and technologies to be shared along the Maritime Silk Road.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)KNME

04:30:00 Stories of the Mind
The Critical Years

Four stories from young adults show a range of mental health experiences. This is a critical age, marked by major life transitions at a time when
many disorders tend to manifest.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #644KCSM

08:00:00 Wunderkind Little Amadeus
Breakfast Music

The cardinal, well-known for his inspection trips that usually end with demotions and transfers, is on his way to visit the Bishop of Salzburg, who is
extremely agitated by the impending visit. To make matters worse, the cardinal arrives a day early and nothing is ready. Even the Bishop's
choirboys are unprepared to perform. The cardinal mercilessly inspects the palace, terrifying the fearful Bishop. But, thanks to Amadeus'
ingenuity, the Bishop stays, and Devilius won't succeed him. The Music: "Regina Coeli" K. 276; "Requiem" K. 625; et al. Additional Content:
Singing in a choir forms the fundamental part of this story. Monti presents the canon "Bona nox," which viewers can hear on the Web site.

(CC) DVI #122(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Electric Kent!/Fashion Genes

Electric: Kent discovers one of Edison's secret inventions - an exo-bodysuit: a steampunk Ironman device that turns him into a klutzy superhero.
Fashion: Ever-confident Nicky finds herself competing with Sheila in a "Project Runway"-type show, and, needing the perfect model to show off
her designs on the runway, she decides to clone herself.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Walk Your Way to a Healthy Heart 2

(CC) N/A #115HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Hips & Hamstring Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the calming and peaceful Kantun-Chi eco-park in Mexico. This all-barre
workout will help you strengthen and stretch all 650 muscles in your body and release any joint tension or pain you may be feeling in your hips
and hamstrings.

(CC) DVI #1126H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Strength Coordination

This episode features a potpourri of movements to enhance strength and coordination.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)NETA

10:30:00 It's Sew Easy
Pack and Go

Be ready to go - anywhere, anytime. Sewing blogger and busy Mom Caroline Critchfield stays packed and ready with a handy bag made with
clear vinyl and colorful fabric. Award-winning quilter Carolina Moore takes along paper-piecing projects so she can keep stitching wherever she
goes. Alex Woodbury shares a charity sewing project.

(CC) N/A #1310H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
One of a Kind Totes

Take your yarn along in a stylish tote. Kristen Mangus makes an adorable raspberry stitch bag that is knit on a loom. Learn to make center-pull
yarn balls in the technique corner with Ellen Gormley. Vanessa Wilson crochets a Boho tapestry bag with a long strap and drawstring closure that
goes everywhere.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Folk Dance

There are dozens of "traditional" quilt block designs. This episode features a quilt that uses one of those blocks - the Fons & Porter Pickle Dish
Template Set makes the cutting and piecing of this block more enjoyable. Mary and Marianne Fons will guide you through the construction of the
block, with tips that make your patchwork trouble-free.

(CC) N/A #2801H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7240H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Hundred Acres/Vic's (Under Construction)

Years back while we were filming a segment on Missy Robbins and the two A Voce locations she ran I met two of her sous chefs Ayesha
Nurdjaja and Hillary Sterling who now run their own kitchens at Hundred Acres and Vic's respectively both owned and operated by the husband
wife team Vicki Freeman, and Marc Meyer. We'll spend the day with them.

(CC) N/A #1513H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Favorites with a Twist

Crab Cakes with Spicy Tequila, Corn & Salsa; Sausage Meatballs with Tomato Sauce; Halibut & Fresh Mediterranean Salsa.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Chef Paul Prudhomme's Always Cooking!
Gratinee Is The Way

Potacos, Avery Island Seafood Gratinee, Potato Gorgonzola Gratin.

(CC) DVI #109(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Julia Remembered

Jacques takes a stroll down memory lane as he lovingly prepares dishes once enjoyed with his dear cooking companion Julia Child. Jacques'
retrospective menu begins with a shucking lesson, the first steps towards an oyster chowder with potatoes, spinach and corn. Jacques then
recreates Julia's classic South of France eggplant-tomato gratin, a dish with layers of rustic flavors. He recalls going head-to-head with Julia for a
winning hamburger royale using fresh ground beef and all the fixin's.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Modern Ingenuity

This season is all about learning from the masters but we'd be remiss if we didn't also take time to feature some modern ingenuity. Katie takes a
look at beads inspired by Monet as a nod to the past. Then Aja Vaz brings us into the current world with modern torches and making tube shaped
beads. Then Katie is back with old meets new, as we look at new ways to set crystals. Finally Tamara shows us new and old loom types.

(CC) N/A #2610H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Halloween

Trick or treat! Katie shares some "spooky" Halloween ideas. In the kitchen: candy pumpkin apples, chocolate-covered marshmallows and white
chocolate candy corns. Get into the "spirit" of things with a painted bucket and gourd-face pumpkins.

(CC) DVI #417H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Don't Blow Your Dough

Biz Kids Beware. Protect the money you already have by putting it in a safe place. Beware of scams and schemers. You'll discover ways to avoid
the growing problem of identity theft. Meet with Washington State's Attorney General Rob McKenna and the Better Business Bureau. You'll also
see young people who did blow their dough, and find out what that experience has taught them.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Fins, Feathers and Fur

Let's get creative with inspiration from the forest, sea and sky. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs and Katie Hacker make a friendly hedgehog then Katie
creates a wiggly fish. Franz Spohn scratches off paint to make colorful animal images and Jenny makes a gelatin print Valentine's Day card.

(CC) DVI #1801H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Young Farmers

The number of young people entering farming continues to decline. P. Allen Smith uncovers the opportunities that exist within this vocation and
beginners who will soon be leading the way.

(CC) N/A #1712H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Getting Your Landscape In Shape with a Personal Garden Coach

Just as athletes have trainers, gardeners can have personal coaches to help us confidently achieve the landscape of our dreams. In this episode,
we accompany a Seattle based garden coach to learn how she and others in her profession guide, teach and empower us to be better gardeners
on any skill level. We also visit with another horticulturalist for some practical design tips we can all us in our own home garden and landscape.

(CC) N/A #724H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #15130H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1426H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #9065(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1026H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Mountain Faith

(CC) N/A #1224H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2105H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
First Gen 101

Three stories of misadventures as first generation Americans navigating identity, love and acceptance amid converging cultures: Fanny Pack by
Uttera Singh, Prom by Imran J. Khan, and Groomed by Wyatt Rockefeller.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Dan Gilroy

In this episode, screenwriter Dan Gilroy discusses the evolution of the Academy Award-nominated Nightcrawler - a 15-year-old idea - working
with actor Denzel Washington to create an unforgettable idealist in the critically acclaimed Roman J. Israel, Esq., and the challenges and benefits
of being surrounded by a Hollywood-successful family.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA
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23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Astrophysics and Cell Biology

Guests: Matt O'Dowd, Natasha Pavlova. Movie: A Wrinkle in Time. Did you know Madeline L'Engle's fiction predicted real scientific discoveries! A
look at the hard science in A Wrinkle in Time with Matt O'Dowd, a CUNY Astrophysicist and host of the very popular PBS series "Space Time"
and Natasha Pavlova, a Research Fellow at Thompson Laboratory for Cancer, Biology & Genetics at Memorial SloaKettering Cancer Center.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1131H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Second Opinion
Childhood Cancer

Patient Story: Few things are as sad or shocking than to hear of a child diagnosed with cancer. While these children fight for their lives, doctors
and researchers fight for research dollars to find new, desperately needed treatments. Christine Kelly Marquino's son Danny is in his third cancer
protocol, and while he battles each recurrence, his family truly lives as a "cancer family." Myth or Medicine: Are new cancer treatments safe for
children? Second Opinion 5: Five things to do when a child is diagnosed with cancer.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #1026H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Mountain Faith

(CC) N/A #1224H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs (CC) N/A #2105H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
First Gen 101

Three stories of misadventures as first generation Americans navigating identity, love and acceptance amid converging cultures: Fanny Pack by
Uttera Singh, Prom by Imran J. Khan, and Groomed by Wyatt Rockefeller.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
A Conversation with Dan Gilroy

In this episode, screenwriter Dan Gilroy discusses the evolution of the Academy Award-nominated Nightcrawler - a 15-year-old idea - working
with actor Denzel Washington to create an unforgettable idealist in the critically acclaimed Roman J. Israel, Esq., and the challenges and benefits
of being surrounded by a Hollywood-successful family.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Astrophysics and Cell Biology

Guests: Matt O'Dowd, Natasha Pavlova. Movie: A Wrinkle in Time. Did you know Madeline L'Engle's fiction predicted real scientific discoveries! A
look at the hard science in A Wrinkle in Time with Matt O'Dowd, a CUNY Astrophysicist and host of the very popular PBS series "Space Time"
and Natasha Pavlova, a Research Fellow at Thompson Laboratory for Cancer, Biology & Genetics at Memorial SloaKettering Cancer Center.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1131H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #645KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Hydrangea

Gary paints an endless summer hydrangea with white petals. Gary uses his imagination to add some pink and yellow highlights. The background
of this painting has some dark accents making the subject pop nicely in the frame.

(CC) N/A #513H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Canada Goose, Part 1

A Canada Goose sits serenely on the water on a calm Fall day. In Part 1, Wilson masks out the goose and starts laying the foundation for the
background.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
Monet's Waterlilies

David visits the enchanting village of Giverny, 45 miles northwest of Paris, which was the last home there until the end of his life in 1926. David
describes the evolution of Impressionism from its experimental beginnings in the Gleyre studio in Paris in 1862 with Monet and his friends Sisley,
Renoir, Bazille, Pissarro - to its later stage (and beyond) of explosive color, loose brushwork, complementary color vivid sunshine and sensual
delight. David discusses and demonstrates Monet's later methods as a mid-career Impressionist at Giverny and his evolution into expressionism
with his carefully developed and cultivated waterlily garden as his inspiration.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Bone Strength Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, Miranda Esmonde-White will show you how to increase your bone strength so that you remain fully mobile,
strong and pain-free. Filmed in a beautiful chapel walkway in Riviera Maya, this all-standing workout consists of easy-to-follow exercise
sequences that will keep you young and healthy.

(CC) DVI #1127H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Reaction Time

Mary Ann shows how to use a ball to test your reaction time.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Osteoporosis Back Strength and Stretch

(CC) N/A #305H(S)ACCES

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Aidan McManus, owner and head chef at the famous King Sitric Restaurant in Howth, Co. Dublin, demonstrates his own delicious take on hake
with tomato vinaigrette. Later, Neven prepares duck breast with sweet potato fondants and his very popular MacNean celebration cake.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Baking Up Comfort

David Sterling, chef and author of "Yucatan: Recipes from a Culinary Expedition," brings Rick on a whirlwind tour of the peninsula. The pair of
Oklahoma-born, Mexico-obsessed chefs begin their journey with a conversation in Hunucma, where Dona Lupita serves home-cooked meals at
the kitchen table of her family's cocina economica. Though the Yucatan is not known for its bakeries, David goes to the rustic wood-burning
ovens at Panaderia Liz in Merida. Then it's back to the gorgeous kitchen at Los Dos Cooking School, where David makes a pan of buttery,
indulgent hojaldras - a sweet-and-savory pastry stuffed with ham, cheese and chile and dusted with sugar. Inspired by all of the homey comfort,
Rick makes a nourishing frijol con puerco and a hojaldra all his own.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Agrodolce

Sweet and sour is a classic combination of flavors that can be found in almost every cuisine around the world, and in Italy it's called agrodolce
and produces delicious, balanced dishes of savory and sweet. Lidia demonstrates a marinated winter squash: fried and soaked in a sweet and
tangy marinade made from vinegar, garlic and sugar; swordfish in sweet and sour sauce, showcasing a perfect balance between sweetness and
acidity in each bite; sesame candy: a flavor packed sesame candy with citrus zest.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Food Over 50
Dietary Fiber: Bulking Up On Taste

David Jackson reflects on the passage of time, watching himself on a mid-century television set as much younger David promotes the importance
of fiber. This is from his first cooking show 35 years ago. The message is similar. Only the messenger has changed, which in point of fact makes
a high fiber message all the more vital. The tasty menu includes David's delicious almost chicken soup, so loaded with hearty, healthy and fresh
vegetables and beans that there's almost no room left for lean, skinless chunks of chicken breast. Then there's his adaption of a Middle Eastern
classic, tabbouleh with artichoke. By adding this fibrous and flavorful vegetable, the equation is improved: fiber + fiber = delicious! Hungry viewers
are also in store for an informative segment on "The Sources of Dietary Fiber," followed by Elizabeth's "Second Helpings" segment, which further
informs viewers as to why more fiber in food is vital as we age. Wrapping up the episode, David goes back to his hideaway in the Outer Hebrides
to work up a good sweat cutting peat for his "Earn What You Eat Segment." Hebridean peat, which is fuel rather than fodder, is 4,000 years of
accumulated grass and heather compressed into Scottish firewood.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Expeditions with Patrick Mcmillan
The Longleaf Empire - Francis Marion National Forest

It seems that no matter where we look we can find evidence of man shaping the world around him, the world we consider "natural." Fire is
essential for the existence of the longleaf pine woodland, one of the rarest and most interesting habitats on the planet. Join Patrick as he
continues to explore the incredible and strange life that makes its home here in the heart of the longleaf empire in the Francis Marion National
Forest.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Land and Water

New England's earliest villages and towns rose up along its ancient waterways. On today's episode of Weekends with Yankee, we visit the
region's rivers, lakes, and coastal vineyards. We start in Providence, Rhode Island, where the amazing Waterfire festival illuminates the city with
a light show like you've never seen before. Then it's off to New Hampshire and the serenity of Squam Lake, where we're in search of the
magnificent loon. Rounding things out is a visit to the Farm Coast for a taste of award-winning wines from Westport River Winery in
Massachusetts.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Granada, Cordoba, and Spain's Costa Del Sol

Andalucia's Moorish heritage sparkles in the historic capitals of Granada and Cordoba. And the pride of the Reconquista and the power of Queen
Isabel and King Ferdinand enliven the region's great sights. Tasting the smooth sherry and marveling at prancing stallions, we find the passion in
Andalucian culture. And we top it off with fun in the Spanish sun on the Costa del Sol.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
South Africa: Amazing Encounters

Richard Wiese explores the wildest part of South Africa's fabled Kruger National Park where he encounters elephants, lions and giraffes. He finds
out how local communities are banding together to fight poaching and create a new economy based on ecotourism. And he visits a Makuleke
village to learn how this proud tribe has helped transform this region into a flourishing wildlife reserve.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
The 1920's were referred to as the Country Home Era. Elegant formal gardens, gentle paths, plus a long and interesting history make this garden
a must-see. Join us as we GardenSMART in New Jersey.

(CC) N/A #5006H(S)NETA

15:30:00 For Your Home
Backyard Living Spaces

FYH host Vicki Payne takes a trip to Michigan to help her son Tony transform his backyard into an exciting place to entertain his family of five and
all their friends. Tony lends sweat equity to the project and gets lots of help from his neighbors to stay on budget throughout the project.

(CC) N/A #3109H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Judy Goffman Cutler

The National Museum of American Illustration's Curator, Co-Founder, and Museum Director Judy Goffman Cutler takes viewers on a behind-the-
scenes tour of a special traveling exhibition: Howard Pyle, His Students & the Golden Age of American Illustration. Organized in partnership with
the Pennoni Honors College at Drexel University in Philadelphia, this exhibition highlights the artistry and influence of Drexel's renowned
professor Pyle and the league of artists in his academic, professional, and social circle; these include Maxfield Parrish, Violet Oakley, N.C. Wyeth,
Frank Schoonover, Jessie Wilcox Smith, Elizabeth Shippen Green, and even Norman Rockwell. Host Paula Marantz Cohen explores the form
and function of these artists' illustrative work, as well as its impact on American literary and popular culture.

(CC) N/A #608HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Lyle Lovett, Singer/Actor

Lyle Lovett is a singer, composer and actor. Since his self-titled debut in 1986, Lovett has released 14 albums that fuse elements of country,
swing, jazz, folk, gospel and blues. He has won four Grammy Awards, including Best Male Country Vocal Performance and Best Country Album.
Lovett was also named Texas State Musician.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Medieval Armormaker

James Gillaspie has been making medieval/Renaissance armor for over 20 years. Host Eric Gorges plays to his base as a fellow metal shaper.
James and Eric do a little jousting and a lot of shop-talk!

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3626H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind (CC) N/A #3848HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Is Consciousness Ultimate Reality?

Some say that consciousness is the only true reality-that everything else, including the universe, comes from consciousness. If so, how would
consciousness relate to the world?

(CC) N/A #1513H(S)EPS

19:30:00 The Whole Truth with David Eisenhower
President Obama's Legacy In World Affairs: Change, for Certain, But What About

Guests: Zack Beauchamp, World Correspondent, Vox.com; Trudy Rubin, "Worldview" columnist, The Philadelphia Inquirer; Thomas Wright,
Fellow and project director, Brookings Institution; Phyllis Bennis, Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

20:00:00 Speakeasy
Steve Earle and David Simon

Three-time Grammy Award-winning singer and songwriter Steve Earle is joined by Emmy Award- winning producer David Simon for an intimate
conversation in this episode of Speakeasy. Earle began his career as a songwriter in 1982 before having his breakthrough 1986's Guitar Town.
His 16th studio album, So You Wanna Be an Outlaw, was released in June 2017. Simon is the Emmy Award winning producer behind HBO's The
Wire. His latest project The Deuceis coming to HBO in the fall. The pair discuss storytelling through song, politics, and working with Townes Van
Zandt. Earle treats the audience to a special performance of songs from his new album including "Goodbye Michelangelo," "The Firebreak Line,"
and "So You Wannabe an Outlaw."

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Front and Center
Kaleo

All the way from Iceland, indie rock band Kaleo comes to New York City to perform songs from their debut album A/B. Highlights include a
performance of "Vor i Vaglaskogi," a traditional Icelandic Love song sung in the band's native language, as well as their top 10 singles "All the
Pretty Girls" and "Way Down We Go." Formed in 2012, the band music is mostly influenced by folk and blues and prominently features a
distinctive resonator sound.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Art Trails of the French Riviera

Kate Comer searches out the refuges and favorite playgrounds of great artists like Cezanne, Renoir, Picasso and Chagall along the extraordinary
art trail of the French Riviera. Exploring the towns of Arles, Aix, Cagnes-sur-Mer, Antibes, Vence, Biot and Nice, Kate takes in the sun and
peerless blue skies, the rugged mountains and sublime coastline that attracted these iconoclasts to the Riviera.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Home

Exploring the profound impact of African diaspora around the world, photographers Hakeem Adewumi and Moyo Oyelola create connections with
their highly personal art. Their exhibits take a global tale and make it feel like home.

(CC) N/A #702HNETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
The multifaceted, multi-talented Shara Nova, in concert and conversation.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX


